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This dissertation came about through a combination of circurnstances and
through the encouragement and woperation of a number of people. As early as 1992 it
was apparent that, in either the long or short tenn, an arrangement was going to be
reached with Aboriginal groups in Manitoba for the repatriation of cultural and biological
materials. f hrough my empioyment at the University of Wtnnipeg I had been involved in

the forensic study of human remains from Manitoba, many of which were Aboriginal in
origin. It was becoming obvious that the study of these remains had to be accelerated.

OtheNvise, we risked the repatriation of materials that had been in our possession, often
for many years, but upon which no analysis was conducted.
The physical remains in question came from a number of sources. Some came
from deliberate excavations of buriais conducted rnainly during the early part of the
century. m i l e deiiberate exhumations of non-threatened burials had long ceased by
1992, salvage excavations of threatened sites have continued, and some of these have

yielded human remains. Furthemore, the annual processes of erosion had uncovered
skeletal remains, revealed by chance and collected or excavated and sent to the
University Of Winnipeg for analysis. Thus, there was a considerable body of data

available for study and some urgency about doing the analysis before the materials were
retumed. I knew that many crania had been remvered from Manitoba over tbe years. A
compilation of existing specimens yieided a total of 250 specimens which provided a
number sufficientiy large for anaiysis.
Upon my initial appraisal it was apparent mat there were too many data for a
single dissertation. Rather than studying al1 of the skeletal matenal that had been
recovered, 1 decided to limit myself to a study of the cranial remains. This tied in very
nicely with the work I had been doing with Chris Meiklejohn on the study of crania

pfirnarily from the Mesolithic penod of Europe (Meiklejohn et al 1997, Jacobs et al 1997).

The focus of my research was to attempt to find out who these people were that
were represented by these remains. A number of archaeological cultures and historic or
ethnic gmups were resident here in the past, a fact established by archaeological and
historic sources. The crania and other remains recovered from Manitoba represent
individuals fmm these andfor other groups. Only one published study (Ossenberg 1974)
has used some of these rernains to define biological components associated Hthe
known cultures. This work witf provide an addition to and cornparison with Ossenberg's
research, using a different approach from the one mat she took.
The primary hypothesis developed here is that it may be possible, using
appropriate techniques, to identify within a large sample of human crania from a vafiety of
contexts, significant dusters or groups that might represent different biological
populations that inhabited this region in the past. A senes of questions anse from this
hypothesis and will be addressed throughout the thesis. When clusters appear, can they

be identified as representing specific archaeological or ettinic groups? Can relationships
between the different identified groups be defined in biological ternis and will this be
reflective of defined cultural differences? Can ancestorldescendent links between

archaeological and more fecent ethnic groups be established?
One major problern had to be immediatety addressed. APtough iniüally I had
hoped to rnake primary divisions or subsets in the data based upon archaeological
parameters, it soon became apparent that most specimens in the sample did not have
adequate provenience for such an identification. The large number of unprovenienced
cases rneant that specimens could not be divided into sub-sets on archaeological or
ethnic fines. Furihermore, the general lack of radiocarbon dates for most of the cases
meant that divisions along temporal lines would not be possible except in the most

general sense.
Most applicable statistical clustering techniques require that the specimens be
divided into groups. To be included, each specirnen must be identified as a particular
group mernber. In the absence of appropriate archaeological data, I decided to use a
geographicaVecological frarnework for dividing the cases into groups. 1 divided the
province into five zones, following to some degree the natural vegetation zones of the
province as defined by Weir (1983). Thus, the northem Manitoba (Norman) region
corresponds approximateIy to the boreal forest zone, the western Manitoba (Westrnan)
region the plains/prairie zone, the southcentral region to the combination of the wooded
grassland, broadleaf forest and mixed woods zones (given the general term of parkland
here) and the eastem Manitoba (Eastman) region again generally represents boreal
forest. The single exception to this was the Red River valley region, which was selected
as a topographie feature rather than as a vegetation zone. The Red River valley was
singled out because it was used as a travel corridor in the past and contains sorne
archaeologically unique sites that may be associated with types of specimens not seen in
other parts of the province (Buchner 1988).
This dissertation is organized into six subsequent chapters. Chapter two
discusses the methodofogy used and the reasons for selecüng each mode of analysis.
Chapter three provides a brief thumbnail sketch of sorne of the groups and cultures that
were present in this region. Although the Native presence here stretches back to the
Paleo-lndian Period, only graups IikeIy to be represented in the cranial remains, both in

the main and comparative samples, were discussed. This section looks at archaeological,
histoncal and linguistic evidence in the attempt to identify specific cultures that existed
here and which might be represented in the cranial data.
Chapter four discusses the sources of the sarnples used in this dissertation. In

this chapter, 1 describe where I acquired the specirnens used in the primary analysis and

the sources of my comparative data- In this section

I also detail the division of aie sample

into gmups as discussed above.

The fifth chapter deals with data coliecüon, sex and age assessment of the
specimens, measurernent and the estimation of missing variables. The SM
chapter
covers the resutts of the many amputer nins. The final chapter gives my conclusions.
Overall, it is rny hope that this dissertation will add to our knowiedge of the past in
this region. Were there geographic or regional bam'ers between groups in the past? Did a

single gmup make the burial mounds that dot the southein portion of the province? Is
there evidence to suggest immigration of peoples or migration from place to place over

time? Can biological links to other groups from outside the region be established? 1s it
possible to discem the origins of the groups that lived here?
AI! of these questions require attention, and the use of some f o m of biological analysis is

necessary to provide the answers-

CHAPTER 1

METHODOLOGY

One of the goals of physical anthrcpology is the definition of the biological

parameters of cultural, ethnic or archaeological groups. Within this general goal, the
appmaches used and materials studied by vanous group of scientists, of course, differs.
For exiant cultural groups, physical anthropologists rnay make cumparisons through
studies of genetic divergence. There are many such studies, induding recent ones by
Lorenz and Smith (1994) and Meniwether et al (1995) on North American Natives and
Lbp (1996) on Chilean Aboriginal populations. Gmup difference among ths !iving may
also be assessed through direct physical rneasurements (anthropornetry), although this
seems less cornmon today than in the past (Wilson and toesch 1989, Loukopoulou and
Pentzou-Daponte 1995).
For the study of the biological component of past cultures, however, different
methods must be applied. The assessrnent of affinities between groups based on
osteological or skeletal information has a long history in physical anthmpology
(Annelagos et al 1982). Such osteological studies fall into twa general groups: the study
of non-rnetric traits (Pmwse and Lovell 1996, Ei-Najjar and McWiiliams 1978, Comccini
1976, Ossenberg 1974) and the study of metnc traits, the focus of this dissertation

(Howeils 1966, 1973, Key 1983, Heatticote 1586).

On occasion, a biological population, as defined by a physical anthropologist, can
be "mamed" to a cultural entity as defined by an archaeologist. One good example of
such congruence is the study of skeletons from the Wadi Halfa area of ancient Nubia.

This population, originally excavated in the 1960's, is now very well known both physically

and dernographically, and has yielded an enomous amount of information about several

ancient Nubian cultures (Carlson and Van Gerven 1977, Armelagos et al 1981, Greene
1982). Another example is the analysis of the population from the Libben Site in Ohio
(Lovejoy et al 1977, Lovejoy 1985).
The precontact history of Manitoba contains a number of identified and narned
cultural units. Some of these refer to sociaMinguistic groups who were present at the time
Europeans amved and whose Iocation, habits and possessions were recorded by early
observes. These include various bands of Cree and Ojibwa, Dakota, Assiniboin and
Plains Cree. Other cultural entities have been identified by archaeologists from matenal
rernains, usually Iithic and ceramic artifacts.

One attempt has already been made to define the biological parameters of these
archaeological groups. In 1974 Ossenberg published her definition of groups h m the
northeastem plains region and discussed relationships between thern, based upon the
study of non-metric traits. Since my current research deals with many of the same
specimens and seeks many of the same goals as Ossenberg's, her rnethodology is
discussed here.
Ossenberg studied 26 discrete (non-metric) traits of the skull in 942 cases
representing 19 different groups (Ossenberg 1974:15). She assessed many of the same
specimens that 1 have rneasured and was able to wllect data from many cases too
incomplete for me to measure. Each of her specimens was provided with a group
affiliation as interpreted or provided by the archaeologists who excavated them. Thus,
Ossenberg was able to develop within-group trait frequencies for the nineteen
populations she studied and to do beWeen-group distance analyses based upon these
frequencies.
Ossenberg's study gave an indication of biological relationships between the
various archaeological populations she studied, and her results wili be compared to those

fmm this study in the condusions section. However, her approach, using discrete (nonmetric) trait analysis, is lirnited in one key way. With her type of analysis, only groups and
the relationships between them can be studied. lndividuals can never become single

components of the study, but rather contribute to group frequencies. It is these group
frequencies that c m be studied (Zar 1974:3-8).
As speciniens are not studied as individuals, non-rnetric analysis is not
appropriate for samples of unknown group or population affinity. In non-rnetric or discrete

trait analysis variables are measured in nominal, usually binary, form: l / O =
present/absent for each trait The variables studied are not obviously correlated to one
another and may be completely independent. Altciough each of the tweniy-six traits
Ossenberg selected are assumed to be the result of genetic inheritance, the heritability of

each trait must be assessed independentiy. It is known that mechanical, fundional or
environmental factors can influence non-rnetric traits (Ossenberg 1974:15-16). Discrete
trait data are most suited for a frequency analysis, and many types of statistical rnethods
cannot be applied to them (Zar 1974:4).
In cantrast, rnetric variables. the ones used in this thesis, allow for the study of the
positionhg of individuals, per se, or as members of groups, on a scatterplot. Metric
analysis uses continuous variables. that is variables that have a positive value rneasured

on a defined s a l e (Zar 1974:Z-3). In craniometric analysis, the variables are known to be
correlated with one another as they al1 corne from a single organisrn and measurements
of length, breadth, height and shape are related to one another. Thus, each specirnen
can be assessed in terrns of its mathematical relationship with al1 of the other cases used
in an analysis.

It is not necessary to make a value camparison between non-metric and metric
foms of analysis. Both exist and both are vaiid foms of studying the similarities and

differences between groups. However, they differ both in their apptoaches to data
collection and analysis and may yield different resulfs even when the same specimens
are studied. It is interesting to note that Ossenberg, herself, suggested that for future
research in the study of Woodland and historic groups, "a rigorous multivariate analysis

would be worthwMe. tdeally such a study should be based on measurements taken by
one investigator" (Ossenberg 1974: 16).Finally, it is important to note that non-metrîc
analysis, in being a distance measure, will always find differences between samples,
whether or not they are meaningful or interpretable.

The technique used here to define bioiogical groups is the analysis of cranial
rnetric variation (craniometric analysis) (Howells 1966). This is a technique that has

proved effective in population analyses since the 1960's (Howells 1966, 1973, 1989,
1995; Pietmsewsky 1974,1984,1990; Key 1983; HeaUicote 1986; B a c e et al 1989;
Brace and Hunt 1990). This is, according to Howells (1973):
"Because measurements are wntinuous and corretated
variables, they are amenable to the best methods of
multivariate analysis, and thus are able to fumish objective
statements in population cornparisons and estirnates of
distance, and to do this better than anthroposcopic or
serological data".

The study of the human skuli has been a part of physical anthropology for as long as the

science has existed- The reasons for this lengthy association were ably outlined by
Brothwell (1972:73)and indude: the ease of recognition of cranial features, the definition
of fairly concise points frorn which rnezlsurernents wuld be taken and the tendency for
skulls to accumulate in museum collections.

The mathematical analysis of -nia

is a logical extension of this interest The

general purpose of mis type of mathematicaVcraniometricanalysis is to assess, define
and measure inter- and intra-group variability between populations (Howells 1973, 1989,
9995, Key 1983, Heathcote 1986, Wyman 1993).

To paraphrase Howelts (1973), an analysis of a biologicat population through
cranial measurements will reveal patterns or cfusters in the data. These patterns are
believed to be reflective of population affinities. However, the patterns wiil only emerge if
the variability between two populations is greater than the variability within each gmup. If

the Min-group variation is equal or greater than the between-gmup variation the method
will not work.
Within any group, similarities are expected due to the f a d that people are
genetically more related or sirnilar to each other tftan they are to people from other
groups. This assumes that the features in question are under genetic contra1 and are
inherited by chHdren frorn their parents. Sjovold (1984:243), after looking at several

lineages of mania from Hallstatt, Austria, came ta the conclusion that: "rnostof the

(cranial) measurements, but not all, are signifiwntly hereditary characteristicsu.Sjovold
(1984) also found that a wriety of cranial non-metric traits were inherited, a point

previously posiied by Ossenberg (A 974). Furthemore, Comccini (1976:285)concluded

that cranial non-metric and cranial metric traits are, in many cases. statistically
significantly associated, suggesting that both are under genetic control.
It seems probable that the intemal genetic stnictures of groupc, in

211 areas,

inciuding cranial features, can be wmplicated by the fissioning and fusioning of groups,

mamage patterns and migrations. Nevertheless, a study of genetic distances between
and within linguistic stocks of North American Natives suggests that the within-group

distances were much less than the between-group distances (Spuhler 1972:87-88).

ln fact, as a test of the approach, craniornetric analysis has been used in all parts
of the world, on living and extind populations, and has generally proved to be ee
fc
vite

in

delimiting groups (Howells 1973, 1989,1995). In rny own researcti I have been able to
successfully separate the crania of North Dakota Plains Natives from Central Manitoba

Sauiteaux from Northem Manitoba Cree (Wyman 1993).
There will, however, ahmys be overlap between gmups, and this overIap
increases, at least slightly, with geographic cioseness (Spuhler 1972:88-89). However,

this problem can be minimised by using multivariate rnethodology to assess samples. As
Howells says, samples are treated:
"not as centfoids or means, but as swams of the varying
individuals who compose thern; and the differentiation of
these swanns fmm one another wnstitutes a sfatement of
the degree and nature of the difference between the
populations" (Howells 1973:4).

MULTIVARJATEANALYSIS
The results portrayed in this dissertation were wmputed using rnultivanate
analysis. Multivariate analysis, in this case of the craniurn, is a technique used to study
cornplicated data. It allows a researcher to simultaneously study a large number of
variables without regard to, or even knowledge of,whether they are independent or
dependent of one another (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:Z).In a multivariate approach
"causalitf', in the relationships between variables, is diffÏcult to assess. lnstead, variables
are shown to be related, but the cause of the relationship is unciear (Tabachnick and
Fidell 1989:3).

In the cornputer assessment, each skuli becomes a case (or a record) and each
measurement a variable of that case. The multivariate technique effects the simultaneous

assessrnent of each variable so mat the relationship between the cases can be assessed
(Brothwell and Krzanowski IW4:252). The multivariate analysis itseff, involWng many

cases and variables, must be done by wmputer. I used the SAS, SPSS, BMDP and
SYSTAT software programs at various stages of the research (SAS lnstitute 1985, SPSS

Inc. 1986, Dixon l985. Wilkinson 1986).
At the present time there are several prominent multivariate techniques currently
available for use, each having specific uses, advantages and drawbacks. A11 of these

methods, with one exception, can be employed ttirough the use of cornman statistical

cornputer packages.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

Perhaps the most cornmonly used multivariate technique is principal component
analysis (PCA). The principal cornponents technique measures variables for relatedness,
to assess which ones form coherent subsets within the whole. These underiying
constmcts may account for the main sources of variation in a complex set of correlations

(Comccini 1975, Stevens l986:33?). The constructs derived, called principal
components, are linear combinations of the original variables (Stevens1986:337).A

smalt number of principal components rnay accaunt for most of the variation, or the
pattern of wrrelations, seen in a run (Stevens 1986:338). The underiying idea is to
represent a rnultivariate data set in ternis of a smaller nurnber of variables (the principal
components), which rnight be more readily interpreted (Krzanowski and M a W 799475).
The procedure partitions the total variance (thesum of the variances of the

original variables) into the principal components (Stevens 1986:328, Krzanowski and
Mamott 199476). In doing so, it initially finds the linear combination of variables which

account for the maximum amount of variance (Stevens 1986:328, Krzanowski and

Mamott l994:76). This becomes the first principal component. The procedure then finds
the second linear combination, orthogonal to the first component, so that it accounts for

the next Iargest arnount of variance (after the variance from the first principal component
has been removed)(Stevens 1986:338,Krzanowski and Mamott 1994:76). The number of
cornponents that will be identified is one less than the number of variables used in the
analysis, with each variable contributing a unit of variance to every component and
completely expending ail of its variance throughout atl of the carnponents.
Because the amount of variance contained in a particufar component declines as
each successive principal component is derived, most of them account for little variance
(Stevens 1986:33û-339).In fact, the first five components generally account for at least
75% of the entire variance (Stevens 1986:339).

The analysis produces a bivanate plot of the principal components, i.e. Prin 1 x
Prin 2.This plot can compare any two cornponents at a time, but typically only the first 2
or 3 are used because they are the only ones that actually explain a significant amount of

variation in the sample. The plot generated is a scatter plot with each individual being
rnarked by a point-

In pracüce, the program often seems unable to clearly define boundaries or
markers between samples. The reason for this may well be that the plotting of the first
few pflncipal components in pairs shows only some of the structure of the data
(Krzanowski and Mam'ott 1994:76). Further, much of the variation shown,usually on prin
1, is size related, as can be seen on plots inciuding both males and fernates.
In t e n s of output, since variation is spread throughout so many wmponents, a
portrayal of any two cornponents, even those wntaining the greatest variance, Prin 1 and

Pn'n 2, displays only a portion of the total variation. This makes the interpretation of the

results a littie more difficult and subjective. On the other hand, this problem is more or
less cornmon to a4 prograrns using the bivariate plotüng system. It is possible to plot the

first 3 principal components in a tri-variate plot but the resulting plot is not necessarily
more interpretable (Hausman,l982:321).
However, PCA gives an 'honesr assessrnent of the achial appearanœ of each
case used in the analysis. That is, each case is pfotted by its variables with no pnor

assumpüon of group rnembership having been used in the analysis. Thus, if Wo cases
fall near one another in a plot, it is because they share a sirnilar appearance, presumably

due to a shared gene pool. Because of the variability of hurnan populations and the
almost certainty of overiap benNeen them,the sornewhat blurred ciusters produced by
PCA may be a relatively accurate portrayal of reality. It must be stressed mat this is the
only multivariate technique used here that does not require the identification of the group

affmity for each specimen.
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

Canonical discriminant analysis is primarily a technique whose purpose is to
describe and dassify individuals on whorn a large number of variables have been

rneasured (Klecka 1980, Lebart et al 't98469). The goal of the method is to predict group
rnembership from a set of predictors (Tabachnick and Fidell(1989:505). The primary
difference between this and a principal components analysis is that in a canonical

before the analysis
analysis the group membership of each case has to be specrecrfied
begins (Tabachnick and Fideil 1989:505). In a principal components analysis, the

cornputer treats each case as an unknuwn in regards to group affin@. Also, canonical
discriminant analysis d i f f e ~from cluster analysis because the former requires prior
knowledge of the classes while the latter does not include information on class

membership (SAS Institute 198542). Since, in the disairninant procedure, the population

affinity has been identified, the canoniml analysis gives a full set of statistics describing
within-group and between-group variability.

Like principal components analysis, discriminant analysis finds a set of Iinear
mrnbinations of the quantitative variables, called canonicaf variates in this case, whose
values are as dose as possible within groups and as far as possible between groups

(Lebart et al 198470). In fact, these variates summarize the between-dass variation of

the samples used (SAS lnstitute 1985).
Canonical analysis also ailows for tests of significance in terrns of the
discrimination made between groups. Specificaliy, there is a T test of differences
benNeen the mean values for any pair of groups and a likelihood ratio which tests the
equation for overall differences between the means of al1 of the groups (SAS lnstitute
1985).

While canonical analysis is a useful tool, there are a couple of drawbacks to the
technique which have been raised in the literature. These limitations include the fact that

canonical analysis works best if the data follow a rnultimiate normal distribution pattern
and if the sarnple size is adequate (Stevens 1986:205). In anthropological data. there is
no way of assuring the normal distribution of data, and, as to sample sizes, there is no
general agreement on "adequacy" (Howetls 19737). However, to avoid "overfittingn, false
positive results which do not generaiize a population, the number of cases in each gmup
should comfortably exceed the number of predictors in the smatlest group (Tabachnick

and Fidell 1989:511). Thus, groups should be defined that are adequate in sue, with
none being excessively small.
Like principal components analysis, canonical analysis produces a bivariate plot.

However, the group membership of each case is known, and the cornputer seeks the

maximum separation between groups (Lebart et al 198470). Also, since there are usually
fewer canonical variates than principal components, each plot explains more variation.
Thus, interpretability is one real advantage of canonical analysis. The danger is that in

seeking to maximise the distance between groups, the cornputer can give misleading
impressions conceming associations between populations. The statistics of significance

must be carefully examined to insure that apparent differences between groups and
individuals are real.

Classification is a statistical procedure that also falls under the general heading of
canonical analysis, In this procedure, an unknown individual can be added into an
analysis in which the parameters of two or more groups have already been defined by a

number of cases (Stevens 1986:248-249, Tabachnick and Fidell l989:W 6). The
dassification procedure will then indicate which population the unknown individual most
resernbles (Stevens 1986:248-249). The best classification procedures for small to
medium sarnple sizes use a "jackknife" rnethod and the Mahalanobis distance to test the
relatedness of individuals to group centroids (Stevens 1986:253). The results include a
probability of whether an individual actually belongs to any parücular group. One useful
feature of the classification procedure in SAS is that the rnethod classifies both "known"
and "unknown" individuals, Also, the functioning of the procedure can be tested by the
percentage of correct allocations of the "known" cases (SAS Institute 1985). In this

research, the dassification procedure was used to check the sex assessments made
from cranial aiteria and to assign a sex to *unknown* cases.

SCATTERPLOTS

Both the principal components and canonical discriminant procedures produce
bivariate scatterplots of the principal components and the canonical variates respectively.
Any cornponent or variate may be piotted against each other but given that the greatest

arnount of information is atways contained in the fint two or three, these are usually
selected for plotüng. It is worth noting that both these procedures attempt to plot the
points in 'hyper-spaceR,a muiti-dimensional space. However, since a piece of paper is a

two dimensional object the plot has to be compressed and somewhat distorted to frt on a
page (Brothwell and Krzanowski l974:254, Stevens 1986).
All cases used in an analysis appear as a point on the scatterplot. In the SAS
plotüng procedure, any letter or symbol can be used to poNay any particular point and, in
general, different symbols correspond to different groups. When two points fall dirediy on
top of one another, only one is plotted and the other is "hidden" (SAS Institute 1985).
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Following Brothweil and Krzanowski (1974:253) and Wilson (1984:267-268) 1 use
confidence intervals in the interpretation of scatterplats. 1 use this approach because
when a point such as the mean of a group is piotted:

"the vagaries of sampling will ensure that it is almost atways 'lvrongn in absolute
ternis. Many statisticians therefore prefer to identify a region (interval)...within
which the true value of the parameter is almost certain to lien(Krzanowski and
Mam'ott 1994: 156).
The confidence1level can be expressed as a circle drawn on the scatterplot The

' l.gS*(sdhr rt(n))(formula for the 95% confidence interval)
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actual level of confidence expressed by the circle is detemined by the researcher. For
example, both Brothwell and Krzanowski (1974) and Wilson (1 984) use a 90% interval.
This implies that the i n t e m l drawn will include the actual group mean 90% of the tirne
(Blalock 1W W I O),

The circles drawn on the plot are centted on the group rneans as calculated by
the canonical discriminant program. The size of the circle drawn reflects two vanabies.
The first is the scaling of the plot, which is provided by the analysis. The second is the
number of cases in each group.
The calculation of the confidence interval is made using a standard formula which

varies with the percent of confidence expressed (Blalock i979:208). As such, the srnaller

the n (number of cases in a group), or greaterthe standard deviation, the larger the size
of the circle that has to be drawn to reflect a particular confidence level. This reflects the
fact that with fewer cases or more variable groups, the actual location of the group mean
in multi-dimensional space is less certain. Conversely as n increases and/or the standard
deviation decreases, the size of the circle drawn becomes smaller as the program
produces results that are more confident.
Although Brothwell and Krzanowski (1974) and Wilson (1984) both chose the 90%
confidence intewal, I have chosen to use the 95% confidence interval. My intention is to
reduce specious overlaps between the means of different groups. It is worth noting that

the confidence intervals for CAN 1 and CAN 2 for each group on each plot, are calculated
separately and may or rnay not be the same value. Also, the scaling of the GAN 1 and
CAN 2 axes are usually different on each plot This means that the actual shape of the

confidence interval could Vary between an oval and a circle. Because there could have
been a virtually infinite number of different ovaUcircular shapes, 1 chose to draw al1 the
intervals as circles scaled to the srnaller confidence intewal value on the smaller axis.

With this wnservative approach, no two intervals could overlap speciously.

DENDROGRAM PLOTS

Both SAS and SPSS produced scatterplots of the data used in each analysis.
These plots are useful for interpmting gmup relationships, but they are less than

satisfactory for understanding where each individual falfs on the plot Dendrogram plots

are better for assessing individual relationships, so I produced these as weli.
The dendrogram plots in this report were produced using a statistical package
called SYSTAT. SYSTAT has a duster routine,based upon the Euclidean distances
between cases that pmduces the plots (Wilkinson 1986). Although several programs are
availabb, the method that 1 chose to use for plotting was Ward's Minimum Variance
method (Rornesburg 1984:129-A 35, Wilmink and Uytterschaut 1984:957-163). According
to Wishart (1987) this rnethod: '... will generally find tight minimum-variance spherical

dusters.".

This method produced plots which accounted for ail of the variation in the sample.

Unlike the canonical program, there was nœ prionassurnption of group affiliation for the
cases, and the program simply assessed al1 of the variables, placed cases that were
similar to each other side-by side, and buik up clusters in a hierarchical manner. The

pmgram decided how rnany clusters were apparent and how rnany cases went into each
duster (Romesburg 1984:129). Pn'mary dusters were built up into seamdary and then

tertiary clusten, in a pyramidal fashion, until al1 individuais fell into one single large duster
(Rornesburg 1984:129).

CSCORE ANALYSIS

A final area of rnukivariate analysis used here is a relatively new technique

developed by Howells called Gscore analysis (Howetls l989:13-15). This technique
requires that the variables assaciated with each case be standardized to the appropriate
group rneans in a three stage format. The result is a single list of figures constituting an
individual's c-score. The c-score for a whole population can be derived by taking the
mean of the m scores for al1 of the individuals in the population (Howells 1989:13-15).
The aim of c-score analysis is to achieve a separation of size frorn shape and to

measure relative rather than absolute sizes (Howells I989:g). In this way it is hoped to
remove the effects of size, which can overwhelrn more subtle features and which rnay be
a problern in multivariate analyses, from the effects of shape (Howells 1989:9-lO).
Because the c-scores can be averaged for all individuals in a group, a single set of cscore variables can be produced to identify each sex of any population (Howells 1989:9).
The results are portrayed in a dendrogram plot

I used c-scores to plot my samples in various combinations or configurations. In
general, when I compared populations, I put both male and female c-scores into a mn,

then just males, and finally, just fernales. The most wmplete, and best, results came
frorn nins in which both genders were inciuded. These are displayed and discussed in
chapter 5. Overall, though, the c-score results did not differ significantly from the
canonical results, and in the end I placed more emphasis on the results from the latter
pmgram.
ln summary, several multivariate techniques were brought to bear on questions
raised here requiring the analysis of multiple cases and variables. Each technique has
different uses. Principal components anaiysis and classification were useful in defining

the population affinity and gender of various cases. Canonical discn'minant and c-score
analysis proved useful in portraying the relationships between groups.

CHAPTER 2

THE PAST PRESENCE OF NATNE GROUPS ON THE NORTHEASTERN PLAINS

There are several lines of evidence which reveal information about the past
presence of particular Native groups in particular places within this region in the past
This infomation can corne thmugh four channels: historic sources. archaeological

research, ethnohistoric data and linguistic analysis. The historic evidenœ cornes from the
observations of early travellers and traders on the Northeastem Plains. They made
notations in diaries and joumals as they travelled, often induding the names of gmups
they encountered, and the location in which the meetings took place. This information

may be reliable, but there are problems with it, as discussed below. These same
problems, and more, apply to ethnohistoric data, and this source of information is not
utilized here.
The archaeological information cornes from investigations conducted at vanous

sites in Manitoba and the surrounding area. The definition of particular past
(archaeological) groups is generally an interpretation on the part of the archaeologist
excavating or investigating a site or a group of sites. This is the best source of
infomation available wnceming past cultural groups. Further opinions corne from
synthesising archaeologists and researchers, who take a broader view, reviewing data

from rnany sites and sources,and drawing conclusions wnceming past peoples and
movements (Schlesier 1994, Syrns 1985).
The fourth line of infoimation is linguistic. While linguistic information cannot help

to demonstrate the parücular locations of specific groups at particular times, it does help
researchers understand and define large population blocks and some significant events
which happened within these blocks. These events woutd relate to approximately when

one part of a group separated from another - indicating migration and movement.
AI1 of these lines of evidence must be wnsidered if any understanding of the
events of the past is to be reached. Unfortunately, there are problems with the reliabitity
of al1 of these approaches, and they may contradict one another. The problems of
understanding populations in the past are magnified by the depth of time. It is more Iikely
that we wiIl understand what was happening here in the nineteenth century than the
eighteenth. It is more Iikely we will correcüy interpret the eighteenth than the fifteenth, and
so on.
People have k e n living in this part of the Northeastem Plains for at least 12,000
years (Wright 1974:8). Excluding the linguistic evidence, the lines of information are
particularly relative to the last 2,000 Yeats in general and the Iast 500 years in particular.

The reality of this for the historic evidence is obvious, but even archaeotogical information

may be more reflective of the recent past than the distant past It is easier to find m e n t
sites than older ones. Of the 150 or so mania I assessed for this report, only 7 came from
sites dating to the Archaic period or earlier (2,000+ years). WhiIe some of the undated
specimens may be Archaic, the associated artifacts, and context of these specimens,
suggest a Woodland affiliation (2.000-300bp) for most of them.
Because most of the biological specimens used in this analysis came from the
Woodland Period, it is this era that will be the fows of my arctiaeological discussion. In
fact, in an attempt to minimise the chronological depth of the specimens used in the
analysis, I eliminated al1 known Archaic specimens from the data sets. These specimens
(n=7), too few in number to be used here, will be the focus of future research.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Who could have been resident on the Northeastem Plains in the last 2,000 years.
Who rnay have visited here? Were they annual or irregular visiîors? Who rnay have
migmted through this part of the continent, possibly being resident for a while?

A significant problern that has to be disentangled is the fact that the peoples who
Iived here were given a variety of names by themselves, by their allies and enemies, and

by eariy European visitors and traders (Bishop 1974). Since then, other names rnay have
been assigned tu the same groups by linguists, ethnologists and archaeologists. Even
without this proliferation of extemal names, groups rnay have had several valid contextual
narnes. These names identified social groupings, beginning wÏth srnall units such as

bands. However, band identification names changed, in historic times, from "traditional"
appellations to a pattern in which the group was identified by the name of the chief (Syrns
7 9913-8 discussing the Assinibuin). Fumer, the same groups had other identifying
names that were broader in swpe and are what could be referred to as tribal names. Still
others are linguistic groupings, reflective of a broader perspective in which bands or

tribes are seen as being linked at some level by having related languages.
Unfortunately, a single group rnay have been given different names, refiecting

these different contexts. A group might have a band name as well as a tribal name, or
even a territorial name (Greenberg and Mom'son 1982:77). They rnay be given a different

name by their enemies from the name they use themselves. Thus, it was possible for a
traveller or a trader to inadvertentiy record several different names for the same group.
For example, in her discussion of the western Ojibwa, Peers (1994:xvXVxviii)
suggests that

the names western Ojibwa, Saulteaux, plains Ojibwa, Bungi, Anishinabeg and Chippewa
ail refer to ciosely related groups, leading to some confusion wncerning the exact

identification of 'Ojibwan societies.

We have to interpret historical accounts and ettinohistorical information, and we
have to reconcite, if possible, these data with the groupings identified by scientists:
archaeologists, etfinologists and linguists. From the present tirne looking into the past we

have to try to identify less significant social distinctions, say between two bands of the
same tribe, and more significant distinctions, between wmpletely different linguistic or
%bal" groups.

A further range of difficulties is presented simpty by the definitions of group
structures, and the assumptions underlying many ternis. For example, the Assiniboin are
often described as being a tnbe (Syms 1991) but their actual groupings fell into a variety
of categories, depending on many factors, making the term "triben misleading. According

The Assiniboin represented: a) numerous autonomous groups, many of whom
never appear to have corne together on a regular basis, b) large numbers of
people representing 10's of IOUO's, c) groups with different histones, d) groups
with language variation and e) groups stretched across a vast area of land from
the Red River to the Rockies and the Saskatchewan River to the Missouri River.
The Assiniboins did not represent a single, homogeneous monolithic unit that can
be treated as a single unit as a cultural group or as a historie group undergoing a
vaRety of changes."

Since ail of these factors will rnake conclusions about individual groups somewhat
questionable, it seems better to concentrate on the biology of largerfbroader social
groupings, such as major %besn or large linguistic blocks, rather than trying to
disentangle references to individual bands.

THE DISTINCTIVENESS OF GROUPS

Concentrating on larger soual or linguistic gmups as opposed to small groups is
doubly logical if exogamy was a cornmon social practice among past groups in this
region. Intemamage between bands would have the effect of reducing genetic distance
behiveen them, making them less distinguishable as separate biological entities.

Although there is not a great deal of evidence about precontact mamage practices

in this region, in theory exogamy must have been cornmon. As Mutdock pointed out (in
Damas 1969:158):

The archaeologist can use the following as a guideline: if the cornrnunity is small,
that is, under 50 or even under one hundred, there is bound to be local exogamy
and concomitant diffusion over a wide area."
After a review of the literature, Meiklejohn (1974341) reached the same
condusion: "Exogarny appears to be a dorninating charaderistic of hunter-gatherer
societies pn'or ta the devetopment of contact-induced sedentism". The work of Rogers

(1969) illustrates the significance of exogamy among the Ojibwa. Rogers (4 969:25-26)
details endogamous and exogamous rnamages among the Caribou Lake and Round
Lake Ojibwa of nomwestern Ontario (from AD 19004945). For the Caribou Lake group,

of a total of 52 wives, 32 (61%) were local women, representing endogamous (within the

group) mamages and 20 (39%) were from different bands, representing exogamous
mamages (Rogers 1969:25). For the smalier Round Lake group, 15/34 (44%) were from

the local group, while 19/34 (56%) were from neighbouring gmups (Ragen 1969:26).
While the figures for exogamous mamage cited here (39% and 56%) are not an
oveNvhelming frequency, even 1 2 % gene flow behveen groups is very significant (Brues
1972).

Groups distinguished at a broader social level rnay not have had as much gene

fiow and thus rnay be more readily distinguished by genetidbiological markers. Such
distinctions.

however, may be related more to distance than demographic factors.

Following Roth (198O:l98)distinct. bounded 'ethnic'' groups rnay never have exkted
among hunting and gathering populaüons. A level of exogamy among such groups,
through rnarriage or capture, is to be expected. For example, gene flow has k e n
demonstrated between a Yanomamo group under study and its non-Yanomamo
neighbours (Chagnon et al 1970, Spielman 1973, Spielman et ai lW2). Similady. Burch
and Co~ell(l972:36)demonstrated that partnenhips and co-maniages existed both

within and between regional groups in n o m Alaska. They conduded that: The famed
Indian-Eskimo boundary - more spe&ically, the Athapaskan-Eskimo boundary, al1 but
vanishes from sight".
Thus, social connections and reiationships probably bring scattered huntergatherer groups closer together genetically. However. even keeping this in mind, it still
seems likely that there will be more gene flow within certain groups than between. And.

Certainly. groups will differ with greater geographic distance between them. It remains to
be seen if linguistic differences will serve to distinguish groups as well.

Currently, linguists are able to make estimates as to the length of sepaf'ation

between groups who are linguistically different (Trask 1Q94:46-48,Haviland 1993:101).
This yields a starting point for a discussion of group divergence and biological distance.
Biological distinaivenass should be rnost evident between individuals and groups
belonging to different major language familias of North Arnerican Natives, such as Siouan
speakers and Algonkian speakers. These have the greatest linguistic difference and

probably, thetefore, the most significant bioiogical distance as well.

Thus, it rnay be that on some level, linguistic divergence may parailel biological
distance. Hwever, it is not as good an analogy of biological distanœ as might be hoped
for because the measurernent of linguistic distance and particulariy the time frarne of
linguistic change are cornplex matters. For example, both Springer and Witkowski (1982)

and Carter (cited in Syms 1991:i6) place ait modem/historic Siouan languages in a
number of groups, al[ of which are derived from the Pfoto-Siouan language. The Proto-

Siouan language itself seems ta have originated in the time period of 2,000-2,500 bp.

But ProtbSiouan did not simpiy appear at this time; it was itself derived from
anoüier, more antient language. This is attested to by the fact that the Siouan language
family as a whole is related to the Caddoan and lroquoian language families (Chafe

1973:1164). In fact, Chafe (1973:1198) refers to these three families as a single gmup,
using the term "Macto-Siouann.Fumer, he speculates that "Macre-Siouann is related ta

the Nadene languages (Athapaskan and Tiingit) and the "Gulf" languages (the
Muskogean family plus Natchez, Tunica, Chitirnama and Atakapa)(Chafe 19733 198,

Krauss et ai 1981). Since Haas (1973:682)argues for a connection between the 'Gulr

languages and the AIgonkian language family, it may well be, as Chafe states
(1973:1198):"[for North American Natives] ... there is essentially but one superstock of
languages east of a e Rocky Mountains".

Thus, given the possibility that al1 languages in this region are somewhat related,
this implies, Iikewise, a certain degree of biological similarity between groups as weil. The
linguistic evidence is somewhat ambivalent: groups are al1 separate but al1 related. This
uncertainty is magnified by the la& of hard dates which can be attributed to linguistic

events.

Stiil, even without a retiabie time scale, linguistic differenœs do have inherent

meaning and sorne clear implications for biological differences between groups. Even
within a single language famiiy it is likely that there wiil be greater and lesser distances

between groups. Thus, there is likeiy greater distance benNeen a group that speaks Cree
and another that speaks Ojibwa, than between two groups of Cree speakers. This,
despite tbe fact that both Cree and Ojibwa are part of the Algonkian language family.
Language barriers, however, do not necessatiiy impede gene ffow, as has been
demonsirated by Burch and Corretl(1972) and Melartin and Blumberg (i966).

LINGUISTIC GROUPINGS

At the present time, and in the relatively recent past, Native residents of southern
Manitoba have spoken a variety of languages. These fa11 into two main language farniiies:
the Algonkian and the Siouan. The Algonkian speakers include linguistic and cultural
groups such as Cree (several dialects), Ojibwa, Sauiteaux, Bungi and Blackfoot. The
Siouan speakers indude the Dakota (several groups), the Lakota (several groups), the
Nakota (AssiniboidStony) and the Mandawidatsa (Kroeber I953:80,84i, Syms 1991A).
Dialects of Cree are common ttiroughout a wide band of central Canada induding
northern Ontario, central Manitoba and Saskatchewan (Rhodes and Todd i981:53).
Dialects of Ojibwa are common south of the Cree area, in Ontario, Manitoba, and the
northem states of the United States. The Ojibwa "zone" is bordered on the north by Cree,
the west by Siouan peoples, the east by Iroquoian and the south by a variety of groups,

including the Cheyenne, another Algonkian group (Rhodes and Todd 198153).
Cree and Ojibwa have developed as separate languages for "rnany hundreds of
years", yet they are joined by a nurnber of "phonological phenornena" (Rhodes and Todd
1981:58), which betrays their cornmon heritage from Proto-Algonkian. Using

reconstfucüve techniques, Siebert (1967:39) placed the horneland of the Proto-

Algonkians in southem Ontario, perhaps around 1200 BC. Snow (4976), however, sees

the Prato-Algonkian homeland as being much larger, and sees the 1200 BC date as vefy

conjectural.
It is presurned tbat the Proto-Algonkians were nomadic hunter gatherers who
ranged over large areas. The Proto-Algonkian language would have had a number of
dialects, two of which developed into Cree and Ojibwa (Rhodes and Todd 1981:60). The

Cree moved in a northeriy direction, eventually forming into two large groups (Eastern and

Western Cree), occupying tenitaries on either side of James Bay. The Ojibwa remained
doser ta the original homeland (Rhodes and Todd 1981:60).Fallowing Voorhis (1978) the

Cree-Ojibwa split may have occurred about 1,000 years ago.

For both the Cree and the Ojibwa, extensive westward movernent seems tu have
been a relatively recent phenornenon, based upon a Iinguisüc analysis of the complexity
of the dialects In each language (Rhodes and Todd 1981:6O).Nicholson (1996:72-73)
suggests that the movement began or intensified after about AD 1650.

The Siouan language farniiy, in the form of Prato-Siouan, may date to around 500
BC (Springer and Witkowski 1982, Syrns 1991, Pettipas 1992:12). After this time, one
group, wrnprising the Prato-Western-Siouan language group may have begun moving
westwards and nonhwards. The Crow, Mandan and Hidatsa languages/peopie derive

from this group (ibid.).

Two other main groups descend fmm the Proto-Siouan in the time period of 500

BC to AD 500 (Carter1980 cited in Syms 1991, Springer and Witkowski 1982). These are
the Pmto-Eastern-Siouan (or southeastem) family, ancestral ta Siouan languages spoken
by groups far to the south of Manitoba and the Proto-Central-Siouan language family, the

ancestor of the Stoney, Yankton, Yanktonai, Santee and probably Assiniboin languages
(Spnnger and Witkowski ?982,Syms 1991).

Since Algonkian and Siouan are different language families, it is possibfe that
individuais befongirig to either group will be more distinct from each other than they are

fmm other groups within their language family. This difference should be reflected in
biological as weil as linguistic ternis and thus craniornetn'c analysis should theoretically be
able to distinguish between these two broad gmups.

HlSTORlC GROUPS
Pmbably the best evidence amilable conceming the presence or absence of

partiwlar Native groups on the Northeastern Plains in generai, and the Manitoba area in
particular, is the historic record. In general, this record concerning population presenœ
and movements in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is a collection of diary

and journal entries and reports, usually related to the fur trade. The most crucial
information, for the purposes of this report, is contained in the earliest reports fmm this

part of the New World. These point to the groups which were resident, or semi-resident at
the point that Europeans amved. They also suggest the configuration of groups in the

years preceding the Europeans' amval (Peers 1994, Gough 1992, Burpee 1968).
This section also includes the protohistoric period, the evidence for which is more
speculative. Reconstnicted events in the protohistoric are conjectural in that they indude

extrapolations of things that happened in the historic period, mked with ethnohistoRc

tradition and some archaeology. However, the historic events for whicb there is
reasonable certainty are best seen in the context of what probably occurred in the
preceding protohistoric period.

DAKOTA
Before AD 1600, the Dakota were woodland people, locateà between Lake

Michigan and the Red River and centered in Minnesota along the upper Mississippi River
(Ossenberg 1Qï4:ZO, Laviolette 1991:2). Prior to this, their otigins are obscure

(Ossenberg 1974:20) but may lie to the south and east of MinnesotaNVisconsin (Satterlee
and Matan 1974).

The Dakota are divided into three distinct groups, each speaking a different
diaiect: Eastern Dakota - (the Santee) speaiQakot3 Middle Yankton, Yanktonais, Stony

and Assiniboin speaWakota; and the Western Dakota (the Tetons) speabkofa

(Laviolette 1991:3).
The Teton Dakota left their ancestral lands and began a weçtwards migration

-

between 1680-1750 (Laviolette 1991:7, Mooney 1896 cited in Kroeber 1953:81). By AD

1730,some of the Teton were visiting, and may have been resident, about the Red River
region (Laviolette 1991:7), but, in general they were found in parts of N o m Dakota,South
Dakota, Wyoming and Montana. Their migration eventually ended in the Black Hills region

of South Dakota. The second group, the Yankton, followed, taking up residence along the
southem border of South Dakota, near the James River (Satterlee and Malan 1974). The

third branch of the Dakota (the Santee) remained primarily in the Minnesota region until
AD 1800 (Laviolette 19917).

The Dakota are an important group in the history of the northeastem plains and

are represented in this thesis &y specimens measured by Key (1983) as part of my
comparative sample. It is certainly possible that some of the Manitoba crania am Dakota
in affiliation. However, southem Manitoba was primarily occupied by the Cree, Assiniboin
and Ojibwa in the protohistoric and histodc periods, and these groups were commonfy

enemies of the Dakota, (Tanner 1994, Milloy 1988, Peers 1994). This may have made the
Dakota presence in Manitoba less significant throughout these penods.

The Assiniboin are a Siouan group whose tradition suggests that they broke away
from another Siouan gmup after a dispute (Syms l991, 1997, Nicholson 1996). While the
tale of this breakup rnay be allegorical, the linguistic evidence suggests that the
Assiniboin language is related to the Santee (Dakota) and Teton (Lakota), but to the
Yankton and Yanktonai (Nakota) dialeds in partiwlar (Spnnger and Witkowski 1982,

Syms 1991). This separation between the Assiniboin and other Siouan groups rnay have
occurred around AD 1500 (Springer and Wtkowski 1982, Syms 1991).
Kroeber (1953:83) considers the Assiniboin to have been late entrants onto the
plains. Lowie (1909:7) disagrees and places the Assiniboin in the area between the Lake
of the Woods and Lake Nipigon around AD 1600. He believes that during the 1600's the
Assiniboin were gradually moving westwards, in concert with the Cree &vith whom they
were usually allied). A pnmary foresthvoodland adaptation for the Assiniboin is also
suggested by Nicholson (1W6:Z?).
Before AD 1700 some Assiniboin forged an alliance with the OjibwaKree and
rnoved into the parklands and prairie region of Western Manitoba and South
Saskatchewan where they were well established before AD 1700 (Nicholson 1996). As
evidence of this, Henry Kelsey spent the winters of 1690 and 1691 with the Assiniboin in
southem Saskatchewan (Schlesier l994:308, Nicholson 1996:?'2). By AD 1800 the
Assiniboin were found as far west as central Saskatchewan and as far south as

Yellowstone. As fast as their influence fluoresced, however, it also dedined- Decimated
by epidemics, warfare and the disappearance of large bison herds the Assiniboin were

greatly reduced by AD 1850 (Syrns l99l,l997). By AD 7900,the largest s u ~ v i n ggroup
was in Fort Belknap, Montana (Lowie 1909:8).
The Assiniboin became a separate group around AD 1500 and becorne a
presence in this region afier this date (Springer and Witkowski 1982, Syrns 1991). But
their ancestors' presence rnay have been felt here for several centuries before this. Syms

(1991:14) suggests that a variety of archaeological materials on the northeastern plains,

dating to AD 1200-1500, will be identified in the future as being a product of the
Assinibain or a related group-

This means that they may well have been

associated with sites in western Manitoba dated in the time period of AD 1500-1850.
Even eariier sites, though, may have an Assiniboin or Proto-Assiniboin affiliation. Further,
it has been suggested that the rnany burial rnounds of southwestern Manitoba may have

been the product of the Assiniboin (MacNeish 1958, Capes A963). Such a connection,

even though made rnany years ago, is worth exploring from a biotogical perspective.
Unfortunateiy, in ternis of this anaiysis, there is no available comparative cranial metfic
sarnples that could be absolutely attributed to the Assiniboin.

These were village tribes, inhabitants of the tall grass plains along the Missouri, in

modem North Dakota. Although they utilized the adjacent plains, both the Mandan and
the Hidatsa pfimarily derived sustenance from domestic plant cultivation (PeUipas
1992:11, Flynn and Syms 1996:8).

Kroeber (1953:83) believes that the Mandanklidatsa were formerly prairie peoples
who either came from the south along the Missouri or a short way due west from the

eastem prairie regions. Pettipas (1992:12) suggests a possible link to the Effigy Mound
Culture, centred in Wisconsin, in the time period AD 300-1000. These groups may have

moved West at a relatively eariy date and thus the Mandan rnay have been the earliest
Siouan people in the Northem Plains. While the date of their first appearance is not
known for sure, they were settled along the middle reaches of the Missouri River in the
North Dakota region by AD 1740 (Holder 1970:68).
The Hidatsa were frequentfy resident with the Mandan but, in the eighteenth
century, rnay have been recent immigrants (Holder 197C68-69). There is no certainty as
to the question of the presence of Hidatsa in Manitoba. They rnay have had a brief
presence in southwestem Manitoba, before moving to the Deuil's Lake region of North

Dakota (Pettipas 1992:13-14, Winham and Lueck 1994:162). It is possible that they rnay
have even vaintained a presence in southwestern Manitoba, perhaps at Star Mound, Calf
Mountain, the Lowton site and at the confluence of the Souris River and the North Antler

Creek (Pettipas 1992:17).
Nicholson suggests that the Vickers Focus, created by a hunting/gatheting and gardening
society in southem Manitoba about AD 1400-50, rnay represent an ancestral Hidatsa

occupation (1996:72,1988:363).
Thus, some sites in southwestem Manitoba rnay have been created by, or have, a
Hidatsa cumponent. However, the Hidatsa per se are not likely to have appeared in this

region much before AD 1400, and therefore can not have been responsible for any sites
of great antiquity. On the other end, after AD 1500 or so, the Assiniboin were becoming
established in the areas north of most of the settied Mandan and Hidatsa areas, and this
probably limited the ability of the latter groups to establish a larger presence in this

province.

WOODLAND CREE
These Cree were a forest people, with a presence in a broad band of boreal forest
in Central Canada north of Lake Superior (Fisher 1969). In the mid-seventeenth century,
they were well established throughout the forest along the cuast of Hudson Bay and

along the major river systems of northem Ontario, central Manitoba and into
Saskatchewan (Bishop 1981:158, Nicholson l996:ïZ). Throughout the late seventeenth

and earty eighteenth centuries they pushed into most of the Manitoba region, becoming
established in both the forests and parklands of central Manitoba (Meyer and Russell
? 987:26).

Throughout the fur Vade petiod the Cree ocwpied the tenitory where they are
found today with the Ojibwa and other Algonkians to the southeast of them and the
Assiniboin to the southwest (Honigmann 1981:218, Bishop 1981:158). However, their

range may have been even wider in the past. They were reporteci as inhabiting the shores
of Lake Superior, at least seasonally, in the 1700's (Bishop 1981 citing Blair 1911-1912).

As a result of their middle-man position in the fur trade they were a strong presence in
the parklands, at least noNi of the Assiniboine River (Nicholson 199673).

Alexander Henry the Elder encountered a "Cree"village at the mouth of the
Winnipeg River in 1775 (Steinbring 1981:245). By the nineteenth century this would have
been well within Ojibwa lands. According to Ewers (1974:18), though, this must have
been near the limit of Cree expansion. He suggests that they stayed primarily in the forest
and were not generally resident on the plains West of the Red River.
There are a nurnber of distinct Cree groups today, but the identification and
placement of the various groups prior to 1821 has been somewhat of a mystery (Meyer

and Russell l987:26, Bishop 1981:158). Smith (1976)identifies the current residents of

the boreai forest of central Manitoba, Saskatchewan and eastern Alberta as the Western
Woods Cree. This comprises the Rocky Cree, the Strongwoods Cree and the Swarnpy

Cree. Although the links have not yet b e n well establisheu. it is possible that these
specific groups may be linked to various complexes of precontact Selkirk cerarnics

(Meyer and Russell l98?:26).
Smith (1976) argues that the Swampy Cree were immigrants to Manitoba in tfte

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, although other groups had been resident
in northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan for many Yeats. This curresponds with data
provided by Wright (i971:4) who suggests continuous Cree occupation at South Indian
Iake from AD 900.Ongoing investigations (Riddell: personal communication) support this
contention and even take the date fumer into the past, to AD 800 or so. Today, South
lndian Lake is occupied by R o w Cree, and it is possible that they have been there for
many centuries.
It seems likely that the modem Cree and their ancestars have been resident in the
boreal forest for a long time. It is hard ta Say with certainty haw far back in time this
connedion might be drawn, as dates for occupations in northern and eastem Manitoba

go well back into the Archaic Period. There is nothing to link Archaic sites with the
Woodland Period Cree or the modem Cree, but it is interesting to speculate about such

links. It is assurned here that most specimens recovered from northem Manitoba and

used in the analysis represent Cree or ancestral Cree individuals-As far as is known, no
groups other than the Woodland Cree were cornrnonly resident in this area in the past

Thus,the Woodland Cree have Iikely been a continuous presenœ in the boreal forest
region of northem Manitoba for up to one thousand years. Those who venkired out of the
forest, becoming adapted to the Plains lifestyle were called the Plains Cree. It is this latter
group that is linked with plains/prairie sites in western and much of southern Manitoba.

PLAINS CREE

Cree expansion westward into the plains began with the fur trade, in the eariy part
of the seventeenth century (Milloy 19885). Pn'or to mis, these peoples were located in an
area stretching from the East Main River (Ontario) to the Winnipeg River (Milloy 198825).
They are best viewed as an offshoot of the Woodland Cree, who generally remained in
the forest. The separation between the two groups was probably relatively recent, as the
Plains Cree dialect is intelligible to other Cree speakers (Wolfart t 973A 'î).

Wissler (1922) recognized that the Plains Cree psssessed many traits
characteristic of forest tribes, even though they were no longer necessarily resident there.

He suggests that in historic times they pushed westwards at the expense of Athabascan
tribes, the Dakota and the Assiniboin. Their apparently late westwards migration ont0 the
plains, after the arn'val of Europeans, was also stressed by Mandelbaum (1940:18).
The Plains Cree were encountered in this region by La Verendrye in 1733
(Mandelbaum 1940:19). At this time they were pedestrian hunter/gatherers and
canoeists. The Plains Cree indicated to La Verendrye at the time that their range
extended only as far west as Lake Manitoba. By 1800, however, they occupied a large

section of western Manitoba and central Saskatchewan.

ln sum,the Plains Cree were late arrivais into the prairie/plains biome, and, in
Manitoba at leasî, they probably stayed relatively close to main watercourses. Their
distribution in Saskatchewan may have been more general. They acted as middlemen in

the fur trade (Mandelbaum 1940:187, Milloy i 988), either rnoving goods by canoe from
southern locations to fur trade posts in the north, or simply moving trade goods from one
group to another as part of the larger fur trade pattern. Their westwards movement was
also promoted by warfare, variously at the side of, or against, the Blackfeet (Milloy 1988).

For the perspective of biological or genetic distance, they would Iikely be
indistinguishable frum other Cree peoptes. Their language was intelligible with other Cree
tongues, which suggests that their separation from thern was not of great duration.
Therefore, their genetic separation would not be great either- At the same time, they
pmbably amved on the plains too late to be associated with larger sites and mounds
found there.

With the Cree (and the Plains Cree), the Ojibwa (localfy called Saulteaw and
Chippewa) were pn'rnanly forest dwellers prior to the Protohistoric Penod (Hickerson

1962,Nicholson 1996:73). They were probably resident in the northern Great Lakes area
by AD 1500 and were encountered along the St.

Mary's River in AD 4 634-1670

(Greenberg and Morrison l982:Q'l, Dawson T987:l46, Nicholson 1996:73).
The number of groups in the area north of Lake Superior seems to have

increased in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In the early 1730's,
missionaries reported many new groups resident in this area, some of which appear to
have been new amvals from the east (Bishop 1981:160). For example, the Sturgeon and
the Quace were probably both Ojibwa groups who had moved from the area north of

Lake Huron (Bishop 1981:l6O). This suggests that at least some of the Ojibwa were

relatively late amvals in this area, probably amving in response to two factors in
particular: the movement of the Cree to the north and west for fur trading; and warfare

with the Dakota, who were slowly being pushed to the west.
Roughly between AD 1680-1720 the Ojibwa rapidly expanded to the north and
west, in Ontario and into Manitoba (Steinbring 1981:244, Rogers and Taylor 1981:231,
Nicholson 1996:73).Those moving west expanded into most of eastem and southern

Manitoba, often accompanied by, and sharing temtory with, the Cree and Assiniboin, witti
whom they were allied (Nicholson 1996:73).
Those moving north became known as Northern Ojibwa (Rogers and Taylor
1981:231). Dunng the fur trade pefiod (1670-1821) the Northem Ojibwa gradually became
dependant upon the fur trade, particularly at posts on the James and Hudson bays. They
also traded to the south and east with the French near Lake Nipigon (Rogers and Taylor
1981:231). Today, their descendants are resident in the Patficia portion of the
Precambrian Upiands, where they display some linguistic and cultural differences from
the southem Ojibwa (Rogers and Taylor 1981:231).
Some of the Ojibwa moving west, the Saulteax, settled into a position to the south

and southeast of the Northem Ojibwa. The Saulteaux should not be seen as an entirely
culturally and linguistically unique group (Steinbring 1981:244). Their name itself is one
that referç to self-identification; Sautteaux elders readily identified themselves as Ojibwa
(Steinbring 1981244). The Saulteaux (Ojibwa) from southeastern Manitoba were
probably not the same people as the Northem Ojibwa, and several cultural traits separate

these two groups but link the Saulteaux with the southem Ojibwa, or Chippewa
(Steinbring 1981:244).
The Ojibwa expansion seems to have been rapid. They moved to the West and
southwest at the expense of the Dakota, occupying north-central Minnesota and the
Boundary Waters area by AD 1760 (Nicholson 1996:73). In 1794, they were reported at

The Pas (in western Manitoba and even up the Saskatchewan River into Saskatchewan
(Hallowell 1936:35)). By 1800, they were in the Red River Valley and had expanded into
the plains in Western Manitoba, moving along the Assiniboin River (Tanner 1994,

Nicholson 1996:73). This expansion into the parkland, prairie and plains biomes, which
peaked at about AD 1870, was IikeIy in response to factors such as bison hunting, the

availability of horses and the fur trade (Kroeber 1953:84).
An alternative hypothesis is that the term Ojibwa difFused to a number of
Algonkian speaking groups in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Greenberg and
Momson 1982). In this view, the expansion and increase in nurnbers of the Ojibwa may
represent that more people/groups were being called or identified as Ojibwa, rather than
a great increase in population (Greenberg and Momson 1982:Sl).
One Ojibwa group, the Saulteaux, became resident in the Winnipeg River area
around AD 1760 (Nicholson 1996:73).They, or their ancestors, were Iikely visitors in
these areas before they became resident. Therefore many of the human remains from
these regions, induding samples used in this analysis, may be Ojibwa in on'gin.
PLAINS OJIBWA

This group was also called the Bungi and may as weH have been a group referred
to as the "Snakes" by Alexander Henry the Younger (Skinner 1914:477). Today, they are

found near Portage la Prairie and Swan Lake in Manitoba and in the TurtJe Mountains of
North Dakota.
The Plains Ojibwa speak a dialect of Ojibwa, and the languages are sirnilar
enough that the separation was probably relatively recent (Skinner 1914:477). Howard
(19655-6) suggests that the Bungi were an offshoot of the Woodland Chippewa (Ojibwa)

only in histonc times. They rnaintained the woodland attribute of travelling by canoe and
were found primarily along river systems, induding the Assiniboine and Souris rivers,
where they could take advantage of Native/European Vade opportunities (Hickerson

l956:3Ol).
Significant biological distance is unlikely between the Bungi and the Chippewa or

Ojibwa groups in the region. The linguistic similarities between the groups suggest that

they were not separated for a great length of time before the amval of Europeans. In fact,
it is obvious that Peers (1994:xvi-xvii) considers the terni Bunji to be synonymous with

western Ojibwa and Saulteaux This raises the question of the validity of the identification
of Plains Ojibwa and/or Bungi. Were they really separate groups, or manifestations of

larger Ojibwa groups? Problems in the identification of Ojibwa groups are cornmon
(Greenberg and Momson 1982)but as none of the terms or synonyms are likely to reflect,
or be the result of, great genetic differentiation, their distinction

is not necessary for a

biological analysis. In any event, the Plains Ojibwa do not appear to have been a
numerous or widely distributed group in the past, nor one responsible for older sites in the
praine/plains biome. Furthemore, their sirniiarity to related Ojibwa groups would Iikely
make them biologically indistinguishable from these groups.

BLACKFOOT

Kroeber believes that the Blackfeet speak an Algonkian dialect, but one which is
highly diversified from the great body of Algonkian speakers (1953:81).This linguistic
divergence is wnfirmed by Proulx (1980:13) in his placement of the Blackfoot language
outside of either the central or eastem Algonkian language families. In fact, Proulx

(l98O:i3) suggests that there was a split between the Blackfoot and the main ProtoAlgonkian languages at an eariy date although he did not speculate M a t this date was.

-

In the late protohiston'c period, between AD 1690 1720,the Blackfeet were
situated in the Northem Plains, specifically around the Eagle Hills of south
Saskatchewan. Kroeber (1953:82) saw Me Blackfeet as long üme prairielplains residents.
a position also taken by Ossenberg (19 M : 21 ) who considered both linguistic and
serological traits. Walde et al (1 995:5O-S3) suggest that the ancient Blackfoot were
responsible for the Old Wornan Phase, which began about AD 1 O00 in southem Alberta

southem Saskatchewan, and Montana, This follows the work of McCultough (19825557)
who suggested that this phase represents the movement of the Blackfoot and other
groups out of the forest and ont0 the plains.
In this scenario, the origins of the Blackfoot would be in the forests north of the
plains, from Alberta to Manitoba (Walde et al 199525). However, the heartland of the Old
Women's Phase/Blackfoot is clearly in Alberta and Saskatchewan, and Manitoba is only
on the penphery of the range. This means that there is a possibility that specimens
recovered from the plains, prairie or Red River Valley regions of Manitoba muld be
Blackfoot in ancestiy.

ARCHAEOLOGlCAL EVIDENCE

The precontact history of Manitoba is relatively well understood in a broad pattern,
although much of the fine detail is yet to be discovered. Although it is not the intention of
this paper to detail the history of archaeological effort in this province, a brief mention of

the important contributions made by some researchers should be noted.
Significant archaeological research in this province began with the excavation of
burial mounds in southem Manitoba in the early part af the century by Henry Montgomery
(1908) and W.B. Nickerson (Capes 1963).Since then, major contributions through new
theoretical perspectives andor through synthesizing the work of others have been made

by MacNeish (1%8), Pettipas (1970.1980) and Syms (1977, 198Ob). Important regional
works and summaries have been completed by Nash (1970.1975) on northem Manitoba,
Buchner (Buchner 1979, Steinbring and Buchner 1980) on eastem and central Manitoba
and Vickers (Syms 1980a) and Nicholson (1991) on western Manitoba.

A number of archaeologicat cultures that have been identified from Manitoba and
the surrounding region will not be diswssed in detail here because they are apparently

not represented by cranial specimens used in the analysis. These cultures are listed here
together with some references that describe each. These cultures are s h o w in light text

in Figure 2.0.Those in dark text are discussed briefiy in the following section.
The former group includes: Duck Bay (Meyer and Hamilton 1994, Lenius and
Olinyk d990, Arttiurs 1986,Hanna 1982, Snorttand-Coles 1979), Psinomani (Walde et ai
1995, Meyer and Hamilton 1994, Gregg 1994, Gibbon 1994, Afthurs 1986, Michlovic
l983), Avonlea (Walde et al 1995, Meyer and Hamilton 1994, Vickers 1994, Gregg 1990,
Joyes 1988), Plains Village (Gregg 1995, 1490). Middle Missouri (Gregg 1995, 1990,
Walde et al 1995, Pettipas 1992, Schneider 1988, Buchner 1988), Northeastem Plains

Village (Nicholson 1996, Walde et al 1995, Gregg 1994, Michlovic and Schneider 1993,
Gregg 1990, Syms 1979) and the Vickers Focus (Nicholson 1996, Walde et al 1995,
Nicholson 1991, 1990).

In addition, the Paleo-lndian and Archaic periods are not discussed here because
no specimens frorn these periods were included in the analysis, as far as is known. Oniy
seven crania that dated to greater than 2000 years in age were measured. Because this
number was so low, and since the specirnens came frorn a variety of regions, they were
deleted from the analysis. In so doing, I hoped to limit the amount of time depth
represented by the specirnens which were included in this reçearch. A goal of future
research would be to expand the number of Archaic specimens and compare their
morphology to that of later, Woodland, groups
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CULTURES REPRESENTED BY SPEC1MENS
MIDDLE WOODLANO PERlOD

LAUREL CULTURE

In the forests of eastem and northem Manitoba. the Archaic is succeeded by the
Middle Woodland Period, the boundary marked by the appearance of pottery (Wright
1981:89). The Laurel culture was found from south-central Saskatchewan, through

Manitoba into northwestem Ontario, appearing as far east as Quebec and as far south as
Minnesota and Michigan, a!though some of the far flung branches were aceramic (Wright
1981:90). Figure 2.1 shows the approximate extent of Laurel distribution,

circa AD 500-

750. The overall dates run from around 100 BC to AD 900-1 100 (Meyer and Hamilton

1994115. Mantey and Pettipas 19965). In the United States, radiocarbon dates place the
temporal boundaries of the Laurel culture at 300 BC ta AD 500, a Iiffle earlier than the
Canadian dates (Wright 1981:go),

Syms (1977:80-81) summanzed the basic traits that charactenze Laurel
assemblages as follows:
Y.. toggle head harpoons, overlapping projectile
point typologies, and conical ceramic vessels
with varying frequencies of pseudoscallop shell
stamping, Iinear stamping and stab-and-drag
stamping dectlrative techniques applied to the
upper third of the vessel."

Syms goes on to note other characteristics which mark Laurel sites, but which are
not ubiquitous. These include burial rnounds, cold harnrnered copper tools and omaments

and hafted beaver incisor tools (Syms 1977:81).
The most significant Laurel cultural features, especially the Laurel ceramic itself
and the burial mounds, probably resulted from southern influences, specifically the

-

Figure 2.1. Approximate extent of Laure1 distribution ca. A. 0.500 750
(after Meyer and Hamilton 1994).

"Hopewellian Interaction Sphere" (Meyerand Hamilton 1994:106).The Laurel pottery is
obscure in ternis of its stylistic origins, but at the very least the idea of rnanufacturing
cerarnics must have diffused from the soual. Based upon the continuity of rnany artifad
styles, however, the Archaic population of the shield may develop in situ to become the
Laurel population of the Woodland period, defined by the appearance of Laurel pottery
(Wright 1981:89). ln this scenario, the southern influences wouid have to be seen as
diffused elements.

Buchner (1979),however, disagrees with this scenario. He sees

the appearance of Laurel as a expansion of people, witti their partiwlar cuiturai ideas,

from points to the south and east of Manitoba. Thus, people infiltrated into the boreai
forest of Minnesota and Manitoba from points of ongin in the Upper Great Lakes area.

Over a relatively short period of tirne, they replaced the rernains of the Late Archaic
populations and established effective control over the area. In this, they may have been
aided by a possible depopulation of this region at the end of the Pelican take period
(Buchner 1997: personal communication).
The expansion of the Laurel people through ali contiguous forested tenitory in this

region rnust have been rapid. The middle Laurel cornponent from The Pas, Manitoba, has
yielded dates of 1820 f 150 5p (A-1424) and 1590 I 50 bp (A-1368), and site UNR 26, on
Wapisu Lake, Manitoba has early/middle Laurel pottery associated with a radiocarbon
date of 1645

* 195 bp (S959) (Meyer and Hamilton 1QS4:lO3).

In the southern periphery of their range, the Laurel people begin to constnict
burial mounds; this concept almost certainiy diffused to them from peoples immediately to

the south (Wilford 1955:131-2).For reasons not yet known, this practice was not
extended up the Winnipeg River into Manitoba. No Laurel burial mounds have been found
here.
Beginning around AD 700, the Blackduck cultural unit begins to take f o m in

northwest Ontario and northem Minnesota (Meyer and Hamilton l994:llZ, Walde et al
l995:24). By AD 1000, the Laurel culture had apparently been displaced from Minnesota,
the Boundary waters area and southeastern Manitoba, but was still present in areas to

the north of the Blackduck culture.
The Laurel tradition remained strong in northern Manitoba and in norttiwest
Ontario, north of the boundary waters area, through to AD 1100 or so (Meyer and
Hamilton 1994:115). After this time, Selkirk pottery becornes comrnon in the same areas,
leading to speculation that there is continuity of population but a shift in the style of

ceramic that is being produced (Meyer and Russell 1987:24).
The amount of Laurel ceramic from South Indian Lake and other northern sites
dernonstrates that the Laurel peoples were not restricted to the southem Manitoba,
northwest Ontario, northem Minnesota "heartiand" area (Riddle 1996). Laurel was a
boreal forest culture which expanded within a parb'cular ecoIogical zone. Since the Cree,
from histotical times at least, have occupied this same environment, it seems possible
that there is a connection between the two groups (Meyer and Russell 198727. It has not

been demonstrated, though, that this connection existed. There may have been
discontinuities in the occupation at South indian Lake, with re-occupations by different
groups. When the Rocky Cree occupied South lndian Lake they rnay have been the last
of several waves of Cree; they rnay have found residents with whom they settled; or they
rnay have found the area uninhabited.

No burials with a dear Laurel association have been recovered from Manitoba

and therefore none of ttie cranial specimens can be identified as Laurel. The Laurel
cmniometric sarnple used here was provided by Ms. Sue Myster, to be used as a

comparative group. The specimens she rneasured corne from northern Minnesota and
have a dear Laurel provenience,

SELKIRK COMPOSITE

The Laurel tradition declined in northern Manitoba and in northwest Ontario, north
of the boundary waters area, around AD 1000 (Mantey and Pettipas 1996:30) to II00
(Meyer and Hamilton 1994:d 15). After AD 1100, Selkirk composite cerarnics became
common in the same areas, leading to speculation that there is continuity of population
but a change in style (Meyer and Russell 1987:24). Figure 2.2 shows the approximate
extent of Selkirk Composite distribution, circa AD 1500. The Selkirk style appears to
develop first in north central Manitoba, where is associated with radiocarbon dates in the
AD 1000-1100 range (Meyer and Russell i987:27,Mantey and Pettipas 1996:30). From

here, it spreads slowly in the boreal forest ecozone, becoming established in
Saskatchewan, southeast Manitoba and northwest Ontario by about AD 1300 (Meyer and
Russell 1987:15).
The taxonomy of Selkirk Composite cerarnics was significantiy revised by Meyer
and Russell in 1987. In their revision, Meyer and Russell suggest that the Selkirk
Composite as a whole is cornprised of five regional complexes: the Pehonan and Kisis
Complexes of northem Saskatchewan, the Clearwater Lake and Kame
Hiils Complexes from northern Manitoba and the Winnipeg River Complex from

southeastern Manitoba. They noted, however, that there were significant stylistic
differences between the Winnipeg River Complex and the others, especially in that
ceramics from this complex show some Blackduck inspired motifs (Meyer and Russell
1987:27).
In a second major revision, Lenius and Olinyk (l99O:lO'l) suggest that Winnipeg
River Compiex should be grouped with the Duck Bay and Bird Lake complexes in a larger
unit that they refer to as the Rainy River Composite. The other four Selkirk cerarnic
complexes mentioned above are retained in the Selkirk Composite. Lenius and Olinyk

Figure 2.2. Approxirnate extent of Selkirk Composite distribution ca. A. D. 1500
(after Meyer and Hamilton 1994).

(1990: 101) then subsume both the Selkirk Composite and the Rainy River Composite into

a broad unit called the Western Woodland Algonkian Configuration.
Unlike Laurel and Blackduck, Selkirk developrnents are parüçularly associated
with northern sites, and this ceramic is found much farther to the west, in Saskatchewan,

than are the other two (Meyer and Hamilton 1994127). As time went on some Plains
traits began to seep into Selkirk ceramics, and some Selkirk traits began to appear in
neighbouring Plains wares (Meyer and Hamilton 1994:127). While this speaks to
interactions between groups, it does not alter the essential distributions. Those who
made Selkirk Complex ceramics stuck generally to the forests of central and northem
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, while those who made the Plains cerarnics stuck to that
biome. To the south and east considerable interaction occurred between Selkirk and
Blackduck pottery makers (Rajnovich and Reid 1978:46).
A reasonable case can be made for a cultural connectïonin northem and central

Manitoba stretching from those who made Laurel ceramic tbrough the manufacturers of
Selkirk cerarnic to groups related to the historically known Cree of the region today
(Meyer and Russell l987:27). In fact, the connection between Selkirk Composite
ceramics and the Cree has been suggested by several authors (MacNeish 1958:67,
Hlady 1970: 111-13 5, Dawson 1987:"l255,Meyer and Russell 1987:27- However, this
connection should not be drawn to the level of specific Cree groups, rnany of whorn may

have moved into this area only in the last 300 years, particularly in response to fur trade
pressures. The eariier groups (Laurel and Selkirk peoples) in the area may be seen as
Proto-Algonkians or Proto-Cree, probably generally ancestral to Cree peoples, but not
necessarily the direct ancestors of the curent Cree inhabitants.

BLACKDUCK CULTURE

Around AD 700-750, the Blackduck culture begins to fluoresce in northem
Minnesota, although this event may occur earlier, perhaps as early as AD 600 (Gibbon
1994, Mantey and Pettipas 199622) or even AD 500 (Lenius and Olinyk l990:82).From
AD 800 to 1000 Blackduck is very common in central and southeast Manitoba, the Red

River valley, northwest Ontario and Minnesota (Lenius and Olinyk 1990, Mantey and
Pettipas 199622). Figure 2.3 shows the approximate extent of late Blackduck (currentiy

included in the Rainy River Composite by Lenius and Olinyk (1990)) distribution, circa AD

1000-1250. The Blackduck culture occupies much of the area previously inhabited by the
Laurel people, and they display similar cultural attributes (i.e. burial rnound building) in the
same areas (Wright 1981:94). However, from AD 800 to 900 Blackduck is also found in

western Manitoba, particularly at the Stott site (Tisdale 1978:100, Badertscher et al 1987,
Meyer and Hamilton 1994, Walde et al 1995). At this site, from AD 800 to 900, and again
frorn AD 1100-i200. Blackduck peoples came ont0 the plains to hunt bison (Meyer and
Hamilton 1994). The traits characteristic of the Blackduck cultural unit were outlined by
Syrns (1977: 104):

'The Biackduck Horizon has been identified primarily on the basis of distinctive
decurative traits on thin walled, globular vessefs with flared nms; however other
traits are small triangular notched and unnotchedprojectile points, end and side
scrapers, awis, tubular pipes, occasional unifateral harpoon and socketed bone
projectile points, bone spatulates, fleshers,copper beads and awls, beaver inusor
gouges and burial mounds generally containing seated burials."
According to Meyer and Hamilton (1994), the most significant and identifiable of these
features are those stylistic traits (distinctive decorative traits) particularly associated with

Figure 2.3. Approximate extent of Blackduck distribution ca. A. 0. 1000 - 1250
(after Meyer and Hamitton 1994).

the ceramics. These stylistic traits were defined by Lenius and Olinyk (1990:79):
"Exterior decoration consisting of cord wrapped objed impression together with
either circular punctate or exterior boss decoration, and exterior neck treatment
with vertical brushing or combing."
Evans (1961) proposed that the Blackduck culture evolved out of the earlier Laurel
base. This was also the opinion expressed by Buchner (1982:116). Wright (198194)
supports this concept, noting that the dates for the two cultures rnake such a conclusion
reasonable. However, since the Laurel culture lasts until AD 1100 (see above) it is
evident that the two cultures exist simuttaneously for a length of time, casting some doubt
on a straightfoiward ancestor-descendant relationship (Lenius and Olinyk 1990).
Further, in the Rainy River district, both the Blackduck and Laurel compfexes are
succeeded by the Rainy River Composite, a ceramic style which seems to be an
amalgam of the two earlier foms (tenius and Olinyk 1990:82-83). In a sense, this irnplies
that two separate groups may have amalgamated, affecüng the biological distinctiveness
of eacb.

A different position was taken by Hlady (1970) and Syms (1977) who argued
against continuity between the two cultures, raising the possibility that Blackduck was
intrusive into Minnesota. A comprehensive analysis of Blackduck pottery, conducted in

was
~ somewhat inconclusive, although it suggested that in situ development of
the 1 9 7 0 ' ~
Blackduck out of Laurel was a reasonable probability (Lugenbeat 1976, cited in Meyer
and Hamiiton 1994:112).
Arguing against this is distribution. Blackduck sites are found south into central
Minnesota, an area apparentfy never penetrated by Laurel people. Moreover, in ternis of
overall style there seems to be connections between Blackduck and cultures to the south

and east, more than to the north and west. For example Lugenbeal (1976 cited by Meyer
and Hamilton 1994:115) points out a number of features of ceramic vesse1 shape and

manufacture that are consistent between Blackduck and cuhres of #e Upper Great

Lakes.
However it originated, it seems retatively clear that Blackduck expanded quite
quickly from its area of origin to the north and west, into Ontario and southeast Manitoba
(Meyer and Hamilton 1994:113). By AD 800, Blackduck pottery began to appear in the
Red River valley, possibly marking the replacement of Laurel peoples (Buchner 19882731). The Blackduck penetration continued into southwestern Manitoba, apparently moving
West and south along the Pembina and Assiniboine n'vers (Syms 1977).

There is no conclusive evidence that this penetration of southwestern Manitoba
was of a widespread or deep nature. The Stott site is at an advantageous hunting
location on the Assiniboin River (Tisdale 1978). It may represent a location that could be
easily reached by canoe from eastem Manitoba for a few weeks in the summer and faIl.

In fact, the dates for the earlier Blackduck occupation at Stott are sufficiently dose
together that they rnight represent a single event (an instant in tirne)(Tisdale 1978:112).
Further, there is a gap of up to 400 years before the next Blackduck occupation at the site
msdale 1978), indicating that ûips out to the plains, for these essentially forest people,

may have k e n the exception rather than the rule.
A distribution map of significant Blackduck sites prepared by Lenius and Olinyk

(1990:80) demonstrates that while Blackduck peoples rnay have penetrated the plains, by
canoe travel on the rivers, they were not frequentiy resident there. Of the 27 Blackduck

sites listed on their map, only one, the Stott site, lies in western Manitoba. Four others are
in the Red River valley and al1 the rest are in the forest regions of northern and eastem

Manitoba, northwest Ontario and northern Minnesota. Even at Stott, Plains influences are
readily apparent (Meyer and Hamilton 1994:117)and the butial mound itself probably predates the Blackduck occupation (Badertscher et al l987:M6-348).

After AD 1000 or sol Blackduck was superseded in Minnesota, in the Boundary

waters region of northwest Ontario and in rnost of southern Manitoba by new cerarnic
complexes (Lenius and Olinyk 1990, Mantey and PeItipas 1996). However, it was still

found in most of nortbwestem Ontario, up to Hudson's Bay, and in Manitoba, east of Lake
Winnipeg (Meyer and Hamilton 1994:118). Its northward spread did not extend as far as
the preceding Laurel cuiture; Blackduck is comrnoniy found only up to the north end of
Lake Winnipeg and into the adjacent Saskatchewan River delta (Meyer and Hamilton
1Q%:ll7).

In south central, and particulariy in eastem Manitoba, Blackduck or its descendant

or related variants persists until AD 1450 or so (Syms l975:l8). In northwestem Ontario it
may last even later, given the ceramics from the Long Sault Site (Arthurs 1986).
Considering the widespread

and deep nature of the occupation of this region by

the Blackduck and descendanürelated peoples, it is likely that many Manitoban cranial
specimens represent this group. Unforkrnately, no Manitoba burials have yet been found
that exhibit the "ciassic" Blackduck pattern (seated burials in conical mounds) seen in
Minnesota (Syms 1977). The Blackduck cranial sample used here was measured and
provided by Susan Myster, the speumens themselves having corne from mound sites (S.
Myster 1993 - personal communication).

MIDDLE PLAINS WOODLAND PERlOD
BESANT PHASE

The earliest Middle Plains Woodland cuiture to appear, amund 20û-100 BC, is the
Besant culture (Gregg 1990:B8, Walde et al 1995:16). Figure 2.4 shows the approximate
extent of Besant distribution. This culture, along with the Sonota mortuary cornplex, was
surnmed up nicely by Gregg (1990:829):

-

"Sonota and Besant are two very closely related and generally contempoaiy
arcfiaeological complexes ... Together they have an extensive geographic
distribution. The geographic distributions of distinctive material traits of these two
complexes overlap such that only some of the westemmost Besant components
out in the Norîhwestem Plains are readily distinguishable from Sonota
components in the eastem portions of the Northeastern Plains. In the broad zone
of overiap, Besant components are indistinguishablef m n Sonota."
Gregg (1990S29) believes that the Sonota/Besant culture(s) evolved out of an

Eariy Plains Woodtand cultural base, represented by such sites as the Naze site in North
Dakota. This origination may have been as eariy as 250 BC, given evidence from the
Boundary Mounds in North Dakota (Schlesier 1994320). The location of most of the sites
attributed to Sonota is in the United States, but Besant Phase sites are common on the
Canadian Plains, induding western Manitoba (Vehik 1982, Walde et al l99S:lï).
Distinguishing between these two complexes has been a thorny problern (Neuman
1975, Reeves 1983, Gregg 1990, Walde et al 1995), but, to date, the most dearly
distinguishing feature is the mortuary mound building associated with the Sonota cornplex
(Neuman 1975), something not found at Besant sites (Gregg 199472-79, 1990:830).
Considering the continuity of Iifeways (Nicholson f 996:68),Iithic and cerarnic styles
(Walde et al i995:17), it will be considered here mat Sonota and Besant are part of the
same cultural expression.
The BesantSonota phase las& on the Canadian Plains until AD 500 (Walde et al
1995) but until AD 800 or so in the Dakotas (Winham and Lueck 1994, Gregg 1994).
These dates suggest a long period of cs-incidence with the Laurel culture in the
neighbouring woodland. It is reasonable to assume a degree of interaction, perhaps even
hostility, between them, although this has not dearly been demonstrated archaeologically.

The SonotaiBesant culture is particularly noteworthy in that it represents the
earîiest mound bunal rnortuary ceremonialism on the northeastern Plains (Gregg 1990).
However, none of the Manitoba burial mounds has been classified as Sonota

Figure 2.4. Approximate extent of Besant distribution (after Meyer and Russell 1987).
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(Syms 19781, and there are no dearly pmvenienced Besant burials from Manitoba. On
the other hand, some of the larger burial mounds from south central Manitoba have

characteristics similar to those of Sonota mounds, and so it must at least be considered
that they rnay have a Sonota connedion. Furthemore, the SonotdBesant people
occupied much of southem Manitoba from AD 200-750 (Nicholson 1996:68) and thus
may well be represented in non-provenienced specirnens.
Thus, some of the sample crania that come from south central or southwestem

Manitoba may represent Sonota/Besant individuals. A comparative sample of Sonota
=nia

from Sonota mounds in the Dakotas was provided by P. Key.

Several burial mound complexes, probably dating from 600 AD (Johnson 1973:3,
Syms 1982) to 800 AD onwards (Gregg 1994:81), have been descnbed as representative
of the AFvilla cornplex. Sites reputed to be AMlla burial mounds are generally found in the
Red River valley, but may extend up aiong the Pembina valley into south central
Manitoba, and into central Minnesota (Johnson i973:2,62). There are no clear living
sites associated with the burial mounds, and thus a wider affinity of this "culture"
becornes problematic. The rnost complete definition of the AMlla Complex was provided
by Johnson (1973:62):
'The Annila Bunal Complex as a consistent, recumng pattern consisting of linear
and circular rnounds, subsoil burial pits, flexed and disarticulated pn'mary and
bundled secondary burials, frequent use of red and yellow ochre, associated
utilitarian and ornamentai grave goods dominateci by bone and shell artifacts,
Prairie side-notched and Broad side-notched projectile points, blade side-scrapers
of brown chalcedony, and mortuary vessels of St. Croix stamped or Blackduck
ware is a diagnostic cultural cornplex in the sense that IMng Rouse defines this
concept."
Johnson (1973)suggests that the end date for burials in the Awila

pattern was

about AD 900. This is consistent with the fact that Laurel pottery is found beneath ANilla
material. In the United States, radiocarbon dates place the terminal boundary of ttie
Laurel culture at between AD 500 (Wright 1981:90) and AD 900 (Meyer and Hamilton
7994). This is also consistent with the dates for Blackduck pottery, as the Blackduck

culture originates around AD 700.This is significant when considering that Slackduck
cerarnics are sometirnes found in AnAlla mounds.

is unequivocal
While not discussing ettinic affiliations per se, Johnson (1973:66)
in stating mat the Anilla Complex is noFthern in nature, and that southem influences are
intrusive, and should not be over-emphasized. He links the AMila Complex to the
contemporaneous and following Blackduck culture in Minnesota, suggesting that the
rnound burial practices found there, although difierent, were related. This opinion was
also expressed by Ossenberg (1974: 19), who suggested that AMlla, Blackduck and

Laurel were al1 dosely interrelateci.
Despite Johnson's (1973) contention that AMlla extended into southem Manitoba
there has been no demonstrated evidence of mis. However, AMlfa sites do extend to the
south along the Red River. A southem duster of mounds, found in South Dakota and
western Minnesota is sornetimes referred to as Southem AMlfa, and seems to be earlier

(AD 50û-l000)(0ssenberg

1974:19). Those mounds from northem North

DakotaiMinnesota are seen as Northem AMiia, and may be later in tirne (AD 8007400)(0ssenberg 1974:19). These Iater dates are similar to those cited by Syms
(1978:74), who suggests mat (northem ?) AMlla is contemporaneous with Devil's Lake-

Sounsford, therefore dating ta circa AD 9ûû-1400.

A review of Arvilla rnortuary cerernoniatisrn and traits was cornpleted by Syms
(1982). In cornparison to Devil's-Lake Sourisford mounds, Syms concluded thatalA
ln
i

rnounds demonstrate neither unique construction elements nor uniquely identifiable traits

(Syms 1982:151-152).These factors add to the confusion over the affiliation of maunds,
as they have to be identified by packages of traits. However, Syms suggests that the
Awilla mounds may have been created by Algonkian peoples m i l e the Devils-Lake
Sourisford mounds were buiit by Siouan peoples (Syms f982:162-163)
There are no clear A M k burials from Manitoba. A craniometn'c sample of
specimens from Andta mounds in the southern group was provided by Pat Key. Another
sample, from the northern group of rnounds was provided by Ms. S. Myster.

DEViL'S LAKE SOUFüSFORD

The Devil's Lake-Sourîsford Burial Complex was defined by Syms (1978, 1979).
The definirtg features indude:
small incised vessels with srnooth surface finish; conch shell rnask-gorgets with
and without the weeping-eye motif; long wnch columella pendants; short
columella beads; flat incised tablets (msst having angular representations of
animais); tubutar pipes of catiinite and steatite; curved 'Irvnsflets and anklets" of
incised bone; notched trapezoidal shell pendants; washer shaped shell beads,
and wpper bands and beads as a core of traits."

Syms (1978:69) sees general Mississippian traits in Devil's Lake-Sourisford
mound burials. He dates the beginnings of the complex at about AD 900-1000, near the

generally accepted terminus of the southern AMlk Complex, and sees it lasting until AD
1400 or so, with a few items persisting into the historic penod (Syrns 1978:69). These

dates are neady identical to those given by Ossenberg (1974) for the northern AMlla
Complex
Syrns' assessrnent of the overall DLS traits, with particular ernphasis on a certain
consistency in the ceramics, and particutarly on associated motifs, led hirn to the
conclusion that this cornplex was made by a Siouan group. He sees this as being a Plains
group involved in a seasonal round of bison hunting. He emphasises that these sites are

not associated with Blackduck (or Algonkian) materiais (Syms 1978:73).
Syms (1978, 1979) assigns most of the Manitoba burial mounds, inciuding al1 of
the larger, accumulative mounds, to the DLS Burial Complex If correct, mis means that

the affinities of mis Complex are most important for the interpretation of biological
remains from Manitoba, many of which came from these rnound sites.

The time

period of AD 900-1400 predates any known Siouan group, and if they are Siouan in
affiliation, onty speculative considerations of specific ethnicity rnay be assigned. Of
course, the terni Proto-Siouan may be appropriate here-

CULTURAL CONNECTIONS

One of the problems with the definitian of an archaeological culture is that it is
diffÎcult for researchers to leave it in a cultural "vacuum". The presence of exotics and
trade items often identify a culture's wntemporaries, allowing for a reasonable temporal
and geographic fo< on a particular society. In general, though, researchers are on less
secure ground when they begin to discuss a culture's antecedents and descendants. It is
tempting to draw connections between cultures that are temporally successive, and there
is nothing inherently wrong with this because we know that every culture has to have had
an ancestor, and probably has one, or several, descendants. On the other hand,
population movu;nsrits and migrations have occurred, and simple temporal andlor
geographic proximity does not necessatily imply biological continuity.
The suggested connections begin with temporal succession but are actually
proposed on the basis of stylistic and material continuities between groups. The problems
begin to multiply at this point because the stylistic and matenal elements of cultures Gan

be evaluated differently by different researchers. Further, where one person sees
wntinuity of style another may not. VVhere one researcher sees a material influence

another will propose a different cultural influence.

The archaeology of the northeastem Plains and Parkland interface has seen
many such speculations, al1 of which are relevant to this thesis. Whether Devil's Lake
Sourisford was related to the Northeastern Plains Village complex or the Scattered
Village Complex and is Proto-Siouan or whether it was related to the AMlla and the
Cheyenne, and is Proto-Algonkian, influences the possible biological interpretations of the
physical remains.
Taken to its togicat conciusion, it is not uncornmon for archaeologists and
anthropologists to make speculations concerning the relationship between archaeological
cultures and known ethnic groups (see Schlesier 1994, Walde et al 1995). This is sirnply
an extension of the analysis of the relationships between archaeological cultures. The
pattern is the sarne, in which temporal difference is assessed in the light of geographic
congruence and stylistic "continuity". Needless to Say, different researchers may interpret

the same information in different ways and draw different connections

between

archaeological cultures and known ethnic gmups (Brumiey and Dau 1988, Reeves 1983,
Byme 1973).

Schlesier (1994: 308-382) has speculated widely conceming connections between
groups, both archaeological and ethnic, and his work provides a good jumping off point
for a discussion of such relationships. In the tinte period from 200 BC to AD 500,
Schlesier sees two main cultures, Besant and Avonlea, on this part of the northeastem
Plains, and a third, the Laurel culture, constituting a significant presence in the adjacent
forests.
Schlesier (1994:320-321) makes a distinction between Westem Besant and
Eastem Besant. He links Westem Besant with the Old Woman's Complex, found to the
west of Manitoba (Walde et al 1995:25), and the modem Blackfeet; and links Eastern

Besant with the ANiiia Cornplex and the modem Cheyenne. 60th of these modem

peoples are in the Algonkian language family and this scenario would place ait the
mentioned archaeotogical cultures in the Proto-Algonkian language family.

In contrast, however, a few schotars see Avonlea as an Athapaskan gmup,
possibly related to the Sarcee and the Apache (Wilcox 1988:273,277, Schiesier

1994325).If these hypotheses are correct there would be a strong likelihood of
distinguishing an Avonlea or later Athapaskan remains from those of the other groups,
who were atl Algonkian or Proto-Algonkian.
It is the position of this paper that the link between the Laurel culture, the Selkirk
culture and the modem Cree is established. While the connection between Laurel and
Selkirk may not be certain,the attribution of Selkirk Composite ceramics to the Cree is
supported by many authors (Wright 1971:23-34, Meyer and Russell 1987:25-26, Meyer
and Hamilton 1994:126). The fact that the Cree is an Algonkian group indicates that this
designation, or more properly Pmto-Algonkian, may be applied to the Selkirk Composite

and Laurel cultures.
Unfortunately, if al1 these connections are valid, they would place Western and
Eastern Besant, A M h , Laurel, the Blackfeet, the Cheyenne and the Cree (not to mention

all other Algonkian groups) in a single Iinguistic group, albeit one with a tirne depth of
about 2000 years, This suggests that biologicat distinctions between these groups may
be difficult to demonstrate.
The SonotaBesant culture disappears frorn southem Manitoba before AD 1000
(Reeves 1983, Syms 1977),possibly even before AD 850 or so (Gregg 1994). Meyer and
Hamilton (1994) note that during the time period of AD 750-i000 there is evidence that
Blackduck people are rnoving out of the forest and into southwestern Manitoba, at least

along the rivers. This movement appears to have been coincident with the disappearance

of SonotaBesant and the latter group rnay have been displaœd or forced to retreat
southwards and westwards.
The incursion of Btackduck ont0 the plains in central and western Manitoba not
only is coincident with the retreat of Besant to the south, but also ties in to the Andla
Complex in North Dakota. Both Schlesier (1994) and Johnson (1973) suggest that there
was some connedion between the Blackduck and AMlla cultures. Ossenberg (1974:38-

391,after studying non-metn'c cranial traits, concluded that A ~ * l lwas,
a
in fact, Algonkian

in nature (as is Blackduck).
This is ail somewhat contradictory. Can Sonota and Andia both be ProtoAlgonkian cultures, as suggested by Schlesief?The Sonota culture seems to have
originated in the central United States, whik AnBlla seems to be of local derivation (Gregg

1990:829,Schlesier 1994). The general feeling among scholars seems to be that ProtoAlgonkian and assumed/known Algonkian cultures, inciuding Laurel, Blackduck, Blackfeet
and Cheyenne, al1 originate to the east of the Red River, as opposed to further south in

the United States (Walde et al 1995).
It seems unlikely for an Algonkian culture to have originated south of South
Dakota in the tirne range of 250 BC. The fact that there are similarities between some
Besant rnounds and AM^ mounds may indicate cultural continuity, but coutd just as
easily reflect cultural contact and the exchange of ideas concerning mortuary ritual. Syms
(1982) notes some significant differences between Sonota and Awih

mounds, but these

distinctions less cleariy separate ANilIa fmm Devil's-Lake Sourisford mounds.
Overall, it seems that the main reason there is confusion about mortuary mound
cultures on the Plains is that there is not a great deal of difference between most of the
mounds that have been excavated in regards to burial style and associated artifacts.
Although there are some similarities between Sonota and ANiila rnounds, mis is not

necessarily an indication of cultural mntinuity.
Gibbon (1994:13Q-i 43) also diswsses the relationship between AMlla and

Blackduck. He agrees that some A w i h mounds have yielded both Blackduck ware and

S t Croix stamped ware, and this is obviously an indication of some connection between
them. Like Johnson (1973:65) he believes, though, that the AMtla burial program was
alrnost certainly associated with a series of different cultures over a 400 year time span.
While some St. Croix Phase, Brainerd Phase (and Blackduck) burial mounds were in or
Iike the A ~ t l a
pattern, many were flot. Thus, sorne AMlfa mounds show a Blackduck
association, but this does not necessarily demonstrate that AM!^" and "Blackduck" are
refated cultures. In fact, Gibbon (1994:145) assesses the Biackduck mound burial style as
being somewhat different than the Arvilla. Blackduck mounds are relatively srnaIl and

contain primary burials, probably in a seated position. As mentioned above, there is liffle
of this type of consistency to AwiIîa

burials.

Continuing with his therne that Eastern Besant and Andla were both Algonkian
cultures, Schlesier (1994:32l) suggests that the AMlta wIture was ancestral to the
modem Cheyenne. In fact, following Ossenberg (1974), he says Andla bun'als constitute
ancestral Cheyenne individuals. Given the above assessrnent by Gibbon and Johnson
that ArvilIa was associated with many different groups, it rnight be more realistic to Say
that some AM^ burials might be ancestral Cheyenne.
As the eastem Besant and AM^ cultures developed, possibly into the Cheyenne,

along the Red River in eastern North Dakota, a different set of cultures were developing

in the central portions of both Dakotas. This region, Ath its focus on the Missouri River
and its tributaries, has w m e to be called the Middle Missouri study area Wnham and
Lueck 1W4:I 50). This portion of the northeastem Plains has seen intensive use over the
last 1500 years, and shows evidence of the past presence of rnany cultures.

At around AD 500, the Middle Missouri region was occupied by severaf groups

who pdsed

a "Plains Woodland" tifestyle Wnham and Lueck 1994151). They were

essentially hunter gaiherers along the late Archaic pattern, but they had already begun to
experiment with ceramics and horticulture (as evidenced by storage pits).The next 500

years or so (AD 500-1000) saw the transformation of the Plains Woodland cultural pattern
to the Plains Village cultural pattern. By AD 1000 a semi-sedentary way of life, with a

certain degree of reliance on horticultural crops, had developed in the whole Middle

Missouri area (Winham and Lueck 1994:159). These earty Plains village groups have
been assigned to the Initial Middle Missouri (IMM) and Extended Middle Missouri (EMM)

=riants, both of which are seen as in some way ancestral to the historic Mandan and
Hidatça ûibes (Winham and Lueck 1994:162-163). There are a bewildering array of
intermediate IMM and EMM cultures, however, so direct connections are difficuft to prove.
The most recent of these are the Heart River Phase, The Scattered Village Cornplex, the
Thomas Riggs focus (southern EMM) and the Fort Yates phase (northem EMM)(Winharn

and Lue& 1994169). The latter two, in particular, are considered to be direcüy Iinked to

the Mandan and Hidatsa respecüvely, by Winham and Lueck (2 994:l69).
This position is not entirely supported by Schlesier (1994340). While this author

agrees that the Middle Missouri variants are related to the Mandan, he does not associate
these cuhures with the Hidatsa. In fact, Schlesier sees the development of the Middle
Missouri cultures/Mandan as a central NorthfSouth Dakota phenornenon, m i l e he
connects the Devil's Lake Sourisford variant ffrom the northem and eastern portions of

the state) with the Hidatsa (Schlesier i994:MO). Gregg (1994) ais0 takes the position
that developrnents in the eastem portion of North Dakota (the Northeastern Plains Village
cornplex, Devii's Lake Sourisford burial cornplex) are sepdrate fmm the Middle Missouri
devefophents, with the exception of trading refationships.

The possibility of separate archaeological associations for Mandan (Middle
Missouri variants) and Hidatsa (Northeastem Plains Village, Devil's Lake Sourisford) is
supported sornewhat by glottochronologic evidence. HoIIow and Parks (1980:80), after
conducting a linguistic analysis, suggest that the Mandan and the Hidatsa shared a
language (Siouan or Proto-Siouan) with the Dakota as recently as two millennia ago and
have been separate languages from each other since about AD 500. As linguistic
separation suggests geographic and cultural separation, there is no reason we should not
see archaeological distinction between Proto-Mandan and Hidatsa beginning about AD
500 or so.

Syms (1979) argues that the affinities of the Devil's Lake Sourisford Burial
Cornplex are Siouan. Schlesier concurs, and in his model, Devii's Lake Sourisford is seen

as being Pmto-Hidatsa, directiy ancestral to the historically known Hidatsa people
(Schlesier 1994340)- This is in direct contrast to the position of Gregg (199493) who
generally links the Northeastem Plains Village Culture and the Devil's Lake Sourisford
camplex to the Algonkian Cheyenne.
In Minnesota, a variety of archaeological cultures appear between AD 100 and AD
1000. There are conflicting views of the relationships between these cultures and those
that fotlowed. Schlesier (1994:340) posits that the Brainerd and St. Croix phases are al1

Proto-Siouan and lead, respectively, to the Kathio and Clam River complexes. These, in
turn, lead to the more widespread Psinomani (Sandy Lake) culture, beginning around AD
1100. Different variants of Psinomani eventually manifest thernselves as Dakota and

Assiniboin, among other related Siouan groups (Schlesier 1994345).
Gibbon (1994: 7 42-145) disagrees with much of this scenario. He points out that
there was a close relationship between the St- Croix phase and the Andla cornplex,
which was probably Algonkian. He believes that the Clam River and Kathio phases are

related to ttie Blackduck phase and represent Algonkians:

'The Clam River phase...the dosely related Kathio phase...the(early) Blackduck
phase...Differences between these phases, although not pmnounced, are
prirnarily defined in ternis of decorative motifs on pottery vessels" (Gibbon
1994: 143-144).
In this scenario, the Siouan Psinomani culture is seen as dearly intrusive into
Minnesota, initially displacing the indigenous cuitures, and eventually forcing the retreat of
Blackduck peoples to the north (Gibbon 1994145). The Psinomani culture, associated

witb Sandy lake ceramics, is seen as ancestral Dakota in this model, as in Schlesier's
rnodel and Meyer and Hamilton (1994:127). The main difference between these N o
models speaks to the question of the depth of the Siouan occupation in Minnesota. If al1
of the eariier Minnesotan cultures (St.

Croix,Brainerd, Clam River, Kathio) were

Algonkian, this supports notions that cultures in the AD 100 to AD 1000 tirne periad in the
Dakotas and Manitoba, such as AM^, were Algonkian as well. If these eady Minnesotan
cultures were Siouan, as Schlesier suggests, then the situation is significantly altered.
Several authors have attempted to develop some type of ethnic relationship
between the Blackduck culture and various modem ethnic groups. This is not an

unreasonable idea, given that some Blackduck sites date to near AD 1600 or later and
contain European fur Vade goods, and we have named ettinic groups appearing in the
historic record as of AD 9 720.
A variety of early archaeologists who diswssed this subject drew a connedion
between the Blackduck culture and the Assiniboin Natives (Wllford 1955, MacNeish 1958,
HIady 1964). Taking an opposing view, J.V. Wright has argued that the Ojibwa are better

descendants of the BIackduck people than are the Assiniboin (Wright 1965, 1967, 1968,
1971, 1981). In support of this link, Wright has offered evidence in both direct
archaeoiogical and historic archaeotogical veins, as well as some supporting linguistic,

rock art and ethnologie data. The attribution of Blackduck ceramies to the Ojibwa is also
supported by Syms (1977) and Dawson (l98ï:i 55).
SUMMARY

There are many mnflicüng theories regarding the relationships between different
cultures that inhabited this region in the past. As the data collection

for this project

commenced, it was hoped that the samples would be of suffident number and quality to
allow the biological distinctions between different groups to be dernonstrated. As the
number of possible groups that may have lived here in the past increased, and the
possibilities for ancestor/descendant relationships mushroomed, it began to appear
unlikely that it was going to be possible to separate individual archaeological groups on a
biological basis. However, it remains possible that groups associated with larger social
units, such as language familias, may stili be distinguished. Even if it is not possible to
sepamte Cree from Ojibwa, or Assiniboin from Dakota perhaps it was still possible to
distinguish Algonkian speakers from Siouan speakers. Then, it rnight be possible to
answer several questions raised in this section. For example, can Sonota/Besant be said
to be Siouan or Algonkian, or neithefl Is the Afvilta cornplex Algonkian, related to the
Cheyenne and the Blackduck culture? Are Laurel, Blackduck, the Cree and the Ojibwa all
related, in the way most researchers feel? Is the Devil's Lake-Sourisford Complex Siouan,

an ancestor of the Hidatsas, or is it Algonkian, related to the AM^ Complex and the
Northeastern Plains Village Complef?
The organization of the available data into a variety of configurations was
attempted in order to answer these and other questions. The actlral combinations of data
used in the various groupings, and the philosophy behind each, is discussed in Chapter
four which deals w-th methodology. In addition, full listings appear in the appendices.

CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE ACQUISITION AND DIVISlON

One of the pnmary goals of this dissertation from its inception has been to assess
and measure ait human crania recovered from Manitoba. The circurnstances of the
recovery of the specimens varied, but in general they were less satisfactory than 1 had
hoped. Some of the specimens came from controlled and professional archaeological
excavations; others came from "wntrolled" and less professional operations
Unfortunatety, the remainder of the specimens were simply acquired with no provenience
or no meaningful archaeologiwl provenience.
The starting point for the sample acquisition was to assess and measure al1 of the
crania from the collections in the University of Winnipeg. The methodology which was to
become standard was worked out on these specimens. This collection was soon
exqanded by the acquisition of numerous human crania from the Manitoba Museum of

Man and Nature.
I then travelled to Ottawa to measure the specirnens in the collections of the

Canadian Museum of Civilization. There were forty or more crania in the collection. all
with some sort of archaeological provenience. From there 1 travelled to the Royal Ontario
Museum in Toronto. The ROM yielded more crania from Manitoba and I was able to
measure an excellent comparative sample from Hungry Hall in northwestem Ontario.
Following my retum to Winnipeg 1 (with the assistance of the Historic Resources

Branch of the provincial govemment) contacted by letter al1 of the small cummunity
museums from around the province. They were asked to send in any human remains that
they had in their collection. The response, over the next year, was the addition of a half-

dozen skulls. Finally, as the wnting of my dissertation continued, specimens tn'ckled into

the lab through the usual means: archaeological excavation, erosian and accidental
disinterment,
Regardbss of origin, each specimen was treated in an identical manner and was
measured consistentiy- Each was assessed in the same manner with regards to age
standards, sexing and pathology.
The distribution of the sample into groups or populations was a much more

difficult issue (see Appendix A for the group attribution of ail specimens). As mentioned in
the introduction it would have been ideal if archaeological pmvenience could have been
used to rnake a pnmary distribution of specimens into groups. ln this case, however,
there was such a small percentage of the sample with a goad pmvenience, that this did
not seem the best place to start. As a result, 1 divided the whoie sample into subsets
based upon a combination of natural vegetation zones and topographic features. Figure
3.1 shows the geographic boundanes of the subsets that were used in the analysis. In

gross outline, these areas follow the natural vegetation zones of Manitoba, as defined by
Weir (1983:ll).
The obvious exception to this pattern is the Red River Valley region. This region is
defined by the topographic feature of the valley itself, rather than on the basis of natural

vegetation. The valley is singled out because the Red River was a major transportation
comdor in the past and it would be reasonable to assume that a variety of groups may be
represented here, induding groups not widely distributed elsewhere in the provin-.

For

example, the presence and dating of the horticulturai component at the Lockport site on
the Red River is unique in this province (Buchner i988).
My total data base consists of specirnens measured both personally and by

colleagues in the United States. Those measured personally were divided into seven

prirnary groups while the comparative samples, measured by Dr. Pat key and Ms. Susan

ParWand (forestgrasland transition)

Northern Manitoba/
Boreal Forest

Eastern Manitoba(
Mixed Forest

n

Grassland and Grassland/Forest Transition

Figure 3.1. Geographic Zones, generally following the Physiographic Subdivisions
of Weir (1 983).
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Myster, were induded in eight additional groups. A final comparative group, the

Caucasians, were measured personally.

1

1

-

TABLE 3.1 SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION

CODE

1
NORMAN

PARKLAND

1

1

NORTHERN MANITOBA
S.CENTRAL MANITOBA

SASKATCHEWAN

SASKATCHEWAN*

WESTERN MANITOBA
RED RIVER V A W

RED RIVER

E

EASTERN MANITOBA

I G I

-

,--

HUNGRY HALL

N-WESTERNONTARIO

1

SIOUX

N.B. DAKOTA

J

SONOTA

N./S. DAKOTA

K

S. ARVILLA

NJS. DAKOTA

L

MANDAN

NJS. DAKOTA

DLS

NJS. DAKOTA

E

I

J

MANITOBA

ARVILLA

X

MINNESOTA
\

I

I

Y

BLACKDUCK

MINNESOTA

Z

MUREL

MINNESOTA

-

-

*= subsumed into the Westrnan sample

Specimens found in northem Manitoba (essentially north of the 52nd parallel)
were assigned to the A (Norman) sub set (table 3.2). In tems of natural vegetation, this
region basically corresponds to most of the northem part of the northem coniferous forest
(Weir 1983).Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the sample A. Unfortunately, the ages
and provenience of many of these specimens were unknown, and the sample could not
be divided into temporal groups within the boreal forest environment. Thus, this group

may contain individuals from Laurel, Selkirk Composite or ethnic Cree contexts.

-

I

TABLE 3.2 A (NORMAN) SUB SET

#

CODE

LOCATION

NAME

1

1IOA

SKOWNANI

SKOWNAN - WATERHEN LAKE

2

110A

SKOWNAN2

SKOWNAN - WATERHEN LAKE

3

110A

CHURCHILL R

ALONG CHURCHILL RIVER

1

1

NELSONH

1

NELSON HOUÇE

1 CROSSLA

1 CROSS LAKE

/

/

MANHATT

1

MANHATTAN ISLAND
-

110A

BRNTWOD

BURNTVVOOD RIVER

110A

PAS

THE PAS

/
1
210a

MISSI
RAT RIVER

/

1

YORK-1

110A

BIRCHTREE

ALONG

RAI RlVER

YORK FACTORY

1

1

FALLS ALONG MISSI RlVER

/

PN-21-15A

KENVILLE - NEAR SWAN R.

BIRCHTREE ISLAND
THE PAS (MUSEUM)

/

LAB SPECIMEN - CREE

The Parkland (6)sample (Table 3.3) cornes from areas of central Manitoba
encornpassing a mixture of forest and grassland. Following Weir (1983) this area
encompasses the mixed woods, btoadleaf forest and wooded grasslands zones,
excluding the Red River Valley. This region is quite narrow at the Arnerican border, as it

stretches only from the Red River valley to about Swan Lake in the westem part of the
province. However, the zone broadens to the north and eventually includes the Interiake,

the south central region and the westem portion of the province, north of the southem
border of Lake Manitoba. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the B sample.

-

1.2 Skownan Watertren

3 Churchill River Site
4 Nelson House
Cross Lake
Manhattan Island

5
6
7
8

Bumtwood River
The Pas

9 Missi River Falls
10 Rat River
11 York Factory
12 Kenville
13 HgLt-1
14 Birchtree Island
279 Sam Waller Museum

Figure 3.2. Distribution of the "A" sample.
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t decided to amalgamate these somewhat different vegetation zones into a single
regional çategory t a a) distinguish specimens found here fmm those of the ciear boreal
forest to the north and the tme prairie to the south and west and b) to make a decent

sized group in ternis of the number included in the sample. Otherwise, I would have
ended up with a large nurnber of groups from this region with only a few cases in each.

The cases and sites that were inciuded in this group are:

-

TABLE 3.3 6 (PARKLAND) SUB SET

1

r
# CODE

DARLINGFORD
DARLINGFORD
ERICSDALE
WESTBQURNE
LUNDAR
-

LUNDAR

-

KEESEEK
DARLINGFORD
DAUPHIN

DAUPHIN

ERICSDAL52

ERICSDALE

The third geographic region (the C sample) was the prairie region of
Saskatchewan. By the termination of the project I was able to get only hivo specimens
from here, and eventuaIly 1 ended up placing them into the prairie region sample (D sub
set) fmm Manitoba. The region (C) was eiiminated from further analyses due to mal1
sample size.

The fourth sub set (D sample) is the Prairie Region (Westrnan - induding
Saskatchewan) sample (Table 3.4). These specimens came from sites in the southwest
corner of the province, correspondhg with the tall grass and mixed grass prairie
vegetation zones Weir 1983). Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of the 3 sampte. This is
one of the smallest regions in size, but because of the large number of archaeological
sites, induding burial mounds, found here, it constitutes the largest Manitoba sub set in
the study. This sample includes:

t

HOWARD1

HOWARD, SASKATCHEWAN

BUEN VISTA1

BUENA VISTA, SK

SIMS8

SIMS MOUND

SIMS-4

SlMS MOUND

SRSFORDl3

1

SOURISFORD

I

SOURISFORD

ALONG THE ANTLER CREEK
STOTT MOUND

STAR MOUND
I

140D

STAR M N D I

STAR MOUND

37

240d

MORS MND82

MOORES MOUND

38

140D

MORS MNDB

MOORES MOUND

36
4

SOURISFORD
-

SOURISFORD
ARDEN

SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD

PILOT MOUND
GUY HILL

GY HIL-111-2

140D

GUY HILL

1

KILLARNEY

l
1

/

RM DALY

1

1
1

1

1

STAR MND6

1

NORTH OF AVERY SITE

KILLARNM

RURAL MUNlClP OF DALY
SIMS MOUND
SOURlSFORD
MCGORMAN MOUND
STAR MOUND

240d

HDW22-2

SOURISFORD

240d

HDM-31-2

PILOT MOUND

240d

1 HDM37-1

1 ROCK LAKE

240d

1 HOM431

/ SOURlSFORD

240d

P MNDMCI

PILOT MOUND

240d

S4-HK-1277

PILOT MOUND

NORTH OF AVERY SlTE
RESTON

RESTON

ELLIS ELLIOT

NEAR PIPESTONE

ARDEN

BELMONT
BELMONT
Y ULE-MD807-q

NEAR MATHER

HOLLAND MB

LONE MND.1

LONE MOUND
DAKOTA SIOUX

The E sub set was the Red River Valley sarnple. As the name implies, al1 of the
specimens in this group came from the valley proper, or the immediately adjacent area.
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of the E sample. A significant number of specimens

came fmm this area, induding those from large mound sites such as the Dennis Wamer
mound and the Fidler mounds. Specirnens from this region include (Table 3.5):

d
l
100 km.

15 Lone Mound
25,26 in SE Saskatchewan
27,28,54 Sims Mound
32 Antler Creek
33,34 Stott
35,36,57 Star Mound

37,38 Moore's Mound
41,68 Arden
46,59, 63,64 Pilot Mound
47,48 Guy Hill
49, 65 Vickers

Figure 3.4. Dlstributlon of the "Dusample.

50 Hikon
51 Kiltarney
52 Souris
53 Daly
60 Rock Lake

66 Reston
67 Ellis Point
134 Holland
280,281 Belmont
282 Yule

Q

1
100 km,

69, 79, 80 Dennis Warner Mound
72 Morden
73, 81, 87 Winnipeg St. James
74 Pina Ridge
75 Wiobe Mound
76 Selkirk

-

Figure 3.5. Disttlbution of the "E"8ample.

69, 79, 80

77 Red River Sites
78 Lockport
88 Starbuck
133 Winnipeg - St. Boniface
70, 71, 82 86 Fidler Mounds

-

TABLE 3 5 E (RED RlVER V N L & SUB SET

CODE
-

WARNER MNDl

---

DENNIS WARNER MOUND
FIDLER MOUND

FIDLER MOUND
MORDEN

ST. JAMES
PlNE RIDGE

NEAR BIRD'S HILL

WIEBE MOUND

SELKIRK

SELKIRK

RED RIV-1

ALONG THE RED RIVER
LOCKPORT

WARNER MND2

DENNIS WARNER MOUND

WARNERI 1

DENNIS WARNER

HIST ASSINB

ST.JAMES
FIDLER MOUND

FIDLER MOUND
l

FIDLEF+l9

FIDLER MOUND

FIDLER MOUND
ST, JAMES

STARBUCK

STARBUCK
ST. BONIFACE

The Eastman (F) sub set cornes from the southeastem part of the province,
primanly the area along the Winnipeg River (Table 3.5). This was selected as a separate
region due to sarnple size and the particular documented wnnection of some of the sites
with the Ojibwa people. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of the F sarnple.

TABLE 3.6 F (EASTMAN) SU6 SET
I

CODE

LOCATION

CEM PNT-1993

CEMETERY POINT

I

CADDY LAKE2

WHITESHELL
WHITESHELL

1

RIVERMOUTH
MlNAKl

MlNAKl

NUTlMlK LAKE

FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER

WHALEY

CEM PNT-9G2

CEM€TERY POINT

CADDY LAKE1

CADDY LAKE

EAGLENE

EAGLENEST LAKE
-

FORT ALEXANDER

FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER

FORT ALEXANDER
WHALEY

WHALEY

FA-FONT

FORT ALEXANDER

du Bonnot
05

-

89, 101 Cemetery Point Nutlmlk
90, 102 Caddy Lake
91, 92 Whlteshell
03 Rivermouth
94 Mlnaki

Figure 3.6. Distribution of the "F"sample.

95 Nutlmlk Lake
99 Slave Falls
103 Eaglenest Lake
104 Whltemouth

105 Bjorklund
Ill EgLa-IO
96, 97, 1O6 109, 136 Fort Alexander
98, 100, 110, 112 Whaley

-

COMPARATNE SAMPLES
1 drew on three sources for comparative specimens to be used in the analysis.

The first source was crania from the Hungry Hall Mounds in northwestem Ontario
(Kenyon 19û6). These mounds are considered to be Blackduck or Blackduck influenced
(Kenyon 19û6). 60th Mound 1 (1130 f 65)and Mound II (1190 I60)have subsequently
been assigned to the Rainy River Composite by Lenius and Olinyk (1990:81). 1 measured
specimens from both mounds in the Royal Ontario Museum, and they became the G sub

set in the analysis,
The second source was data published by Patrick Key in his dissertation (Key
1983). Dr. Key was kind enough to allow me to use his measurements and provided the

metncs on a disk. Each specirnen in Key's data was identified as having real or supposed
archaeologicai provenience. This allowed me to extract important cranial samples from

the areas immediately south of Manitoba, particularly those identified as having corne
from cultures that may have been present here in the past Table 3.7shows the
comparative samptes, their ske and source (see also Appendix A for individual listings).
Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of sites from NoRh Dakota that yielded comparative

samples and Figure 3.8 shows the distribution of sites fram South Dakota.
The final source of samples was Ms. Susan Myster from Harnline University in St.
Paul, Minnesota. Ms. Myster colfected measurements from many crania from Minnesota
prior to their reburial. She also provided samples with an atctiaeological provenience,
divided by cultural association (Table 3.7) (see also Appendk A for individual listings).

The distribution of the Minnesota sites that yielded comparative samples can be seen in

Figure 3.9

i - MANDAN SITES (L)
2 - SONOTA SITES (I)
3 DEVIL'S LAKE SOURISFORD SITES (M)

-

FIGURE 3.7NORTH DAKOTA SITES YIELDMG SKELETAL MATEMALS

USED IN THE ANALYSIS
(Source: Key, 1983 !

-

1 SOUTH ARVILLA SITES (K)
2 SONOTA SITES (J)
3 - HISTORIC SIOUX SITES (1)

-

FIGURE 3.8 SOUTH DAKOTA SITES YIELDiNG SKELETAL MATERIALS
USED M THE ANALYSE
(Source: Key, 1983)

92

1 - BRONSON (X)
2 - RED LAKE FALLS (X)
3 WARNER ( X )
4 WHITE OAK POINT (Y)

-

5 - OSUFSEN (Y)
6 - SCHOCKER (Y)
7 McKINSTRY (X) & (2)
8 - BAGLEY (Y)

9-EKNGRY HALL (Y?)

-

FIGURE 3.9 MINNESOTA/NW ONTARIO SITES YIELDMG SKELETAL MATERIALS

USED IN THE ANALYSIS

1

'

I

TABLE a7 COMPARATIVE SAMPLES

GROUP

CODE

#

SOURCE

PROTOMISTORIC SIOUX

I

15CASES

KEY

SONOTA

J

12CASES

KEY

SOUTH ARVILLA

K

22CASES

KEY

PROTOMISTORC MANDAN

L

33CASES

KEY

DEVIL'S LAKE SOURISFORD

M

9 CASES

KEY

ARVILLA

X

15 CASES

MYSTER

BLACKDUCK

Y

20 CASES

MYSTER

LAUREL

Z

6 CASES

MYSTER

HUNGRY HALL

G

18 CASES

WYMAN

CAUCASIAN

Q

4 CASES

WYMAN

C

REVISED GROUPINGS

WhiIe the sub sets used in the analysis were defined on a non-cultural basis, 1

remained interested, of course, in the cultural affiliations of the specimens. Most of the

specimens from Manitoba were unknown wlturally. Others came from excavations, but

unless there were diagnostic artifacts in association with the interments, they,too, were
essentially unkrtowns. Further, very few of the cranial specimens fmm Manitoba have
been recovered from sites in which they were in ciear association with a particular
ceramic type. In fact, most burial sites from Manitoba, incfuding burial mounds, have littie
ceramic content, and the ceramics that are present are not the "everyday" wares that are
common in archaeological sites in this province.
There are several possible explanations for this. First, some mounds might pre-

date the introduction/invention of pottery in this part of the world. Second, the cultures
who built the rnounds may have been aceramic, even if theif neighbours used ceramic
technology. Third, cultures rnay have used cerarnics but did not inciude fhem in burials
because it was not part of their rnortuary tradition. Or, fourth, some cultures made special
or unique ceramics for intements, and these do not match established cerarnic
typologies.
Thus, m e n Syms (1978) defines the Devil's Lake-Sourisfod mortuary wmplex
partly on the basis of the ceramic miniature morkiary vessels that are found in some of

the mounds, this is more useful for grouping mounds into the DLS complex than it is for
determining the relationships of the DLS wmplex to other defined archaeoIogical cultural
entities. However, the DLS remains, by far, the archaeological culture most clearly

associated with crania used in rny analysis. This makes it a Iogical starting point to derive
an archaeologicavbialogical sample. Further, since Syms (1Q78:73)considers DLS
rnounds to have been the product of a Siouan group and in na way related to the
Blackduck culture. a sttaightfoward appruach seemed to be to extract a DLS sarnple and
compare it to clear Blackduck and other Algonkian samples on one hand and known
Siouan samples on the other.
Therefore, I defined a DLS sub set which included Manitoba crania from sites

designated as DLS by Syms (1978, 1979) and the entire OLS sample provided by Pat
Key. The composition of this sub set (and the otfier sub sets defined below) cross-cuts

the groups based on non-cultural criteria. The DLS sub set indudes the following
Manitoba specimens (Table 3.8)along with the 10 specmiens identified as DLS by Key in
his data set.

TABLE 3.8 DEVILS' LAKESOURISFORDSUB SET

#

1

LOCATION

CODE
-

LONE MNDI

-

LONE MOUND
DARLINGFORD

DARLINGFORD
WESTBOURNE
DARUNGFORD

SlMS MOUND
SlMS MOUND
SRSFORD13

1

SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD

SOURISFORD

STAR MNDS

STAR MOUND

STAR MND?

STAR MOUND
SOURISFORD

SOURISFORD
-

SOURISFORD
DARLINGFORD
SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD
- --

-

PILOT MOUND

SOURlSFORD

STAR MNû-6

STAR MOUND

SOURlSFORD
PILOT MOUND

PILOT MOUND

RESTON

RESTON
FIDLER MOUND
FIDLER MOUND

FIDLER MOUND

FIDLER MOUND
FIDLER MOUND
FIDLER MOUND
1OOM

FOREST R. MOUNDS
FOREST R. MOUNDS
FOREST R. MOUNDS

FOREST R-MOUNDS

-

-

FOREST R, MOUNDS
FOREST R. MOUNDS
1OOM

FOREST R. MOUNDS

228

,

100M

HEIMDAHL MOUND

WE4014319

1

HEIMDAHL MOUND

Another large group that deserved special consideration was the collection of
crania h m the Sourisford location. These specimens corne from a number of mounds in
the Souflsford area, as opposed to corning from a specific site, but it seems possible that

they represent a single culture (Table 3.9).In total, 15 specimens came fmm Sourisforci
or the imrnediate area and were placed in the Sourisford sub set.

1

TABLE 3.9 SûüRlSFORD SUBSET

CODE

SRSFORD3

SOURISFORD

SRSFORDl

SOURISFORD

ANT CREEKi

ANTLER CREEK
I

MORS MNDB2

MOORES MOUND

MORS MNDB

MOORES MOUND

42

1400

HDhh3S2

SOURISFORD

44

1400

HDM7-1

SOURISFORD

45

1400

HDM-47-2

SOURISFORD

55

240d

SRSFORD2

SOURISFORD

58

240d

HDhl-22-2

SOURISFORD

61

240d

i-iDM-431

SOURISFORD

62

240d

HDhh47-3

SOURISFORD

A secondary division was made of these crania by the grouping of the Sourisford

mounds into the Notth Antler group and the South Antier group (Tables 3.10 and 3.11).

This grouping was suggested by Capes (1963) following notes and reports by
Montgomery from 1907 and 1908.The North Antler group consists of nurnben HDM 4348 (from Thompson's farm)?

I

TABLE 3.1 0 NORTH ANTLER GROUP SUB SET

#

CODE

NAME

LOCATION

44

1400

HDM47-1

SOURISFORD

*NOTE: The last specimen on the following iist (HDM.36-2) was almost certainly mislabelled at some point, and should probably have been HDM-46-2. The HDW36 number should
refer to the Calf Mountain mound but the labeliing with the skull in the ROM, "section 10, T2, R27"
and the Thompson's farm designation both consistentiy point to a Sourisford location.

SOURISFORD

O
SOURISFORD

SOURlSFORD

The South Antier group consists of nurnbers HDM 13-26 (Essensy's, Gould's and

farms).

I

TABLE 3.11 SOUTH ANTLER GRWP WB SET

j

T

LOCATlON

#

CODE

NAME

39

1400

HDWI 3-1

SOURISFORD

40

140D

HDW151

SOURISFORD

58

2406

HDhrF22-2

SOURISFORD

CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION

In chapter three the ongins of the specimens used in this analysis and the
methods used to group them were diswssed. Each specimen used in the pnmary
analysis was seen and assessed personally. The only specimens that were not personally
assessed were those that came from outside Manitoba and were used for comparative
purposes. Data from these specimens were gathered electronically as e-mails of
craniometric data from coHeagues in the United States.

Each primary specimen was treated in an identical fashion. I examined the
cranium in a superficial manner to see if it appeared cornpiete enough to yield an
acceptable number of measurements. Those that were clearly too damaged or

fragmentary were not discarded imrnediately. 1 made note of these specimens for
possible future analysis, particularly of non-rnetnc data. In addition, i took what
measurements were available even though 1 knew the specimens would not be used in

the analysis. I did this for cornpleteness of information, for the possibility of future
research projects and because it is probable that many of these specimens will soon be
reburied.

The specimens that were complete, or complete enough to yield a considerable
number of measurements, were assessed in the following way. The cranium was placed
on foam or in a sand box and a series of diagrams, on an inventory sheet, were shaded
in to indicate exacüy which portions of the skull were present, which were absent and
which were damaged. There were four diagrams on the sheet, each from a different
perspective: front view, right view, left view and basal view. These allowed for the
shading of the whole skull, making the dorsal and occipital views redundant.

This first inventory sheet also contained a f o m allowing for a complete description

of the skull, bone by bone. Once the form was filled out, it provided descriptions
associated with the shading of the diagrarns (see Figure 4.1 for a sample inventory
sheet). The status of each bone (or side of larger bones) of the specimen was indicated

missing. This system, the dental scoring routine and the rnetric measurement list, shown
below, were developed for the analysis of specimens at the University of Winnipeg.
Continuation of this recording practice allowed for the cornparison of new specimens with
previously examined pieces- ln addition, this inventory sheet also contained tables for the
desuiption

of teeth, b o ü ~deciduous and permanent The presence and condition of the

teeth was rewrâed, although mis information was not going to be used in ais analysis, tu
be available for possible future research. The table for the deciduous teeth was rarely
used, as 1 was not assessing children, but it was u s 4 in a few cases where an adult
person retained a deciduous tooth. The 32 teeth of entire dentition were individually
recorded as:

NO TOOTH OR ALVEOLUS
PRESENT IN ALVEOLUS
TOOTH INTACT BUT LOOSE
TOOTH LOS+ PREMORTEMPATHOLOGY
TOOTH CONGENITALLY ABSENT
TOOTH ABSENTIALVEOLUS PRESENT
TOOTH FRACTURED IN ALVEOLUS
UNERUPTED
ERUPTING.
FRACTURED LOOSE
A R W O O T H NOT PRESENT
The first inventory sheet also contained a comments section, in which bnef notes
about the specimen could be recorded. These notes usually related to pathological or
unusual conditions which could be seen on the skulI. A full description of the observed
trait was made in my notebook.

The second inventory sheet was used for the assessrnent of sex (Figure 4.2), the full
description of which can be seen below. The third inventory sheet was used for the
rewrding of the actuai metric data (Figure 4.3). This sheet is a forrn witb spaces for the
33 cranial measurements used in the analysis plus spaces for a number of additional

measurements which were either not taken, or not used here.
The full Iist of measurements and their descriptions

can be found in Appendix B.

Only one set of tools was used in measurïng the crania and an identical procedure was

used for each specimen. Generally, breadth and height measurements were taken witti a
spreading caliper, length measurements with a sliding caliper, depth measurernents with
a coondinate caliper and arced measurements with a tape measure. Althaugh this is
prirnarily a amputer research project, al1 of the original inventory sheets and my original

notebooks have been retained as backup information.
SU( AND AGE ASSESSMENT

Each specimen was sexed.Where possible, post-cranial (pelvic) elernents were
used (Shipman et al 1985274277,Steele and Bramblett 1988:197-207). Otherwise (as

in most cases) the cranial standards of Ferembach et al (1980) and Krogman (1962)
were followed.
Aging of specirnens was not necessary for this research beyond the fact that only

adults were included. Adolescents, with third molars in crypts or partially empted, were
included at my discretion. If I believed that the skuli appeared to be fully fomed and had

reached or very nearly reached its adult size it was induded. Figure 4.2 shows a sample

recording f o m for cranial sex identification.

--

àex:

COMPUTERKED SEX CUSSIFICATION

One of the problems with sex assessments frorn cfanial information alone is that
they are not 100% reliabie. ln fact, probably lû-20% of ail assessments will be in e m r
using visual rnethods (Krogman 1962:112-113, White and Folkens 1997 :320).As a
consequence, the formula used to rnake sex assessments allows for those that fall
cleariy into the male (amputer scoring = 1) range as well as those that fall clearly into the

female (cornputer scoring = 2) range. The remainder are indeteminani. and do not clearly
score as either sex (computer smnng = 0).
The sex assessment was not a critical issue for cornputer nins companng m o l e
populations. For example, if i ran an analysis companng the Norman sample as a whole
against the entire samples from Westman and Eastman, the sex distinction

was

imrnaterial, as the group/region identification was the main wdifying factor. However, if I
wished to compare these three groups by sex, then obviously the assessments were
more important.
When it became apparent that a sizeable number (in the neighboumood of 15%)
of my whole sampie was scui-ing in the indeterminant range, l decided to use a
muiüvariate sex assessment approach. Giles and Eliot (196353-68)pioneered the use of
discriminant analysis to detennine the sex of "unknown" skulls. The use of their, or a
related methodology, is recommended by Shipman et al (1985:274) and Steele and

Brarnblett (i
9885455). The latter authors, however, offer a sirong caution:
"Such samples ... do not reflect the variance that one might find in archaeological
materials or at other geographical locations. Therefore, the discriminant functions
will rnost accurately predict the gender of unknown individuals from the same
population from which the study sampte was drawn. How weH they can predict the
gender of individuals from a different population depends upon how close the
anatomy of the study population is to the second population. The procedure is
useful enough to be of general value, but direct observation should ahvays

supplement discriminant function deteminations."
Their results are supported by the findings of Meindl et al (1985:79) who used
discriminant functions and had a 5-10% error rate in blind sex assessments of crania of
documented gender.
Following the recommendation of Steele and Brarnblett (1988:54-55) 1 realked
that the procedure would be most reliable if sex assessments were made within cleariy

defined populations. However, since 1 did not have dearly defined populations, thiç was

impossible. Therefore, 1 entered all rny data, inctuding cases from the comparative
samples f had assembled, into the program as a single group. Since the prime

discriminators of sex in the skull are size refated (Brothwell 1972:51, Meindl et al

198579-80),1 felt there was a reasonable chance the program would work successfully,
especiatly if there were many "knownUcases (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:544-545).
Further, by using the whole sample, I felt the characteristics of sex would be ernphasized
and the characteristics of population de-emphasized.
TOdo the computerized sex assessrnents 1 chose the BMDP CLASSIFICATION
program, specifically the jackknife procedure (Dixon 1985). This procedure minimires the
bias that can enter a classification if the coefficients used to assign a case to a gfoup are
derived, in part, from that case (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:545). Therefore, the data

from the case are left out when the coefficients used to assign it to a gmup are cornputed
(Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:545).
A pnonmembership in two groups was specified, as most cases had been scored

as male or fernale. A third group, the unknowns, was entered and the program was asked

to classify the unknowns as either males or fernales. With just two groups the
classification procedure had to be at least 50% successful, although, of course, I was

hoping for 100%.

The following is a Iist of the individuais sexed by the BMDP Classification
procedure:

RE-CLASSIFICATION
cfassified as (2) Female.

Moores Mound-82

classified as (1) Male.
dassified as (1) Male.

classified as (1) Male.

cfassified as (1) Male.
dassified as (2) Female.

Wamer Mound-l

dassified as (1) Mate.
dassified as (1) Male.
dassified as (1) Male.

Selkirk

classified as (1)

Red River-?

ciasçified as (2) Female.

Wamer Mound-2

classified as (2) Femals.

Male.

classified as (2) Female.

r

:

#94

Minaki

dassified as (1) Male.

#A01

Cemetery Point-90-2

classified as (2) Female.

#IO2

Caddy Lake-1

classified as (2) Female.

#A14

Hungry-Hati-94

classified as (1) Male.

#117

Hungry-HaiCSlO

classified as (1) Male.

#122

Hungry-Hall-S34

classified as (1) Male.

The classification procedure assigned al1 cases to one of the two groups (sexes)
specified. In addition to the classification of unknowns, the procedure also indicated the
success rate of the assignation of males to the male gmup and females to the female
group. The results suggested that some of the specimens had been inaccurately sexed
by the visual ctanial and post-cranial methods used- With each of these assessments

came a percent chance of a specimen being of the opposite sex
1 looked at these cases very closely, being aware of the inadequacies of the

cranial sexing method. The cases indicated as possible mis-classifications, however, did
not display a high enough probability of being in error for me to make any changes. I felt
that there was a certain accuracy (unmeasurable) to a sex identification if I had looked at

a specimen and made an assessrnent. When the classification procedure indicated that
there was a 74% or less chance that my assessment was wrong, this did not strike me as

being strong enough to make a change. At 75% or greater probability, I probably would

have changed my assessment, depending on the certainty of rny initial impression.
Overall, I would rate the classification as being very successful. Of the 285 cases

entered, 19 unknowns were classified with a good percentage chance of being correct

(75%+),and only four still remained as unknowns, Le. the probability of being either sex
was between 25% - 75%. In addition, only seven cases of known sex were identified as
being mis-classified as the wmng sex, and none of these were strongly mis-identifie& in
tems od percent chance. I did not change the sex on any of these specimens.
CRANIAL MEASUREMENT

Each complete skull was assessed using a standard battery of 33 measurements.

These measurements covered the most important dimensions of length, breadth and
height of both the vault and the face- They also assessed the shape of the skull in a
number of places. The 33 measurements taken were selected from a list of rnany
possible measurernents and indices that could have been used. For example, both Key
(1983:4O) and Heathcote (1986:53) used a total of 80 measurements and indices in their

assessments of the affinities of Plains Natives in North Arnerica and Eskaleutian Natives

of the Arctic respectively. They did not, however, use the same 80 variables. In fact,
Heathcote (-l986:53)

states that "61% (of his measurernents) are less-conventional or

individualistic".
Both of the above authors acknowledged that they used Howells (1973)

monograph as a basic starting point for their conventional craniofacial rneasurements.
Howells' monograph also provides the starting point for the set of measurernents used
here. However, while he defined a set of 57 measurernents, I have used a set of only 33,
28 of which come from Howells. t took an additional 5 measurernents which were derived

from otber sources (Martin and Saller 1957, Brothwell 1972).
The measurements that were selected were chosen for several reasons, the most

important being that they were commonly used in cranial studies (Broste and Jorgensen

1956, Howells 1966, 1973, Key 1983, Heathcote 1986), particulariy those in which a
restricted Iist of measurements was taken (Brothwell and Kiinowski 1974, BrothweIl
-1981, Petersen 1988)- These measurements are those most likely to be taken and
published by reseamers, and this would allow for more compatibility of data sets and,
therefore, compansons between groups. The selection of variables was heavily weighted
by the set of measurements taken for previous work in this province and in Europe
(Wyman 1993). Second, since some of my recent work has been with European
specimens (Jacobs et al 1997) 1 collected a data set which would be compatible with both
Arnerican and European data. This also accounts for the appearance of "European"
measurements in an essentially "North Americannscheme. Third, some measurements
were collected because of their significance, by my assessment. Fourth, and important, is
the fact that every variable added to the Iist inueases the probability of having tu drop
specimens from the analysis due to incornpleteness. Therefore, restricting variables is a
way in which sample sizes can be maximized.
In my experience (Wyman 1993, Jacobs et al 1997),adding additional
rneasurements or variables beyond a certain number does not necessarily increase the
sensitivity of the analysis. In fact, Brothwell and Krzanowski (1974:250) demonstrated
that significant results could be achieved in craniometric analysis using only 11
rneasurements. Other studies have been conducted with less than 40 craniofacial
variables. As examples, Pietmsewsky (1974) used 13 cranial variables in his study of
Neolithic and modem populations from Southeast Asia; Pietmsewsky (198455, 1990)
used 36 measurements (from both Howells and Martin) in his assessment of Australian
aboriginal and Australasian populations; Hausman (1982:320) used 37 variables in his
assessment of Khoisan populations; Sjovold (1984227228) used 29 variables (mainly
calwlated) in his study of the skulls from Hallstatt, Austria; Lubell et al (1984:l58) used

28 variables in their evaluation of North African Epipalaeolithic crania; Rothharnmer and
Silva (1990) used only 7 craniofacial variables in their study of South Amencan prehistoric
populations; Sciulli (1990) used 13 craniornetric traits in his analysis of the rernains from
the Duff Site in Ohio; Brace et al (1989) collected data for 18 variables in their study of
the descent of Asian groups and Brace and Hunt (1990) used 24 variables in their
analysis of cranial variation world wide.
Beyond a point, only slight irnprovements can be gained frorn the addition of more
variables (Tabachnick and Fidell 1989113). Indeed, overfitting, a form of a false positive
resuit, can be a drawback to using too rnany variables, relative to the total sample size
(Tabachnick and Fidell 1989:13). Van Vark (1976) also argues against using too rnany
variables, as does Stevens (1986: 187):
"If a large number of dependant variables are included h ho ut any strong
rationale...then small or negligible differences on most of them may obscure a real
difference(s) on a few of them"
As a general rule, rnultivariate analyses should use a number of variables less than the
sample sizes used in the analysis (Oxnard 1978 cited in Heathwte 1986:159).
Figure 4.1 is a sample recording sheet for vault and face metric measurements.
All of the measurernents, along with the gender, name of the specirnen and a series of
codes that would allow for the grouping of specimens, were entered into the mainframe
UNlX cornputer at the University of Winnipeg. Each individual was included in three basic

files, if possible, a file of vault rneasurements, a file of face measurements and a file of
combined vault/face measurements.
Unfortunately, not al1 specimens ended up in ali three files. Many of the cases
used in the analysis were cranial vault rernains with no facial bones remaining. A few
specimens were faces only with none of the vault bones remaining. Specimens with both
compiete face and vault metn'cs were added to the "total" datasets. Thus, the "total"

dataset had the least number of individuals, as specirnens with only vault or only face
rnetn'cs had to be eliminated from this file. In summation, only those crania that had both
cornplete face and vault rnetrïcs could be added to al1 three files.
A total of 286 case2 were entered into the vault database. Of these, 143 were the

pn'mary cases used in this analysis, while the remaining 143 were the comparative cases
from the surrounding region (n=134) and "control" cases (Caucasian specimens). Only
196 individual$ had facial rnetrics entered in the database, The reduction of 90 cases

was due to the number of remains that were vaults only. Of the 1 9 6 faces. only%id not

have a vault as well. In other words, the face database had A96 cases, 192 of which were
associated with a vault - i.e. a complete cranium, The "total"dataset therefore,
compn'sing individuals with a full set of vault and face metncs, totalled 192. Of these, 'i11
were from my prirnary sample, while the rernaining 81 were from the comparative sample.

DELETIONS FROM THE ANALYSlS

The total prirnary sample of 143 crania mentioned above does not wnstitute al! of

the specimens I assessed dunng this project. Initially, after al1 of the data had been
entered into the cornputer, a few cases had to be dropped from the analysis. Each
individuaI was supposed to be represented by 37 variables, but, due to the nature of
archaeologicai samples, many had been broken or damaged. Thus, not ail of the
measurements could be taken on al1 of the crania.
I rneasured al1 specimens that were reasonably cornplete adults, even some that

were obviously damaged. 1 did not measure crania that clearly would not yield at leasl20
-

Cases with measurable vaults = 286 = Cranial data base
4

Cases with measurable vaults and measurable faces = 192 = Total data base

5

Cases with measurable faces but not measurable vauits = 4 = Not used in the analysis.

measurements overall, or at Ieast 15 from either the vault or face. Speamens with less
than 30 measurements overall, or with less than 15 measurements individually from the
vault or the face had to be dropped h m the analysis. Other damaged specimens yielded
a partial set of measurements in the hopes that missing elernents rnight tum up in a
different rnuseum collection in the future. When this did not happen, they too had to be
dropped from the analysis. Specimens in the latter category induded:
HDM-31-19 (Pilot Mound)
HDM-47-156 (Sourisford)
HDM-39-3 (Dartingford)
HDM-40-2 (Darlingford)
Hilton-A (Hilton)
Beausejour (Beausejour)
HDM-41-5 (Darlingford ?)
Woodlands (R.M. of Woodlands)
Star Mound I O (Star Mound).

ESTIMATION OF MlSSlNG VARIABLES

For crania displaying minor damage in which only a few measurements were not
possible, the appropriate BMDP missing variables program was used (Dixon 1985). This
program uses a muitivan'ate routine in which missing variables in one case are estimated
from alf of the remaining cases in a population, In the case of the estimate of rnissing
variables l was more concemed with retaining a feeling of "population" than was the case
in estimating sex Therefore, the sample was divided into initial "populations" based upon
a physiographic scheme (the details and rationale of this are outlined in chapter 3).
Specimens with missing values were grouped only with specimens of the sarne gender
from the same region. The cornputer program then estimated missing variables within
each of these smaller regional groupings. In no case did estimated measurements make
up more than 20% of the values for any single case.

ln fact, a large number of specirnens had to have at least one variable estirnated,
attesting to the fact mat relatively few completely intact crania are recovered from
archaeological sites. The Iist of specirnens and their estirnated values are too large to fit
into the body of this report, but it can be seen in Appendix E. It should be pointed out that
the estimation of missing values was undertaken ptimarily because both the SAS and

SPSS cornputer programs that were used for multivariate analysis require that the data
be integral, with no missing values. To perform the multivariate analysis, it was necessary
to either drop the majority of cases from rny sample, or estimate some values and retain
the bulk of the sample in the analysis.

Both the vault data set and the total data set were assessed by univariate
statistics. The group means, standard deviations and other summary statisücs were
calwlated for al1 15 groups used in the analysis (5 groups from Dr. P. Key (1983), 3 from
Ms S. Myster (nd), 1 "control" group and 6 prirnary groups. These results can be seen in

full in Appendix C. A btief summary is presented in table 4.2. This table shows the means
of the first five variables for each group from the cranial data set. It can be seen that
there is a degree of difference between the groups, as evidenced from the minimum and
maximum values for the means of each variable, The variability is evident despite the fact
that the use of mean scores tends to srnooth out or reduce apparent differences between
groups. The full range of variability within the groups, as show by the standard
deviations, minimum and maximum values, c m be seen in Appendix C.

The variability of the samples was further assessed by the calculation of
coefficients of variation (sd/mean) for each group, by variable (Blalock 1979:84). The
resulting coefficients were uniformly low, suggesting that ail of the samples had at least a

degree of interna1 consistency (Blafock l979:84).
A Duncan multiple range test was used to ascertain whether or not significant

differences existed between the groups used in the analysis (SAS Instiïute 1985:117).
This procedure compares the means of variables by groups identified in the data and
assesses if they are significantly different (at the -05level)(Dowdy and Wearden
1991:306-307). The discovery of such significant differences suggests that the use of
more sophisticated rnultivariate analyses is warranted and likely to be fruitful. The Duncan

procedure for the cranial sample used the means of 18 variables, by group, and the
procedure for the cranio-facial sample used 34 variables, by group.
TABLE 4.2 MEANS OF SAMPLE VARIABLES BXSROUP
1

NO

GO1

XCB

WFB

XFB

STB

DLS

10

184

140

92

113

104

N. ARVILLA

75

180

140

88

117

96

BLACKDUCK

20

183

140

94

116

II0

LAUREL

6

179

146

96

122

109

NORMAN

15

185

144

97

117

197

MANDAN

34

181

137

91

112

1 08

PARKLAND

11

183

144

96

118

104

CAUCASIAN

5

182

145

98

7 23

117

GROUP

SIOUX

l WESTMAN
RED RIVER

15

1 77

141

92

114

108

51

182

139

94

116

103

21

180

141

93

116

105

182

140

95

114

106

27

1 EASTMAN

'

HUNGRY HALL

18

183

145

96

118

106

S. ARVILLA

22

182

139

89

113

103

SONOTA

12

185

142

92

115

106

-- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MIN X FOR VAR

177

137

88

112

96

MAX X FOR VAR

185

146

98

123

117

In ternis of the craniai data, the Duncan test detected numerous significant
differences between the groups used in the analysis. In fact, only the means of two
variables, PAS and FOL, did not show significant differences between at ieast two of the
groups entered. All other 19 craniai variables showed significant divergence between at
least two groups. For rnany of the variabtes the test indicated that one or Iwo groups were
significantly different from al1 of the other groups. The groups rnost frequenfly identified
as being significantiy different were Sioux, Northem Ontario, Caucasian, Norman and
Blackduck. This suggests that these groups will be less likely to cluster with the others
during the multivatiate analyses.

In the total sample, the Duncan procedure indicated that significant differences
existed between groups in regard to 30 variables. Only the variables GOL, PAC, PAS and

FOL did not Vary significantly between at least two groups. The groups most frequentiy
identified as being significantly different were: Mandan, Caucasian, Laurel and AMJla,
suggesting that these groups may not cluster frequently with other groups in the total
sample.
Overail, the Duncan Multiple Range Test suggested that the groups used in both

the cranial and total analyses were significantiy different from one another. The
rnultivanate methodologies used here should indicate wtiich groups are the most distinct,
and which groups cannot easiiy be distinguished from one another.

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS
As diswssed in chapter 5, both the vault and totaf data sets were assessed by
univariate statistics. The group means, standard deviations and other surnrnary statistics

were calculated for all 16 groups used in the analysis (Appendix C). The variability of the
samples was further assessed by the catculation of coefficients of variation, and a

Duncan multiple range test was used ta ascertain whether or not significant differences

ehsted between the groups used in the analysis. Overall, a considerable arnount of
between gmup variation was evident, with significant differenœs between group means
apparent On the other hand, the samples had at least a degree of intemal consistency,

as assessed by the coefficients of variation (Blalock 1W9:84).
The remaining and pnrnary analyses used in this pmject are multivariate in nature.

The advantage of multivariate programs is that they simultaneously account for al1
ind~duats(cases) and alf of the variables used in any particular analysis or nin. Any
change in the data inputted will affect the resutt of the fun. For example, if a run has 100
cases inputted, the plot of these cases will be 100 points arranged in a particular pattern

(hopefully clusters) wtiich refiects the program's interpretation of the nature of the
relationships between al! of the cases. If one case is removed, and the rest run, the

resulting plot will be somewhat different from the previous one. Not only is tnere one case
less in the analysis, but the program now evaluates the nature of the relationship
betwaen the 99 remaining cases. Depending on the "weight" or importance of the one

case that was dropped, the output may be significantly altered.
In some of the runs discussed below, cases were dropped from the analysis. The
programs would interpret and plot the relationships between al1 of the individuats

remaining in each run. For example, once I had seen how the programs interpretedthe
relationships between al1 of the cases, I would drop the individuals from NortMSouth
Dakota sites to see how the programs would interpret the relationships between the
remaining individuals. The specimens could be grouped in a variety of ways, but I
endeavoured to make the divisions used sensible and pointed towards particular
questions that 1 wanted to address.
A total of 40 principal components and canonical discriminant analyses are

discussed here. Some of these runs were wnducted on the cranial vault data base, M i l e
others used the total (vault and face measurements) data set. The cranial data base,

which included al1 specimens that were vaults only, maximized the number of cases
available for analysis. The total data base was selected to maximire the number of
cranio-facial variables available. The face data only, in that it was neither the largest in
cases nor the largest in variables, was not analysed separately.
The legend of each plot indicates which (VAULT or TOTAL) data base was used.
The vault data base has a greater nurnber of individuals and more groups than the total
data base. Some of the cornparison groups do not appear in the total data base because
they were not represented by enough cases.
A full listing of the cornputer runs can be seen in Appendix D. To summarize,

though, analyses (and plots) are defined by the rnethod (program) and data base used.
Thus, a nin will have used either the canonical discriminant or principal components
program.

Runs 1-8 are PCA procedures, and will have been based either on the

vauk or total data sets. Runs 9-16 are canonical discriminant, but plot only the means of
groups, rather than individual cases. Because there are fewer points to these latter plots,
I elected to use a three dimensional plot, in which can 3 (the third canonical variate) could
be shown. This variate runs verticaIly off the page,while c m iand can 2 occupy the 'Y

and "y" axes respectively.
Unfortunately, this plotting method pmved ineffective for mns with many cases on

the scatterplot, as individual points were largely obscured. Therefore, runs 17-40, al1
canonical discriminant mns, were portrayed on a two dimensional plot, of can 7 and can 2
only.
PLOlTlNG RESULTS

Most of the computer nins produced scatterplots as output These can be
interpreted in two ways. First, did the program separate or cluster the individuals from

one group sufficientiy apart from those of other groups that it was apparent that these
individuals/groups were dissirnifat from most of the other cases? This would be
interpreted as an indication of dissirnila@ and assumed genetic distance between
groups. Altemately, did the individuals from one group overlap sufficientiy with individuals
from another group that the cornputer was unable to distinguish between them? This
would be interpreted as a strong indication of genetic simifarity between the two groups.
Beyond this, however, the positioning of each group on a scatterplot also reveals
information. if the means of two groups fall close together, and the distributions of the
individual cases overlap, this indicates a measure of sirnilarity between them. Likewise,
groups which fall far apart on plots are less similar. All groups whose means do not
overlap (using a 95% confidence interval) are statistically significantly different from one
another. There are degrees of difference, though, and the canonical discriminant routine
attempts to portray these in the plot.
Most of the canonical discriminant scatterplots display 95% confidence intervals

for the groups (group means) used in a parîicular analysis. I cansidered groups to have
clustered together when the confidence intervals for their means overtapped, regardless

of the dispersion of their particular cases (see section on confidence intewals in chapter
4). In such a case, the cornputer is essentially unable to distinguish between the groups.

An interesting situation occurred when the confidence interval for one group,

(group A), overlapped with that of another (group 8)and that, in tum, overlapped with a

third (group C). From a statistical perspective, ail of these groups have clustered, even if
group A did not overiap with group C. The assurnption here would be that if the pmgrarn
could not distinguish between A and 8, or between B and C, then it could not effectively

distinguish between A and C.
From an alternate perspective, though, it must be noted that the mean of Gtotlp A

did not, in fact, overiap with the mean of Group C. They both overlapped with Group B.
Without the presence of Group B, Gmups A and C would have been discrete clusters.

This type of situation may be the result of variation between groups which was more

dinal than discrete. If there was gene fiow in space, and isolation between groups

occurred pnmarily as an effect of distance, adjacent groups wouid be more sirnilar than
distant ones.
The concept of isolation by distance is an important one, and is very pertinent to

the results shown here. For the purposes of surnrnarising al1 of the overlaps between al1
of the groups, though, the statistical mode1 (A=B, B=C, A=C) rnentioned above will be

followed. The results were varied enough that it was not always groups A-B-C, in

geographical proximity to one another, that overlapped. The groups that overlapped in
larger duster' were diverse, and ignoring statistical overlapping would possibly have
meant overiooking signifiant information.

The runs were al1 done in groups of three. For example, runs 1.1 to 1.3 constitute

a unit or group. For each group of three, the .1 suffw indicates that the plot represents the
total cases from that run (both sexes), the .2 suffix indicates a plot of only the males from

the run and the -3s u f f i indicates a plot of only the females from the run.

Sime the overall fows of the dissertation is on the differences and similarities
between defined groups, the runs ending in -1, including both sexes, are emphasized in
this results section. By looking at both sexes combined, some information may be
obscured, particularfy that which is sex-based. However, inclusion of both sexes allowed
for greater sample sizes and better results overall. The individual sex information shows

up in the a n s that deal with the sexes separately.

The results for the individual male and fernale runs were assessed, and these are
discussed in a separate section below. However, not ail of the sex-specific plots are

shown here, due to space limitations. If, in a set of runs,there were significant
differences in ternis of how the males and females gmuped, these differences will be
pointed out. I paid partiwlar attention to runs in which two groups clustered for one sex
but not for the other. Such cases might indicate factors such as inter-mamage between
groups.

RESULTS OF RUNS INCLUDING BOTH SEXES
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

Run 1 (Fig. 5.1) was the principal wmponents analysis of the vault data base.

This run includes al! of the Manitoba cases, as well as a11 of tbe comparative samples.
This initial run was conducted to assess whether any obvious dusters emerged using the

principal cornponents procedure. in fact, an appraisal of Fig. 5.i dernonstrates no clear
clusters, although a division along sex lines is apparent (note mat males are indicated by
capital letters while females are represented by lower-case letters). Most of the females
are located on the left side and slightiy to the bottom of the centre of the plot white most
of the males are on the nght and ta the top of the centre.

Likewise, no clusters other than sex emerge in Fig- 5.2, the principal components
analysis of the Manitoba vaults, not induding any comparative cases. Nor do dusters

appear in Fig.. 5.3 or Fig. 5.4, in whiai the Manitoba cases are joined selectively by those

from northwest Ontario and Minnesota (Fig. 5.3) and from North Dakota (primarily)
respecüvely.

The next 4 mns (Figs 5.5 - 5.8) were principal cornponents analyses of the total
data set. As such, they utilized approxirnately twice as many variables as the cranial data.
However, the results of these total runs do not differ markedly from the cranial mns, Fig.
5.5 (Run 5-1) shows al! of the cases from the total data set (srnalier in both number of
cases and number of groups than the craniai samp1e)- The sexes are more cleady
distinguished along PRIN 1 than they were in the cranial sampfe, with neariy al1 of the
females falling on the left side of the plot. Other than this size related sorting, the
individual cases are well scattered, with no apparent clusters. Essentially the sarne
results are seen in Fig. 5.6 (Run 6.7), showing Manitoba cases only, Fig. 5.7

(Run 7.1)

showing Manitoba/ northwest Ontario/Minnesota cases and Fig 5.8 (Run 8.1) showing
Manitoba/North Dakota cases.

CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

The next sixteen analyses (Figures 5.9 to 5.24) al1 use the canonical discriminant

procedure. The first eight of these plots (Figures 5.9 to 5.16) show only the means of the
groups used in each analysis, as opposed to showing the position of each individual

case. Because these plots are portrayed from an angled view, it was not possible to
accurately place the 95% confidence interval circles on them. However, they do allow for

a rapid appraisal of the basic sirnilanties and dissimilarities benHeen groups, with the
advantage of displaying the third dimension of GAN 3 coming verücally off the page.

These runs are duplicated in Figures 5.17 to 5.24, but as scatterplots of individual points,

with the 95% confidence intervals displayed.
VAULT DATA
Figures 5.9 (Run 9.1) and 5.1 7 (nin 17.1) show the meansldistributions of al1 of
the groups appearing in the cranial data set, in two different formats. Figure 5.9 suggests
that there is a relatively large cluster of groups near the centre of the plot, sumunded by

a nurnber of outlyirtg groups. Figure 5.17, though, shows that there are actually two large
clusters apparent. The first of these is a tight cluster cornprised of four groups, the
Westman, Red River and Parkland samples from Manitoba and the Hungry Hall group

from Ontario. The second cluster is somewhat more diffuse, but is linked by interiocking
confidence intervals. This ciuster contains the Sonota, DLS and South AMlla groups from
NorWSouth Dakota together with the Eastman sample from Manitoba. The most obvious
outliers are the Caucasian, AMlla and Mandan samples. Somewhat surpn'singly, the

means of the S i o u and Blackduck groups overlapped on Fig. 5.17, although they differ
along c m 3, as seen in Fig. 5.9.

Figures 5.10 (run 10.1) and 5.18 (wn 18.1) display the means/distributions of only
the Manitoba groups. No groups overlap, and although Fig. 5.18 suggesis that the Red

River sample is similar the Westman group, they are very different along can 3, as seen

in Fig. 5.10.
Figures 5. Il(run 11.1) and 5.19 (run 19.1) show all of the Manitoba groups

together with the comparative samples from northwest Ontario and Minnesota only.
Figure 5.1 1 suggests that the Westman, Red River, Parkiand and Eastman samples from
Manitoba are similar in al1three dimensions shown on the plot In Figure 5.19, however. it
can be seen that actually only the means of the Westman and Red River samples

overlap, and the othen remain singular, although dose on the plot None of the other
groups overlap, although it can be noted that the Blackduck and Hungry Hall groups are

quite similar along al1 three axes. The ANilla sample is a dear outiier on this run, and the
Norman sample lies at a greater distance from the other Manitoba groups than they are
from each other.
Figures 5.12 (run 12.1) and 5.20 (run 20.1) portray the plots of al1 of the Manitoba
sarnples together with the samples from North and South Dakota. Figure 5.20 shows that

there are two main ciusten each fomed by the overlapping confidence intervals of four
groups. One cluster wntains the Manitoba samples from the Westman. Red River valley,
ParkJand and Norman regions. It should be noted, though. that the sample from the
Norman region differs considerably from the othen along can 3, as can be seen in Fig.
5.12. The other cluster contains most of the cases from the United States, speàfically the

Sioux, Sonota, S. Arvilla and DLS groups. In this case, the S. AMila group differs from

the othen along c m 3 (Fig.5.12). The Manitoba Eastman group and the Mandan sample
are outJiers in these plots.

TOTAL DATA
Figures 5.13 to 5.16 and 5.21 to 5.24 al1 refer to nins (runs 13.1 to i6.1 and 21.1
to 24.1) conducted on the total data set As such, the number of groups and cases is

reduced from that seen in the nins conducted on the cranial data set. Figure 5.13 (fun

13.1)demonstrates that there is a ciuster of groups, comprised of the Westman, Red
River, Parkiand, Eastman and Norman samples from Manitoba, and the North Anhila
sample, al1 of which appear similar on al1 three canonical axes. Howevef, closer
appraisal, on Figure 5.21. shows that only the Westman, Norman and Red River samples

overiap in their confidence intervals, although the Parkland sample lies close by. No other

groups overiap with one another on these plots, but the Caucasian, Hungry Hall and
Laurel groups are al1 outliers.
Figures 5.14 (nin 14.1) and 5.22 (mn 22.1) plot the means/distributions of the

Manitoba samples only, from the total data s e t None of the group means overiap, which
mirrors the resuft from these groups from the cranial runs. The Westman and Red River
groups plot close to one another, and this is consistent with eariier results in which the

groups appear to be sirnilar. The Norman group is an outlier in this plot and seems to be
dissimilar from the other Manitoba samples in these mns.
Figures 5.15 (mn 15.1) and 5.23 (mn 23.1) plot the rneans/distributions of the

Manitoba samples together with those from the Minnesota and northwest Ontario regions,
using the total data set. The Parkiand, Red River and Eastman groups appear to be
sirniiar on al! three axes (Fig. 5.15) but their means do not overiap (Fig. 5.23). The Laurel
group is a dear outlier, as is the Andla sarnple.
A sirnilar pattern ernerges from wns 16.7 (Fig. 5.16) and 24.1 (Fig. 5.24).

wnducted on the Manitoba and NortNSouth Dakota groups, using the total data set

None of the groups appear to be very sirnilar in Fig. 5.16, and although most of the
Manitoba sarnples fall close to one another in Fig. 5.24, none of the group means

overiap. The Sonota and Mandan samples fall dose to one another, but are well apart

from the Manitoba case. Again, it can be noted that the Noman sample is a clear outlier,
along the can 3 axis, from the other Manitoba groups.

FURTHER CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSES

In the principal cornponents analysis (Figures 5.1-5.8)the Westman individuals
showed a great degree of dispersion in the scatterplots. This dispersion, coupled with the
large nurnber of cases in this group, strongly influences the positioning of al1 of the

groups in a plot. Therefore, I conduded several runs in which this group was deleted, to
see how the others reacted in the absence of the Westrnan casesFigure 5.25 (fun 25.1) shows the plot of al1 of the other groups, based on the vault

data set Two large dusten emerged; the first being comprised of the Parkiand and Red
River samples together with the Hungry Hall, Blackduck and Sioux groups. The
placement of the Sioux group in this cluster is unexpected, given earlier results, and rnay
be noteworthy if these results are duplicated in other tuns- The other is a more linear

cluster, wmprised of the Eastman group together witb the Sonota, South A ~ i l and
a DLS
groups. This second cluster is really linked by the mean of the Sonota group, and may
have resulted fmm the large confidence circle representing this group. Likewise, the
overlap between the Caucasian gmup and the Laurel sample is likely an arüfact of the
srnail sample size, and large confidence interval, of the Caucasian group. Overall, the

Caucasian group is an outiier on this plot, along with the N. Arvilla and Mandan samples.
Figure 5.26 (fun 26.1) shows the plot of the four remaining Manitoban groups,
after the removal of the Westman sample. It can be seen that the four groups do not
overlap, and are generally evenly spaced from one another. Although the Eastman (F)
sample appears to be somewtiat of an outlier this is not the case. The Eastman group is

actually closer to the Red River (E) group than the Norman (A) sample is.
Figure 5.27 (run 27.1) shows the plot of the remaining Manitoba groups together
with the Minnesota and northern Ontario cases. The means of the Red River and

Parkland samples overlap on this plot, this conjunction partly due the removal of the

Westman sample. In Figure 5.19 (wn 19.1), the same analysis induding the Westman
group, the Westman and Red River samples overlapped, but this ciuster did not included
Vie Parkland group. A second cluster appears in Figure 5.27, f o n e d between the
Blackduck and Hungry Hall groups. The AnAllasample is a dear outlier on this plot

Figure 5.28 (run 28.1) shows the plot of the remaining Manitoba groups together

with the groups from NorWsouth Dakota. One large duster cuntains the DLS, S. A M . ~
and Sonota gmups h i l e a second, smaller, cluster contains the Norman and Red River

Manitoba samples. The placement of the Norman group is unusual here. as it arely
clusters with other Manitoba samples. The Mandan group is an outlier on this plot.
Figures 5.29to 5-32plot the vault results of al1 the cases, with a focus on the
Devil's-Cake Sourkford group. Cases frorn DLS sites in Manitoba were cornbined with the

DLS cases frorn North Dakota to make a new DLS group. This new combination required
modifications to the Westrnan, Red River and Parkland Manitoban gmups, as cases were
removed from each and added to the new DLS sample.
The plot of al1 groups can be seen in Figure 5.29 (wn 29.i). in this plot, five
different clusters appear. The clustering of the S. AM^ and Sonota groups, the Norman

and Parkland groups and the Eastman, Hungry Hall and Blackduck groups are not
unexpected. However, the fact that the rneans of the new DLS group (R) and the Sioux
group (1) are virtually identical is interesting. In fact the confidence interval for the DLS

sample falls entirely within the confidence interval for the Sioux group. This may indicate
a strong connection between the two.
Despite the removal of many cases, the remaining Westrnan sample still overlaps
with the Red River group. The Caucasian, N. AmWa and Mandan samples are al1 outliers

on this plot.

When only Manitoba cases are used (Fig. 5.30) the mean of the new DLS sample
overlaps with the mean of the Red River group, while the remaining Westman cases fa11
very dose by. Otherwise the positions of the samptes are similar to where they were
located in Figures 5.22 and 5-26.

When cases from Minnesota and northwest Ontario are retumed to the analysis

(Fig. 5.31) the means of the new DLS and Red River samples again overiap. A second
ciuster appears here, consisting of the Norman, Eastman and Parkland groups h m
Manitoba. As is cornmon, the N. AMlh group is an outiier.
Figure 5.32 plots the result when the North/South Dakota cases are retumed to

the analysis (and the Minnesota/ûntatio cases are dropped). The new DLS group does
not overlap with the Red River group, as it did in Figures 5.30 and 5.31 but neither does it
cluster with the Sioux group, as seen in Figure 5.29. However, the remaining Westman

cases cluster with the Red River valley group, the Norman and Parktand groups cluster
together and the means of the Sonota and S. Anilla samples overiap with one another.
The Mandan group is an outlier in this plot

Figures 5.33 to 5.36 plot the vault results of al1 the cases, with a focus on the
Soutisford location. This is the most prominent Manitoba "site" (actually a nurnber of
related sites), in ternis of the number of specimens recovered. Cases from the Soufisford
location were removed from the Westman group, in order to make the new Sourisford
group. This redistribution of cases required modifications only to the Westrnan sample.
The first run (fun 33.1), induding al1 groups, produced two ciusters, including one

very large grouping (Figure 5.33). This duster included the Sourisford group along with
the Eastman, Blackduck, Sioux, S. AMlla, Sonota and DLS groups. The smaller second

ciuster contains the Parkland and Red River specimens. The fact that so many group
means overlap to f o m the main cluster is surprising, especially given that many of these
groups have not overlapped with one another in any of the previous nins.
The second, srnalier, duster is fomed by the Parkfand and Red River groups,

with the mean of the remaining Westrnan cases falling very close by. The North Arvilla,
Laurel and Mandan groups are al1 outliers in mis analysis.

Figure 5.34 (mn 34.1) plots the new Sourisford group in compatison with the rest

of the Manitoba specimens. The mean of the Sourisford sample overlaps with the mean

of the Red River vatley sample. This is inconsistent with the resuk of the previous run

(Fig. 5.33) in which the Red River sample was one of the few that did not ûverlap with the
Sourisford group.
In Figure 5.35 (fun 35.1) the Manitoba specimens are plotted against those from
Minnesota and northwest Ontario. One large duster foms, wntaining the Sourisford
specimens along with the Red River valley and Parkland groups. The Eastman and
Blackduck means fall dose to this duster, mile the Norman and N. Arvilla groups plot as
outiiers.
Figure 5.36 (fun 36.1) plots the Manitoba cases along with the groups from North
and South Dakota. Two main clusters appear, one wntaining the Sioux, Sonota, S.
AMlla and DLS cases, and the other camprised of the Parkland, Red River and Westrnan
groups. The Soufisfard group does not duster with any other sample, but falls in a
position intermediate between the Manitoba and North Dakota cases. The Norman and
Mandan groups are outliers in this run.
A final redistribution was made, in which individuals were drawn out of the

Westrnan sample and assigned to two new gmups, based on whether they came frorn
the North Antler or South Antler Creek locations. The individuals from these two areas

have been plotted separately in order to see if they are significantly different from one
another.
The result of the first of the runs involving these locations can be seen in Figure

5.37 (fun 37.1).As in previous runs on the same data (figures 5.17, 5.25, 5.29, 5.33) M o
large clusters appear. One contains al1 of the North Dakota groups (except the Mandan),
the Blackduck and the Eastman samples, m i l e the other is comprised of the Parkland,
Red River, Westman and Laurel groups. What is noteworthy is that the North Antler group

is attached to this latter cluster while the South Antler group is attached to the former
duster. This suggests that there may be some differences in the specimens from these
two locations. As usual, the Mandan and N. AnAllasamples are sutiiers.
Figure 5.38 (fun 38.2)portrays the Antler Creek locations plotted with the other
Manitoba groups. The North Antler group mean overlaps with the mean of the Westman
group that it was initially denved from. The South Antler group, on the other hand, does
not cluster Ath, or even fall particularly close to, any other group. This again suggests
that there are differences in the specimens from these two locations.
Figure 5.39 (fun 39.1) includes al1 of the Manitoba groups together with the
Minnesota and Ontario samples. Again, the North and South Antier means fall well apart
from one another, but in this instance neither overiap with any of the other groups- In this
nin, the Westman, Red River and Parkland groups cluster together. The Noman and N.
AmMa samples are outliers.
When the Minnesota and Ontario groups are dropped and the NorthlSouth Dakota

groups are added (Figure 5-40), two dusters appear. The first is a large Iinear duster
containing al1 of the Manitoba cases and the North Anffer group, and the second has al1 of
the NortfvSouth Dakota groups, minus the Mandan. The South Antier group does not
cluster with any of the others, but falls doser to the Manitoba samples.
Information about the relationships between these groups is conveyed in each of

the above forty plots- But, it is sometirnes contradictory, and it is difficult to get a sense of
patterns emerging from this large mass of information. As a rnethod of sumrnarizing the
results, 1 tabulated the number of occasions in which each group clustered with each
other group, throughout the whole set of runs. This count was undertaken in order to get

a relative rneasure of sirnilarity between al1 of the groups.
Of the Manitoba samples, the Red River (E) group clustered most frequently (29

occasions) with the other sarnples (considering multiple overlaps as separate dusters
between each group in a large cluster). It cornrnonly grouped with the Parkland (B) (10
occasions) and Westman (D)(lO occasions) samples, but only infrequently with the
Norman (A)(3 occasions) and Eastman (F) samples (1 occasion).
The Parkland group clustered twenty-seven ümes, frequently with the Red River

(E) ( I O occasions) and Westman (6 occasions) groups, and less frequently with the
Norman (4 times) and Eastman (2 tirnes) sarnples. Overalt, the Westrnan group clustered
relatively frequently (21 tirnes), especially with the Red River ( I O occasions) and Parkland
(6 occasions) samples, but only once and hMce with the Eastman and Norman groups

respectiveiy.

The Norman group clustered on just ten occasions, and only with other Manitoba

-

-

groups (Parkland - 4 tirnes, Red River 3, Westman - 2 and Eastman 7). This is
consistent with the fact that the Norman group was occasionally an outlier in this series of
plots. ft seems clear that this group is not as similar to most of the Other Manitoba groups
(Parkland, Westman and Red River), as they are to each other.
The position of the final Manitoba group, the Eastman, is more enigrnatic in these
results. This group clusters a total of twenty-three tirnes with other sarnples, but only
infrequentiy with the other Manitoba groups (Parkland - 2, Norman - 1, Westman - 1 and
Red River - 1). It clusters most frequently with the Sonota, S. AMIla and DLS samples
from North and South Dakota (4 times each), with the Blackduck sample from Minnesota
(3 occasions) and with the Sioux (twice). This frequency of clustering is a Iittle

misleading, as the three samples from the Dakotas are very similar to one another, and
frequently clustered together. When the Eastman group clustered with one, it grouped

with the others simultaneously. Nevertheless, is seems apparent that the Eastman group
has affiliations not common to the other Manitoba sarnples.

As I discussed each run above, 1 noted that some groups could be considered as
outliers on most plots. The group that most wmmonly plotted as an outiier was the
Mandan sample. Not only was this group often an outlier, it did not duster with any other
group on any occasion throughout these nins. It is clear that the Mandan were not dosely
affiliated with any of the other groups used in this analysis. Other groups wmmonly
plotüng as oufliers were the Caucasian, Laurel and N. AMlla sarnples; Iess wmmonly
were the Norman and Eastman groups.

DENDROGRAM PLOTS
In an effort to further try to understand the relationships between ail of these
cases, separate dendrograrn plots were prepared for the males and the females. Figure
5.41 is the dendrogram plot of all of the male vaults used in the analysis. Although many
clusters are formed, none of them appear to be particularly meaningful. One cluster of 21
individuals, at the right end of the plot, contains about half of the Norman cases, but also
specimens from nine other groups. Almost al1 of the Caucasian males fall in the duster
next to this one, but specimens from eight other groups also appear in this cluster.

Overall, no group appears to dominate any of the clusters, and ail of the clusters contain
cases from many groups. This piot suggests that there is a great degree of homogeneity
to these data, particularly in the male sample. The dear outlier on this plot, a specimen
frorn The Pas, Manitoba, is of known date, and is one of the earliest in the sample.
The dendrogram plotting the females, Figure 5.42, has some more interesting
results. The large ciuster at the right of the plot contains 36 individuals, including 14 from
the Sioux group along with about half (5) of the females from the Eastman group and 4 of
the 11 red River valley females. The cluster to the left, containing 24 cases, has almost

al1 (6/8) of the N. A ~ ' i i aand (415) Norman fernales. The cluster adjacent to this, to the

left, has 19 cases including 6 of 8 females from the Hungry Hall group. The four primary
clusten at the left side of the plot, taken as a whole (they are ail clustered together as a
tertiary ciuster), wntain the vast majoïity of the Westman females (13/18) and seven out
of eight S. AM^ cases.
Thus, in this case, the program seems better able to distinguish between specific
groups, particularly the Mandan, N. AMlla, Hungry Hall and S. AMlla samples. It is
probably no coincidence that most of these groups were often outliers in the canonical
analyses, and their distinctiveness has been noted earlier. On the other hand, the
program is less able to distinguish between individuals from most of the gmups,
furthering the suggestion that there is a considerable degree of homogeneity to these
data.
Unfortunately, the SYSTAT program was unable to handle the number of
variables, combined with the number of cases, in the total data set. Therefore,
dendrogram plots of the total data base were not done.
SU< DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS

Other than for the dendrograms, the mns discussed above were al1 conducted on
the combined sex data set. For each of these mns, two additional plots were created, one
each for the males and females. These plots were studied for differences between the
clustering patterns of the males and females of each group. Not al1 of the plots contained
significant information, as there were no apparent differences in many of the mns.
Consequently, not al1 of the plots are shown here. I have included the plots from the
major wns from both the vault and total data set, so that the single sex patterns may be
assessed. Figures 5.43 to 5.50 show the plots of the vault data set for specimens used in
the analysis, divided by sex, while Figures 5.51 ta 5.58, portray the results from the total

data set.
Figures 5.43 (mn 17.2) and 5.44 (run 17.3) plot the dustering pattern of al1 of the
maleifernale cranial specimens. In both cases large clusters formed, involving a large
number of groups, with generally the sarne pattern being seen in both the male and
,
and Norman groups, often
fernale runs. The Caucasian, Laurel, North A ~ ' i i a Mandan
outliers in the runs involving both sexes, appear as outliers in the single sex nins as well.
Figures 5.45 (mn 18.2) and 5.46 (fun 18.3), plotting Manitoba groups only, show
no clusters. Figure 5.47 (nin 19.2). plotting Manitoba/Minnesota/Ontario groups, shows
clustering between the males of the Red River, Eastman, Blackduck and Hungry Hall
groups. The wrresponding female plot (run 19.3),showri in Figure 5.48, shows clustering
only between the Westman and Paridand groups.

The Manitoba cases are plotted versus the North/South Dakota cases in Figures
5.49 (fun 20.2 males) and 5.50 (nin 20.3 females).

The males f o m Wo large dusters,

following geographic lines, with the Red River, Parkland and Westman groups falling in
one and the DLS, Sioux, Sonota and S. ArviIla groups falling in the other. Only one
duster, including the Norman and Red River groups, appears on the female plot (Fig.
5.50).

The single sex runs based on the total set begin with Figures 5.51 (run 21-2males) and 5.52 (run 21-3- females). These figures show the plots of ail of the groups
from the totat data set, Only one clear ciuster ernerges on Fig. 5.51, involving the Norman
and Laurel males. Yet, although clustered, both of these groups are outiiers in this plot.
One large duster forms on the plot of females, Figure 5.52, involving the Red River,
Hungry Hafl, Norman, Westman, Eastman and Parkiand groups. The Biackduck, N. AMlla
and Mandan groups are outliers on this plot.
When only the Manitoba groups are plotted, none of the female sarnples cluster

(Figure 5.54) while the Parkland and Red River males overlap (Figure 5.53). When cases
from Minnesota and Ontario are added, no dusters are apparent arnong the males
(Figure 5.55) but a large cluster, involving the Norman, Eastman, Hungry Hall and Red
River groups, foms among the females (Figure 5.56).
Figure 5.57 shows the plot of the Manitoba cases together with the specimens
from NorWSouth Dakota. One cluster is apparent, involving the Eastman, Sonota and
Mandan groups, although these are joined by the large confidence circle of the Sonota
group. On the female plot of the same data, Figure 5.58,the Norman and Parkiand
groups overiap, but the others are al1 spaced well apart
Taken as a whole, these 16 plots (Figures 5.43 - 5.58) reveai sorne interesting
a Laurel groups
patterns. First, neither the males nor the females from the N. A ~ i i and
ever cluster with any other group, except for one occasion in which the Laurel males
clustered with the Norman males; and another, certainly specious, cluster between Laurel
and Caucasian males. This emphasises the distinctiveness of these samples in
cornpanson to the other cases used in the analysis.
The males from the Blackduck group cluster with males from other groups on nine
occasions (considering multiple ovedaps as separate cfusters between each group in a
large cluster). These overiaps are widely dispersed, occuning with eight other groups,
including sorne from Manitoba (Westman, Eastman,Red River), North Dakota (DLS,
Sioux, Sonota, S. Anilla) and Ontario (Hungry Hall). The female Blackduck sample, on
the other hand, clusters with onIy one other group (Red River), on one occasion.

The opposite pattern emerges for the Norman group. The males frorn this group
cluster only with the males from the Laurel sarnple, on one occasion. The females,
though, duster with other groups on ten occasions, including the Parkland (Mice),
Westman, Red River (three tintes), Eastman (twice) and Hungry Hall (twice) groups. This

is doubly interesting, given that the Norman sample as a whole (males and fernales
combined) was often an outiier in the first se: of results above. From these results, it is
apparent that it was the males from the Norman sample that were responsible for the jack
of clusters involving the Norman group. When the males are removed, the females are
generally similar to those of the other Manitoba groups.

C-SCORE ANALYSE

Six dendrogram plots, three each for the vault and total data sets were
constructed using the c-score procedure (Howells 1995). The first of these, shown in
Figure 5.59, plots the male c-score results created by the vault data set. The males fall
into two clusters, Ath three groups falling as outiiers. The first cluster contains the N.
AMlla, Hungry Hall, Blackduck, Eastman, Sioux and Red River groups. The second
contains the South Anhlla. Sonota, Westman, Parkland, DLS and Mandan groups. The
outliers are the Caucasian, Laurel and Norman males.
These groupings are interesting. The first cluster contains essentially eastem
groups, from woodland/forest vegetation zones, with the Sioux being an apparent
exception and the Red River group occupying an intemediate position between east and
west, and between forest and plains. The N. AMlla sampie, commonly an outlier in eariier
analyses, is less closely bound to the cluster than are the other groups.
The six groups from the second cluster al1 came from the south and western
portion of the study area, from the parkland through prairie vegetation zones. Somewhat
surprisingly, this group indudes the Mandan, which was an outlier in almost ail of the
eariier plots.
Unfortunately, the male c-scores derived from the total data set (Figure 5.61) are
not consistent with the vault results. While the Caucasian and Laurel groups remain as

outliers, and two dusters fonn on the plot, the groups contained in each cluster differ
considerably. In the first cluster, the Red River, Blackduck and N. AM^ groups are
joined by the Norman and Mandan groups. in the second cluster, the Sonota, Parkiand

and Westman groups are joined by the Hungry Hall and Eastman samples.
Figure 5-60 shows the c-score plots of the females, using the vault data. In this
plot, two clusters fom, and there are no obvious outliers (there were not enough
Caucasian females to be used in this analysis). The first cluster contains the Norman,

Parktand, Hungry Hall, Awilla and Laurel groups- The second duster contains the Sonota,
South Arviiia, DLS and Mandan groups, as a sub-cluster, as well as the Eastman,
Westrnan, Red River and Sioux groups. One noteworthy pairing is the dose association
belween the Red River and Sioux groups, which mirrors the result of the male nin (Fig.
5.59).
The resuits of the fernale c-scores derived from the total data set (Fig. 5.62) show

two clusters with the elackduck group as an outlier. The first cluster contains the
Eastman, Red River, Mandan and Westman groups, while the second holds the AMM,
Sonota, Hungry Hall and Parkland samples. Again, these results are not consistent with
those from the vaults, nor are the groupings consistent with the earlier analyses.

The final pair of c-scores shows the results when both sexes are plotted together.

Figure 5.63 shows the vault data results. Three main dusters are apparent, with the
middle one consisting of essentially outlying groups such as the Caucasian and Laurel
males and the Blackduck females. The main cluster to the right of the plot contains four
primary cfusters, two of which neatly group al1 of the Sonota, DLS, Mandan and South

Amilta

cases, both male and fernale. The remaining two pnmary clusters contain both

Westman sexes, the Red River, Sioux and Eastman females and the Blackduck and
Parkland males.

The other Manitoba cases, including both Norman sexes, the Parldand females

and the Red River and Eastman males fall into the main duster to the left of the plot This
duster also contains the Sioux males and the majonty of specirnens fmm Minnesota and

Ontario.As seen befare, the Sioux group does not fallow the same pattern as the other
specimens fmm North and South Dakota, and it seerns clear that this group has doser
biological ties to Manitoba populations than is true for most of the plains groups.
Figure 5.64 is the c-score plot of both sexes using the total data set. Three main
ciusters are apparent, with the Blackduck females and Caucasian males falling as

outliers. The main cluster to the left of the plot contains only Manitoba groups, including
the Norman, Red River and Eastman fernales, along with the Parkland and Westman

mates. Other Manitoba groups, induding the Red River and Eastman males as weii as
the Parfdand fernales, fa11 into the right hand main cluster. The remaining Manitoba
groups, the Noman males and Westman females fall into the middle main cluster.

Overall, the c-scores essentialiy confimi that there is a considerable degree of
homogeneity arnong these sarnples. There is Iiffle consistency in the patterns of
clustering, making conclusions somewhat difficult. The score analysis does confimi that
the Caucasians, outliers in the other foms of analysis, are significantiy different from the

other sarnples. But, it does not indicate that the Mandan are outliers, although this was
the case in the canonical discriminant

runs. The association between the Sioux sample,

the Red River group in partiwlar, and most of the Manitoba groups in general, is

interesting. This association was hinted at in the canonical nins, is apparent on many of
the c-score results, and is wodh exploring further.

CONCLUSIONS
The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from al1 of the foms of analysis
outlined in the previous chapter is mat, overall, there is not a great degree of biological
dofierencedemonstrable between and among the former inhabitants of this region. The
principal cornponents anaiysis demonstrated no clear clusters in the data. Using the
canonical discriminant procedure, the Manitoba sampies al1 ciustered, at least
occasionally, with each other, and some of the groups could not be distinguished fmm
one another on many occasions. Overall, only a minority of the groups exarnined wuld

consistently be distinguished fmm the others by the programs used.
When I undertook this project, I was confident, with a somewhat Boasian attitude,

that if I wllected enough data, the patterns of the past would be reveald to me. Well,
like Boas, 1 feel that these patterns have not campleteiy ernerged from the data I
cutlected. However, I feel that there are glimmers of understanding which reveal some
insights about the patterns of the past.
Thus, the essential finding of this research is a largely negative one. I cannot
clearly and consistently define many distinct populations from the Pre-contact history of
Manitoba. No combination of individuals leapt from my stacks of scatterplots to announce
that here indeed was a definable population, with dearly demarcated geographic and
temporal boundaries.

There are several possible reasons why these methods may not have been able
to defive dear biological populations from this data set. The first of these, quite sirnply, is

-

that the method was inadequate to idenüfy specific populations that the approach was

inadequate and yieldsd less than satisfactory results- 1 do not really accept this- While the

resuits were not what I had hoped they would be, there is no reason to think that, in
general, the method was incorrect In f a 4 the ability of the principal components analysis
to distinguish the gender of each case, the ability of the canonical discriminant program
to isolate Caucasians from Native Americans and the ability of the c-scores analysis to

point out some unexpected relationships between groups al1 attest to the fact that the
programs functioned properly.
The second possible explanation is that there were not many different groups
here in the past, and that the results are reflective of within-group variation over a relative
large area, as opposed to between-group differences. However, as discussed in chapter
Wo. the archaeological evidence dearly suggests that there were different groups here,

and it seems tikely that these groups would,in general, be represented by the crania used

in this analysis. Still, given that rnany of the -nia

used here had no certain provenience,

I cannot be certain that a speufic number of "populations' are represented here.
The third possible explanaüon is that there may never have been a great degree
of biologicaIseparationbetween aboriginal groups in îhis region. There is no doubt that

Mere were significant cultural differences between Native groups at the time of contact,
when histotical records first began to appear. These cultural differences were noted not
only by Europeans but also by the Natives themselves, who had dear ideas of

thernselves as peoples and their fnends, allies and enemies as other peoples. But
whether these could be equated w'th bioiogical uniqueness is a question requiring further
analysis.

It is probable that these cultural differences mentioned above stretch into the
past When archaeologists define an archaeological fows or tradition on the basis of

cultural matenal factors, they are implicitly stating that this group was a cultural enüty

distinct from other previously defined entities. This automatically supposes that there

were different cultures, who considered themselves distinct "peopfes" five hundred, a
thousand, two thousand and even four-thousand years ago. This, in essence, is ouf
interpretation of different Iithic and ceramic technologies. Artifacts that look and are
constructed "the sarne" were made by one culture whereas artifacts that were
constructed in a different fashion and have a different appearance were made by
different cultures.
In reality, of course the definition of "cultures" on this basis has a rnyriad of
problems. Peoptes can "borrow", trade for or steal material culture from each other. In
fact, they can even borrow a whole style or technique of manufactuting matenal cultural
artifacts from one another. Different stylistic traditions w n join, fusing into a amalgam

different from previous entities. And people can change the way they do things over time,
Ieading to the perception that there were many groups with many styles whereas there
May have been only a few groups with evolving stylistic traditions.
Well, so what? This is certainly nothing new in archaeological theory. Scientists
realized years ago üiat a purely typological approach to identifying cultures had inherent
limitations. The point is mat, despite the knowledge of these limitations, there is still a
perception that these archaeological cultures were also biological entities. There is an
assumption throughout the archaeological Iiterature that a defined "culture" equals a
defined biological population. And it is easy for us to imagine this. We picture small,
sornewhat isolated band level societies in the past, and see them as being unique from
one another in al1 aspects.
But biological distance and difference rnay be more illusory than cultural

difference. For example Canadians and Arnericans see themselves as being unique and
distinct from one another. They see political, societal and cultural distinctiveness, coupled

with a iimited degree of uniqueness in material culture, and proclaim that they are

different. But are they physically or biologically different? No, not in any quantifiable way.
How can they be? They both corne essentiafly from the same ongins, and have only been
politically and culturally separated from one another for a couple of hundred years.
Many of the groups from the past, particularly in the Manitoba region, were small
and nornadic in nature. These may never have been the autonornous, clearfy bounded
entities that we rnight imagine them to have been, looking back from the present.
Following Roth (1980),even if these populations had a degree of political distinctiveness,
this might not have transiated into a bounded. stable biological unit
When we talk about biological factors, we are often referring to things that are
under genetic cuntrol, they are encoded into the human organism. These things can only

be modified by selective factors at a rate determined by the degree of the setective
pressure and the generation length of the organism. lt is axiornatic that with a generation

length of twenty years or so, the human organism will not be able to rnodify itself very
quickiy, even under strong selective pressures.

There is no question mat, given long enough, enough generations, the human
f o m will develop into genetic patterns unique to specific groups. However, this is only
true if there is liffle or no gene flow between them. It is over 25 years since Brues (1972)
showed that over tirne as littfe as 1-2% gene flow between groups per generation would

hornogenize al1 human populations. Many of the runs s h o w in chapter 5 demonstrate

that it is possible to distinguish between Caucasians and Native Americans relatively
easily. But, Caucasians and North American Aboriginal peoples, overall, have more than
ten thousand years of separate evolution between them.
Even this ten thousand years was insuffkient to make the Iwo groups biologically
incompatible. There are some extemal (and intemal) physicaf difierences between thern,
but they are genetically i00% compatible. This is a testament to the fact that genetic

change is relatively slow in the human lineage.
All of this stands as a preamble to the question: could the inability of my cornputer
programs to cleariy define biological groups from the data presented be the result of the
fact that there really were no unique b i o l o g i d groups to define? I assume that many
different (archaeological) cultural groups are represented in rny data. Some of the groups,
although Iisted as separate cultural entities, atmost certainly could not have been unique
biologically. The Assiniboin and the Dakota viewed themselves as unique groups, but
they only separated some 400 yean ago. This represents only twenty generations,

probably insuffident time to accumulate sig nificant genetic distance between the two,
even if there was no gene flow.
Cuvent theory holds that humans arrived in the New Worid somewhat more than
11,000 years ago (Hoffecker et al 1993, Meltzer 1995, Patterson and Larsen 1997). Using

linguistic and dental evidence, Greenberg et al (1986) and Turner (1986, 1987) suggest
that al1 Amerindians can be subdivided into three groups: Eskaleut, Nadene and MacmIndian, each possibly representing a separate migration event from Asia. The M a m
lndian cluster contains all North, Central and South Arnerican Native groups, except those
from the far north and northwestem parts of North America and groups derived from
them, such as the Athapaskan speakers of the Amencan soutbwest AH groups appearing

in this analysis would therefore faIl into the Macro-lndian group.
Analysis of mtDNA confimis the distinctiveness of Macro-lndian and Nadene
genetic systems, but aiso suggests that there are more founding lineages (4) than were
posed by the earlier work (Torroni et al 1993)-If these large categories are valid, how
unique or distinct can individual populations be, partiwlarly in a specific region of the
continent?
The answer to this seems to be that, despite genetic similarities, a considerable

amount of variation still exists between human populations, and this variation can be
detected by studies of cranial shape (Larsen 1997:303). This has been demonstrated by

the studies cited in chapter 4, including those by Howells (1973, 1989), Key (1983).
Heathcote (1986)and Sjovold (1984). Therefore, Mile broad genetic similarity between
groups of North Arnetican Natives is certain, microevolution over the last 11,000 years

has been enough to create measurable differences between groups. If such differences
are not greatly apparent, genetic similarity due to cornmon inheritance is probably not the
reason.

The fourth and final explanation considers that there rnight have been many
different groups which appeared in the data, and they may have been geneticafly distinct
frorn one another, but that the biological distance between them was reduced by intermamage and the capture of fernales in war. Thus, groups living in the same region, if
they exchange genetic material freely and have sufficient gene fiow, can become

genetically more similar, rather than less sirnilar, over time. Given that band level
societies, in general, are often associated with exogamous marnage patterns, sucb

exchanges probably did occur among peoples in this part of the world in the past.
This is not a new concept. Meiklejohn (1977)has diswssed the nature of

mamage patterns and gene flow between band level societies, His conclusion, based in
part on Rogers (1969:25-26) work arnong the Ojibwa, is that gene Row between groups is

inversely related to group size (Meiklejohn 1977:109).Thus, as group size becomes
smaller, gmup mobility bewmes higher, outbreeding becomes more common, and gene

fiow becornes a significant factor in joining many small groups together. Further,
Meiklejohn (1977:108) States that: "it still remains to be shown that such extended
systems have effective

Iimiting, outer boundaries." This was also Roth's (1980:198)

opinion, after his study of the demography of Old Crow Village, a Kutchin Athapaskan

lndian community in the northern Yukon. He conduded: "... eariier human populations
may no longer be viewed as autonomous, bounded entities, but rather as representing

fluid, dynarnic aggregates, in which flux, rather than stability, is the general rule."

Patterns of comamages between hunting and gathering groups in northern
Alaska were continuous across regional boundaries and camed on throughout alliance
and warfare (Burch and Correll 1972:35).Studies by Melartin and Blumberg (1966) on
human serurn albumin variants suggests that gene flow is even continuous behnreen

groups in cornpletely different language famifies.
In summation, the programs used were generalfy unable to consistently define
distinct biological groups from these data. This occurred because there was not enough
biological difference among many of the samples used in the analysis. Whether this was
due to the fact that too few groups were sampled, or due the fact that groups reduced
their biological distance by inter-mamage, is unknown at this time.
A compiicating factor was that there was not enough temporal control in the

specimens used. Most of the specimens appearing in my data set were not dated. They

could have been 500 or 5000 years old. Going on the assumpüon that older specimens

are going to be much less cornmon than relatively recent ones, I eliminated b o w n
archaic cases from the anatysis. Others, though, might have been unknowingly induded.
The lack of temporal controls made devising starting populations much more

difficult than it should have been. Specirnens from along the Winnipeg River were
grouped together for geographic reasons, but would this single division be maintained if
the cases could be shown to fait into distinct temporal categories? The answer is no,

because the relationship between these temporal groups would be unknown. Maybe they
would have al1 been related to one anothet in an ancestor-descendant relationship, or
perhaps as offshoots of a larger population to the south and east. But maybe they would

have been compfetely unrelated to one another. A lack of good temporal information
associated with specimens must be seen as a drawback to this type of biological
analysis.
In fact, some considerable success in craniometric analysis has resulted from the
ability to clearly discuss ancestor-descendant relationships between groups. Using
craniornetrics, Key (1983)identified a biological discontinuity between the Central Plains
tradition groups and those of the Woodland penod in North Dakota. Discontinuities were
also discovered, using population distance analysis, among Illinois River d e y groups
(Konigsberg and Buikstra 1995, Larsen 1997).
Another possibly influential factor is inter-observer error. Al1 of the groups used in

this analysis were subjected to a senes of univanate tests, which did not point out any
glanng inconsistencies. Nevertheless, data used here came fmm three different sources,

and a degree of inter-observer error iç Iikely. Three of the groups provided by Dr. Key, the
Sonota, DLS and S. A ~ l l atended
,
to cluster with one another, but were generally
separate from other groups. This distinctiveness from the Manitoba sampfe might have
been accentuated by inter-observer error. However, these three groups fell very close to

one another in Key's analysis, when plotted with ten other groups from south of North
Dakota (Key 1983:81). Thus, their dissimilarity to the Manitoba data is Iikely a tme one,

not an arlifact of inter-observer error.

Further, the mean of the Sioux group, also rneasured by Key, overlapped with the
means of each of the Manitoba samples (except Norman) at least once. Thus, the
separation of the two data streams was not complete. It is interesting to note, as well,
that the Sioux group was quite distinct from other southem sarnples in Key's research, as
it was here (Key 1983:94).

Of the three sarnples provided by Ms. Myster, there is no doubt that both the

Laurel and N. ANilla samples were wnsistentiy outliers. The Laure! sample was a srnaII
one, and most likely cornes from a somewhat earlier tirne period than most of the
specimens, and its status as an outlier is therefore nOt surprising. The N. Amila group
simply seemed to be very different from the other samples, induding the S. Awilla group.

It is possible that some of this difference is due to inter-observer error. However, the
Blackduck sample, measured by Myster, ciustered with Manitoba groups (5 times) alrnost
as often as the Hungry Hall sampte did (6 times), although I personally measured the

latter group. Overall, 1 therefore do not think mat inter-observer error had an undue
influence on the results shown here.

One fom of positive outcome fmrn these analyses was the identification of
outlying groups, samples that are very different from the bulk of the groups, and from
each other as well. The Caucasian sample, although not used in every run, was almost
invariably an outlier, as was expected. The Laurel and Arvilla groups, as discussed
above, were both generally outiiers, for uncertain reasons. Finally, the Mandan group was

a consistent outlier, never clustering with any other sample. This certainly suggests that

the Mandan were not dosely related to other Siouan groups, despite being in the same
language family.
There were additional positive outcornes, in that some consistent patteming
ernerged concerning the relationships between the Manitoba groups, and between
Manitoba and comparative samples. Figure 6.1 graphically summarizes the results from
the mns discussed in chapter 6. In this figure, the different sarnples are identified by letter
codes and the lines running between each pair indicate the number of tirnes the means of

the groups overlapped. Thinner iines indicate that the means overlapped infrequentîy
while thicker Iines indicate that the means overlapped frequently. While conclusions about

specific connections and separations between groups will be outiined below, these rnust

be considered within an entire frarnework of data which does not display a great degree
of van'ability. These results are suggestive, though not conclusive, of connections and

diswntinuities between groups as they existed in the past. There is no doubt that the
Red River, Parkiand and Westman samples show a great degree of similarity to one
another. The means of at least two of these three overlap on fifteen of the twenty
canonical plots in which al1 three groups were included. ln the plots showing ail cases
(Figures I T I , 21.1, 29.1,33.1 and 37.1)the rneans of these three groups overlap
consistently. In fact, it is my opinion that the majority of these specimens represent a

single biological population. I say rnajority because there is sufficient variation and
dispersion to the cases fmm al1 three of these groups to suggest that several biological
groups occur in these samples. Most, though, likely fall into one group.
These similarities are consistent with the findings of Ossenberg (197437). Using
discrete trait analysis, Ossenberg concluded that specirnens from tbe Melita Phase (many
of which are in my Westrnan sample) were linked to those from the Manitoba Phase
(many of which are in my Parkland and Red River samples) and the Devil's Lake sites in
North Dakota. Since my results show similariües between the Devil's Lake, North Dakota

specimens and DLS specimens from the Westman region these relationships seem
consistent regardless of approach.
However, Ossenberg (1974:37) also concluded that these three groups, Melita
Phase, Manitoba Phase and Devil's Lake specimens cluster with the Laurel, Blackduck
and AM.^ archaeological samples, and that these six groups as a whole can be Iinked to
the Dakota, Assiniboin, Cheyenne and possibly Bfackfoot ethnic groups. These

conclusions are more general and sweeping than can b e supported by the multivanate
methodologies employed here. Her specific condusion that the Manitoba phase
(generaliy Parkland+Red River samples) was proto-Assiniboin remains a possibility, but

cannot be tested further until a clear Assiniboin sample is obtainedAlthough acknowledging that the data were inadequate, Ossenberg speculates
that the Laurel sample was most closely related to the Manitoba Phase specimens and
south Blackduck specimens and that Laurel was ancestral to both of these complexes.
These conclusions are not supported here, as Laurel is generally an outlier. However, the
Laurel data are still poor and are not suited to strong conclusions.
The somewhat enigmatic position of the Blackduck sample in the results
portrayed here may reflect Ossenberg's conclusion (1974:37) that there were two
separate Blackduck populations, eacb of which had a distinct origin. However, the
Blackduck sample used here was too smalf to show sub-clusters, if such did exist,
Overall, though, Ossenberg's conclusion that many of the groups she studied
cluster together is consistent with my conclusion that many of the samples I analysed
could not clearly be distinguished fmm one another. In fact, her chart of mean (genetic)
distance between groups can be interpreted as being the result of geographic distance,
one of the conclusions reached in this thesis.
The sirnilarity between the three Manitoba groups mentioned above does not
extend to the Norman and Eastman samples. The Norman group mean overlapped with
that of other groups a total of just ten times throughout the canonical mns involving both

sexes. This is low compared with the other Manitoba groups (Parkland ovetlaps a total of
27 times, Westman 21 times, Red River 29 times and Eastman 23 times). The Norman

sample overlapped most frequently with the Parkiand (4 times), followed by Red River (31,
Westman (2) and Eastman (1). The mean of this group never overlapped with that of any
of the comparative sarnples.

The overalt pattern is that the Norman sample is somewhat distinct from the other
Manitoba groups. However, in the single sex runs (Figures 5.43-5.58) it was apparent that

the distincüveness of the Norman sample was due to the contribution of the males, while
the females were quite similar to the bulk of the Manitoba sample. For the runs involving
both sexes, the Norman group would have been much more different from the other
Manitoba groups if it were not for the contribution of the fernales.
it is ternpting to spewtate that these data have sampled two essentially different

groups (northem and central) that were undergoing a process of genetic convergence
due to gene flow. Such gene flow May have started with the CO-exchangeof females, a
trend being picked up by the analysis. However, if such exchanges were a relatively

recent phenornenon, the gene flow many not yet have been sufFïcient to influence the
main bodies of the two groups,

The Eastman sample also occupies a unique position. The mean of this group
overlaps with those of the other Manitoba samples a total of only five times- On the other
hand, its mean overlaps with that of the Sonota, S. AMlla and DLS groups four times
each, the Blackduck sarnple three times, the Sioux twice and Hungry Hall once. In fact,

the Eastman group is the only Manitoba sample to cfuster with the Sonota, DLS and S.
AMlla groups at all. The fact that this happened four times for each of these groups is
surprising. However, the numbers are a Iiffle misleading here. As discussed above, the
Sonota, DLS and S. Awiiia samples are very similar to one another and often grouped

together. The Eastman rnean actually overlapped with this entire trio simultaneousiy on
only four pIots (Figures 5.17, 5.25, 5.33 and 5-37},
tfius accounting for al1 twelve
dustering events. These four plots, further, were al1 similar in that they included both
sexes and al1the groups.
The position of the Eastman sarnple, though, is also influenced by the position of

the Blackduck and Hungry Hall groups. When these are removed, as in Figures 5.20,
5.28, 5.36 and 5.40, the Eastman sample no longer overlaps with the groups from the

Dakotas. This push and pull effect is much more evident for the Eastman sarnple than for
the other Manitoba cases.
Connections between the Eastman group and the Blackduck and Hungry Hall
groups were anticipated, and are supportable archaeologically. Connections with groups
like the Sonota and S. Arvilla, though. are much more problematic. 1 think, in fact, that
these connections are specious. On two occasions, the Eastman group overlaps with the
Sioux group, which in tum overlaps with the other groups from the Dakotas. I do consider
that these groups have all clustered, but in this case, I think the clustering is largely
coincidental.
The relationship of the Eastman to the Sioux gmup can not be easily dismissed.
Although they do not frequently overlap, the confidence interval for the Eastman group
falls completely within the confidence interval of the Sioux sample on Figures 5.33 and

5.37.This implies some degree of similarity between the two groups.
Unlike the other North Dakota samptes, ihe Sioux group also overiaps on four
occasions with the Blackduck sample, and once with the Hungry Hall group, both of wtiich
are unexpected. Further, the Sioux group overiaps once with each of the Parktand and

Red River samples, a connection again not seen between the other samples from the
Dakotas and the Manitoba groups.
Thus, the Sioux group has a greater degree of similarity to the Manitoba,

Blackduck and Hungry Hall samples than was seen for the other southern groups,the S.
AMlla, DLS, Sonota and Mandan. The reason for this similarity lies in the nature of the
Sioux sample. The Sioux sarnple used here, according to Key (1983:25):

"...appears to

be Dakota Siouan, specifically the Eastern (Santee) and Middle (Wiciyela) divisions of the
Sioux" The Assiniboin people was derived from these groups, specifically the Santee,
some 400.500 years ago (Syms W Q 4 , 1997, Nicholson 1996). The Assiniboin, not

identified here as a specifc

biologicat sample, were consistent inhabitants of Southem

Manitoba by AD 1700 (Schlesier 1994:308, Nicholson 799672).1 believe that sorne of the
specimens fmm al1 of the southem Manitoba groups were Assiniboin individuals, and the
sirnilarities between them and the Sioux from the south are being picked up by the
canonical procedure.
The Sioux sample did not overlap with the Westman group directiy on any of the

plots. In fact, when the Westman group was removed frorn the analysis (Figure 5-25),the
Sioux clustered fimly with a number of groups, inciuding the Parkiand and Red River
samples. Sirnilarities behveen the Sioux and the Westman sample are revealed in Fig.
5.29. In this plot, the DLS sample from North Dakota was merged with the cases from

DLS sites in Manitoba. The new DLS group overlapped completely with the Sioux sample.
while the rernaining Westrnan (from non-DLS sites) cases clustered with the Red River
valley group. This suggests that the Westman group contains at least two separate
biological groups - one which can be identified as DLS and one which is the common
population found in the Parkland and Red River regions as well.
The above confimis Syrns' (1978) contention that the Devif's Lake- Sourisford
cornplex was essentially Siouan in nature, and that the people themselves were probably
Proto-Siouan. They could not have been Assiniboin, of course, as the DLS Complex
predates the appearance of this group. It also strongly suggests that the DLS was a

separate population from the people inhabiting the rest of southcentral Manitoba, sorne of
whom also appear in the Westrnan sample used here.
The Blackduck group occupies a rather enigmatic position in these results. In the

canonical analyses, this group never overlapped with the Norman or Westman groups,
but did overiap with al1 of the other groups used here on at least one occasion each. It
dustered rnost often with the Sioux (4 times), Eastman (3) and Hungry Hall (3) groups.

As discussed in the results section. most of the clustering of the Blackduck group as a
m o l e is due to the contribution of the males (as in Figure 5.47)- The Blackduck females
are rather distinct, and do not cluster with other females, while the males cluster relatively
frequently.
Blackduck ceramic is widespread throughout southeastern and south central
Manitoba, and it seems likely that the Blackduck people overall foraged widely in this
region. It is possible that they are being sampled as part of the specimens rewvered in

each region- This would account for the observed sirnilarities. This would be particulariy
Vue if Blackduck males foraged more widety than females, and were therefore more likely

to be found outside the Blackduck "homeland" in the MinnesoWRainy River region.
The final question, then, is, can some identity be assigned to the bulk of non DLS
specimens from the Parkland, Red River valley and Westman regions? The answer is not with certainty. This group displays connections with the Sioux, probably reflective of

the presence of some Assiniboin crania in the sample. And some connections

to the

Blackduck are apparent, although these are not strong enough to clearly imply some sort
of ancestor-descendant relationship.
On the other hand, the low frequency of clustering between this group as a whole
and the Norman and Eastman regions argues against this population being either Cree or
Ojibwa in nature. It may well be that this group is not a group in any real sense but is a
mixture of a specirnens from many populations. This mixing may have created a sample
reflecting many of the surrounding groups in the region, but not particularfy similar to any
of these groups.
Altematiwely, perhaps connections exist with groups not appearing in this
research. The Blackfeet or Proto-Blackfeet may have lived here in the past, and rnay
have contributed to mis sample, but this cannot be demonstrated because 1 did not have

a Blackfoot sample to inciude here.

SUMMARY
1.

These data did not display a great degree of heterogeneity. Th is consistent with
groups that were fiuid in membership, mamage patterns and mobility. Ethnic
bamers do not appear to have been a factor impeding gene fIow in the past

2.

There is an overall dedine in the similarity between groups

distance. Many of

the Manitoba groups are more similar to each otber than they were to the
comparative groups from the soutb and east. The same holds tnre for the groups
from North and South Dakota. This is likely a function of local gene flow, and the
decline of gene flow over distance, Even within the Manitoba groups, the Norman
sample is more distant both geographically and biologically, The Eastman group is
an exception to this conclusion, as it shows little similarity to its Manitoba
neighbours.

3,

The Sioux group was more similar to the Manitoba samples than was the case for
the other North and South Dakota groups. i believe that this is due to the

presence of the Assiniboin, a Siouan group knawn to have been resident here in
the last 250 years.
4.

The canonid discriminant program consistently identified several groups as

outliers. For the most part, these distincüons were consistent with known
biological and temporal factors, as with the Caucasians and the Laurel group. The

presence of the N. A ~ . i i a
and Mandan groups as outliers is more problematic.
These groups were Iikely immigrants to this region, wiîh origins considerably
different from that of other groups used here.

5.

Many of the specimens from the Red River valley, the Parkland and part of the
Westman region represent a single bislogical group. Wrthout data from temporally
successive groups, the ongin of this population remains obscure. It is not cieariy
linked to the Eastman sample (incfuding the Ojibwa) nor to the Sioux While the
ties between this gmup and the northern (Cree)sarnple are a little stronger, this
connection

6.

is not fimly established.

The femafes from the Norman group are much more similar to those from the

other Manitoba groups than are the males. This rnay be an indication of marital
exchange patterns ninning in a nom-south direction within Manitoba.

7.

The position of the Eastman group is enigmatic. On one hand, this sample
contains some known Ojibwa individuals and shows sirnilarities to the Blackduck
and Hungry Hall samples. On the other hand it was equally tied to the Sioux and
other North Dakota groups. I believe that this sample is mixed and contains
individuals from several groups. The Winnipeg River system, the location of most
of the specirnens, was widely used as a travel, trading and warfare route in the
past, and the sample may reflect this.

8.

The Devils Lake-Sourisford group was a biological population which was found in
both North Dakota and Manitoba. This group was Proto-Siouan in nature, and was

responsible for many of the bunal mounds found in southwest and southcentral
Manitoba. There is some evidence of a biologica1connection between the DLS
and the South Awiki

9.

group.

The Westman sample is primarily cumprised of individuais from two gmups, the

DLS and the central Manitoba group. When the DLS cases (from k n o w DLS

sites) were extracted, the remaining cases showed clear ties to the Parkland and
Red River groups.

10.

There are connections between the Blackduck and Hungry Hall groups and it is
likely that the Hungry Hall mounds were made by Blackduck individuals or the
descendants of Blackduck peoples.

11.

The bunal mounds in Manitoba are either of DLS or unknown origins. There is no

apparent connedion between Manitoba maund specirnens and samples from
rnound building cultures elsewhere. Thus,there does not appear to be any Sonota

or Laurel individuals in the Manitoba sample.
12.

lt is not possible to make fim condusions about the ongins of many of the groups
assessed here. These origins will remain obscure untif samples of a series of

tirne-successive populations bewmes available. It is only with this type of
information that fim connecüons and ciear diswntinuities wili be revealed.
13.

There is no reason to think that specimens from ~rthem
Manitoba represent
groups other than the Cree or ancestral Cree. Older specimens from this region,

however, such as The Pas, are difierent from the bufk of the northern cases.

A Danish acquaintance once asked me to define the differences between

Arnericans and Canadians. 1 gave him a list of social, material and attitudinal differences
that I wnsidered to be distinctive between the two groups. Ultimately, though, it becarne
apparent that these perceived differences, as seen by a rnember of one of the groups in
question, were insufkient grounds for an outsider to see the distinctiveness I felt.
There can be no doubt that Native North Americans in the past would have had a

sense of ethnicity, a sense of belonging to a particular defined group. They likely viewed
differences between groups from an udthem perspective. Probably, to thern, the
differences between groups were clear and definable. But to an outsider, a person from

the present looking back. would these seif-perceived differences be remarkable? Or,tike
my Danish coHeague, would we be left with the thought that: "1 know you see the

difference, but ..."

The data analysed here shows that any modem concept of boundary, as applied
to peoples from the past, may be incorrect and misleading. This applies most particularly
to contemporary populations within a given region. I believe, though, that given sufficient

dimension of time or space, boundaries and discontinuities between groups witl becorne
apparent.

It is interesting to compare the perspective of a dernographer, Roth, with that of
an archaeologist, Syrns. Roth (1980) prefers to view past North Amencan Native
populations as fluid, dynarnic aggregates in a continual state of flux Syms (1991) says of
the Assiniboine people: "The Assiniboins did not represent a single, homogeneous

monolithic unit that can be treated as a single unit ..." Although in different contexts,

these two views express essentially the same position.

The results discussed here show that gene flow between groups, particulariy
within a region, make biological distinctions between contemporary populations difficult to

demonstrate. The fact that most of the Manitoba groups display biological similarities is

likely the result of connections, in the fom of gene Row, between tbem.
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CRANIOMETRIC RELATlONSHlPS OF ABORIGINAL SPECIMENS
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FIG. 5.4. RUN 4 1 PRlNClPAL COMPONENTS MANITOBA PLUS NORTH DAKOTA CASES BOTH SEXES
A- NORMAN B =INTERME D= WEBTMAN €=RED RIVER Fu EASTMAN G =HUNGRY HALL
1-SIOUX J -SONOTA K-8.AAVILU LœMANDAN M-DL8 K = ARViLU Y= BUDKDUCK 2-LAUREL Q m C A ü C M I A N
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FIQ. 5.8. RUN 6.1 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS MANITOBA CASES BOTH SEXES TOTAL DATA

-

A-NORMAN B = I M E A U K E DIVUESTMAN €=RED R M R F- EAûTMW G=HUNQflY HALL
la SIOUX J BONOTA K- 8.ARVILLA L = MANDAN M = DL8 X=ARVlLU Y = BUCI<DUCK Z=UUREL

Q = CAUCASIAN

Fla. 5.7. RUN 7.1 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS MANITOBA PLUS MlNNESOT/VOMARlO CASES BOTH SEXES TOTAL DATA
A-NORMAN B=INi'ERLAKE O= WESTMAN E=RED RIVER F-EABIMAN O-HUNGRY H U
1-SIOUX J =BONDTA K=S.ARVILU L=MANDAN M=DLB XE ARVILLA Y=BUCKDUCK Z=UUREL QuCAUCASlAN

FlQ. 5.0, RUN 8.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF CFWIAL VNLT DATA

-

MENS OF AL1 DROUPS

-

BOTH SEXES

LQ BAUOON- NORMAN LQ STAR- INERUKE LO HURT= PUIN8 LO CLUII-RED AKR LQ DlAMOND=EABTMUI LQ 8PUIE=NOWü110
LQ CROBI-DL8 LO R l Q i M A N D U I IO SQUARE-BARVILLA LQ PYRAMID-8KKIX SM BILLWN-BONOTA SM B I M - M M V I U
SM CRO88=BUCWUCK SM F U Q UUREL SM BPVARE=CAUCMIAN

FIO. SAO. RUN 10.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF CRANIL VNLT DATI

- MEMS OF MIiNITOBA OROUPS - BOTH SEXES

~0 M U O O N . N R M W La B T M m I m R W E I O HEAFK=PWNS LQ CLUB-RED RIKA LO DIUIONO-USTMW LQ 8PUIEsNOHTUIIQ
LG CROBB=DLB LO MQ=MANOUI LQ SOUARE- 8*RVlLU LO W I D - SIOUX SM W N - BONOTA BU B T M i M I R V I U
SM CRQBS=BUCWUCK 8M FU0 W R E L SM BQUARE-CAUCAB!~

FIG. 5.11, RUN 11.1 CIINONICAL PLOT OF VAUCT DATA

-

MEANS OF M*NITOB~INNESOT~ONTMIO
GROUPS

-

B O M S€XES

FIQ. 5.12. RUN 12.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF CRANlAL VAULT DATA

-

MMNS OF M A N K O ~ N O R T HDAKOTA QROUPS

-

BOTH SEXES

LQ BALLOOH = NORMAN i.û STAR = I M E R M E LQ H W = PWNS LQ CLUB =RED RIVER LQ DIAMOND= EASTMAN LQ SPME = WONTARIO
LQ CRO88=DLB LO FUG=MANDAN LG SQUARE=SARMLLA LO PYRAMID=SIOUX SM BAUOoN=BONOTA 8M STAbMARVILU
3M CROS[1= BUCKDüCK SM FiAQ = W R E L 8M SQUARE CAUCASIAN

-

FIO. 5.13. RUN 13.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF TOTM DATA

-

- MEANS OF ALL OROUPS -

-

-

BOTH SMES

LG BAUOON = NORMAN LG STAR INIERUKE LQ HEART= pu1n8 U1 CLUB = RED RIMA LQ DIAMOND- EASTMAN LQ SPADE =NOMAAI0
LG CROSS. DL8 LQ FLAQ MANDAN La 8QUAAE= SARVILLA LQ PYRAMID 810UX SM BALLON SONOTA SM BTAR=MARVILU
8M CROSS- BLACWUCK SM FUQ- W A E L SM SQUARE= CAUCASUN

FK3. 5.14. RUN 14.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF TOTAL DATA

-

-

MEANS OF MANITOBA GAOUPS

-

-

BOTH SEXES

LQ BULOON NORMAN LG STAR INTERUKE LQ HEART = PLAIN9 LQ CLUB = RED RIVER LQ DIAMOND EASTMAN LQ BPME = NONTARIO
LQ C R 0 8 8 1 DL8 LQ FLAQ- MANDAN LQ BQUARE=BARVILU iû P W I D = B I O U X BM B M i W N a SONOTA 8M BTAREMARVILLA
9M CROSS-BUCWUCK SM F M - W R E L 8 M 8QUAHE=CAVCMlAN

F10. 5.15. RUN 15.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF TOTAL DATA

-

MEANS OF MANITOB~MINNESQT~ONTARIO
QROUPS

-

BOTH SEXES

LO BAUOON= NORMAN LQ S M IHIERIAKE LG HEART PLAIN8 LQ CLUBPRED AIVER LO DIAMONDa EASTMAN LQ BPME = NOMARIO
LO CROBB=DL3 LQ M O = MANDAN LG SQUARE=BARVLiA LG pyRAMlD=BlOUX SM BAUûûN= SONOTA SM BIAbYARVILU
SM M(088= 8lACWUCK SM F i A û = W R E L BM BPUARE= CAlJCASlAN

FIO. 5.18. RUN 16.1 CANONICAL PLOT OF TOTAL DATA

-

MEANS OF MANJTOBA/TVORTH DAKOTA OROUPS

-

BOTH SEXES

LQ BAUOON=NûRMAN LQ STAR=INiERLAKE LG H M - P U I N 8 LG CLUB=RED RIVER LO DIAMOND=EASTMAN LQ 8PADE=NONTARIO
LQ CROSS=DLS LQ FlAQ=MANDAN LQ 8(IUARE=SWVlLU LQ PYRAMID=SlOUX SM BAUOON=SONOTA SM BTAR=MARVILlA
SM CRO88= BUCKDUCK SM F U G = UUREL SM 89UARE=CAüCASIAN

FIQ, 5.17. RUN 17.1 CANONICM VAULT DATA

- ALL GROUPS - BOTH SEXES

A-NORMAN B=lNlERLAKE D e WESTMAN E-RED RIVER F=MST)iiIAN Q=HUNQRY HALL
1- 8lOUX J=8ONOTA K m 8.MVILU L=MANDAN M =DLS X= ARVILLA Y= BUCKDUCK Z n LAUREL QPCAUCALSIAN

FIG. 5.18. RUN 18.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

MANITOBA QROUPS

-

BOTH SEXES

A= NORMAN 8 =INïERUKE O= WESTMAN €=-RED RIVER F=€ASïMAN Q=HUNQFIY HAiL
!=SIOUX J =SONOTA K=8,ARVILU L m MANDAN M=DLS X=ARVILU Y= BUCKDUCK Z=UUREL Q=CAüCMlAN
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FIO. 5.22. RUN 22.1 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

MANITOBA GROUPS

- BOnS SEXES

A= NORMAN B mlNTERUKE O= WESTMAN E n RED RIVER Fu EASTMAN G HUNQRY H U

1 = SIOUX J = SONQTA K = 8,ARVILU L = MANDAN M = DL8 X = ARVILLA Y = BUCKDUCK Z n W H E L Q = CAUCASIAN

FIQ, 5.28. RUN 26.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

- MANITOBA GROUPS - NO WESTMAN

- 60TH SEXES

AmNORMAN B=lNTERLME D=WESTMAN EmREO RIVER F=USTMAN QmHUNQRY HALL
l=SIOUX J=SONül'A K=8.ARVlLLA LEMANDAN M=DL8 X- AFIVlLU Y =BLU=KDUCK ZmiAüREL 9 = CMICASIAN

FIG. 5.27. RUN 27.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

MANITOBA/MlNNESOTA/ONTARIO QROUPS

- NO WESTMAN - BOTH SME8

FIB. 5.28. RUN 28.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

- MANITOBA/NORTH

DAKOTA DROUPS

- NO WESTMAN - BOM SEXES

FIQ. 5.20. RUN 29d CANONICAL VAULT DATA

- ALL QROUPS - NEW DLS (R)

IDENTlFlED

-

BOTH SEXES

A-NORMAN 8 - I N T E R M D=WEaTMAN EmRED RIVER F-UBTIIAN O=HUNGRY H U
1-SIOUX J=8ONOTA K- B.ARVILU L-MANDAN R- DL8 X - A R W L U Y =BUCIüIUCK 2 - W W L O- CAUCASIAN

FIQ. 5.30. RUN 30.1 CANONICAL VWLT DATA

-

MANITOBA QROUPS

- NEW DLS (R)

IDENTlFlEO

A= NORMAN 0 = I N T E R M E O= WESTMAN E- RED RIVER F r EASTMAN O =HUNQRV H U
1- SIOUX J=SONOTA Ka S.ARVILU LEMANDAN R=OLB X =ARVILLA Y =EiACKûUCI( ZR W R E L

-

BOTH SEXES

Q= CAUCASIAN

-

A= NORMAN 8 INT€RUnE D= WESTMAN E =RED RIVER F m EASTMAN G HUNQRY HALL
K m 8.ARVILI.A L 3MANDAN A= OL8 X= ARVILLA Y = BUCWUCK Z=UUREL Q=CAUCABlAN

1 =81OUX J =SONOTA

CANl
FIO. 5.32. RUN 32.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

MANlTOBMUORTH DAKOTA GROUPS

-

-

NEW DL9 (R) IDENTlFlED

A- NORMAN 0 = INIERUKE O = WE8TMAN E = RED RIVER F m EASTMAN G = HUNGW HALL
1 -SIOUX J = SONOTA KI 8,ARVILU L- MANDAN R a DLS X= ARVILU Y B I A W U C K Z- W R E L Q = CAUCASIAN

-

BOTH SEXES

CANl
FIG. 5.33. RUN 33.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

ALL GROUPS

-

SOURISFORD (S) IDENTlFlED

-

-

BOTH SEXES

A= NORMAN B = IhmAUKE D= WESTMAN E = RED RIVER Fe EASTMAN G =HUNQRY HALL
K- S A R V I L U L m MANDAN R- DL8 X- ARVILLA Y BUCWUCK 2- W R E L 0 =CAUCLPIAN

1 =8lOUX J = SONOTA

FIQ. 5.34. RUN 34.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

MANITOBA QROUPS

- SOURISFORD (8) IDENTlFlED - BOTH SEXES

-

A= NORMAN B =INERLAKE D =WESTMAN E = RED RIVER F=EASTMAN Q HUNQflY HALL
I = SIOUX J =SONOTA K m 8.MMLiA L = MANDAN R-DL8 X=ARVKiA Y 4 BUCKOUCK Z=W R E L QI CAUCASIAN

CANl
FIG. 5.35. RUN 35.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

-

- MANITOBIIMINNESOTNONTARIO DROUPS - SOURISFORO (S) IDENTlFlED - BOTH SEXES

- -

A=NORMAN B = I M E R M E Dm WESTMAN E =RED RIVER F m EASTMAN Q mHUNQRY HALL
1 SIOUX J SONOTA K- S.ARWLU L = MANDAN A DL8 X ARVILLA Y = BUCKDUC)( 2- UUREL Q 0 CAUCA81AN

CANl
FIQ. 5.37. RUN 37.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

- M L (3ROUPS - NORTH (T)

AND SOUTH (U) ANTLER IOENTlFlED

-

-

A = NORMAN B = INIERUWE O =WEBTMAN E a RED RIVER F = EASTMAN Q = HUNQRY H U
I SIOUX J =SONOTA K a 8.ARVILi.A L MANDAN R = DL8 X -ARVILLA Y BUCKDUO< Z LAUREL

-

(I CAUCABIAN

- BOTH SEXES

AnNORMAN B=IMEAUI<E DaWEBTMAN E=RED RIVER F=UBR(AN Q=HUNGRY H U
I- BIOUX J -8ONOTA K- 8.ARVILLA L-MANDAN R i DL8 X = ARVlLU Y BUCKDUCK 2- W R E L Q- CAUCUIIAN

FIQ. 5.40. RUN 40.1 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

- WITOBNNORTH DAKOTA DROUPS - NORTH 0 AND SOUTH (U) ANTLER IDENTlFlED -

-

A-NORMAN 6 -INIEflUKE 0 - WE8TMAN E =RED RIVER F=E#TMAN Cà =HUNGRY H A U
1 =SIOUX J = SONOTA K m BARVILU L a MANDAN Fi- DL8 X=ARVILU< Y = B L M < D U M ZRW R E L P CAUWIAN

BOM SEXES

140D SfMS-4
140D MORS MN

160F CEM Ph'T
l5OE FIDDLER
1391 CLIB-Ohf
1391 CL-OMT
110A .MlSSl
103Y ~ X I T O A K

16OF RIVERhlO110A CHVRCHI-

-

1

1208 ERJCSDA-

i

1391 BP-S38
1391 CLIB-011

i

115L ME2A-93
115L MES-BIA

i

1

11SL BLB-FSI
120B HDM-41
16OF SLAF211
16OF A-13-23
1901 DW.12

I

I

I

l4OD S f OTT-2

lO3Y SCHOCX

-

1

I

I

l7OC HHM-S

140D STAR hlX
16OF W H A F l l l
14OD HDM-47
160P RIVERMO
102X WAIL\.ER

1391 BF-S38

16OF MWAKII

i

i

i

1

1

i
i

-

24Od STAR 5 5 ' 250r LKPRT 2391 ROJI-3,

-

i

2151 ME2A-93
240d HDM-43
240d XDM-37
239i RF234-M
260C FA3 411

271k RO23-3
ZOOm WA-S22
260C WHITEM

t

202r REDLAK
203y OSVPSEP;
210- Y O M - 1
2lOi PILT2-1
2903 DUV233M
2lSt BLB-FS1
211k ~ 0 2 3 - X i 3
290j SN22A-F
21lk R o 4 - 2 4 4 1
ZOOm WA-522
202% WARNER
2151 M026-1

-

2151 M 0 2 6 - P I
260f W A P 2 1 1
220b tiD.Hii
2601 FA3 Il
2SOe STAKBU

2151 MOSI-1
2601 FA3 101
23Sh ELI-

2151 M031-10

i
-

FIQ. 5 . 4 . RUN 17.2 CANONICAL. VAULT DATA

-

ALL QAOUPS

-

MALES

A-NORMAN B = t M E R U K E D= WESTMAN €=RED RIVER FE EABZMAN GmHUNQRY HALL
i=SIOUX J =SONOTA K n 8.ARViLi.A L e MANDAN MmDi.8 Xn ARVILLA Y = BUCKDUCK 21 LAUREL Q = CCLUCABlAN

FIQ. 5.46.. RUN 103 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

-

MANITQBA OROUPS

-

FEMALES

AuNORMAN B=INlEAUKE D=WSTMAN E=RED RIVER F=EASTMAN O=HUNGRY HAL
IPBIOUX JuSONOTA K=S.ARVILU LEMANDAN MaDL8 X=ARVILU Y=BUCKDUCK Z=UUFIEL O=CAlJCAûIAN

FIQ. 5.48, RUN 18.3 CANONICAL VAULT DATA

- MANITOBA/MINNESOTA/ONTARlO - FEMALES

A= NORMAN fl =INIERLME O = WESTMAN E =RED RIVER F =€ASlMAN G =HUNGRY HAU
I=SIOUX J =80NOTA K a S.ARVlLU L a MANDAN M a DL8 XE ARVILLA Y = BUCKOUCK Z=W R E L Q=CAüCMlAN
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FIQ. 5.51. RUN 21.2 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

M L QROUPS

- MALES

A- NORMAN B=INTEUI<E O =WEBTMAN E l RED RIVER F m W A N Q HUNQRY H U
I=BIMU( J=80NOTA K-8.ARVILU L-MANDAN Y =DU) X= ARVlllA Y-BUCKDUCK Z = W R E L Q-CAUCMIAN

3

X
1

1

1

,

1

4

1

1

,

5

CANl
FIQ. 5.52. RUN 21.3 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

-

ALL OROUPS

--

- FEMALES

A- NORMAN 8 INTEAIME D = WESTMAN E =RED RIVER F a EASTMAN G HUNGRY HALL
I= SIOUX J = BONOTA K=8,ARVILU L a MANDAN M m DL8 X-ARVILU Y BUCKDüCK 2- LAUREL Q=CAUCABlAN
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FIG. 5.53. RUN 22.2 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

MANITOBA GROUPS

- MALES

1
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1
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FIG. 5.54. RUN 22.3 CANONICAL TOTM DATA

-

MANITOBA GROUPS

- FEMALES

A= NORMAN B =IM'EERUKE O= WEBTMAN E =RED RIVER F- EASTMAN G = HUNORY H U
I I SIOUX J .BONOTA K=S.ARYILU LEMANDAN M = M S X=ARVILlA Y= BUCKDUCK Z- UUREL QmCAUCABIAN

CANl
FICI. 5.55. RUN 23.2 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

MANITOBNMINNESOT4/ONTARIO CASES

-

MALES

A=NOfîMAN 8-INIERLAKE D= WE8TMAN €=RED RIVER F=fNTMAN Q=WNOAYH U
1-SIOUX J -SONOTA K=B.ARVILU L=MAWDAN M=DLS X=AAVILU Y=BUCUDUCK Z=W A E L P=CAUCABIAN

CANl
FIQ. 5.58. RUN 23.3 CANONICAL TOTAL DATA

-

MANITOBA/MINNESOTA/ONTARlO - FEMALES

A= NORMAN B=INlE(IERUI<E D= WEBTMAN E -RED RIVER F m EASTMAN G -HUNGRY HALL
I= BIOUX J =BONOTA K- &ARVILLA L = MWDAN M = DL8 X ARVILLA Y = BUCKDUCK Z=W R E L QaCAUCU)lAN
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FIG. 5.67. RUN 24.2 CANONICAL TOTAL MTA
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MANITOBA/NORTH DAKOTA QROUPS

-

-

MALES

A- NORMAN B =INTERME D= WEBTMAN E = RED RIVER F= MBlMAN Q = HUNQRI H U
I =SIOUX J =BONOTA K-8.ARVILU L= MANOAN M =DL8 X = ARVILLA Y = BUCKDUCK Z= W R E L Q CAUCABIAN
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Figure 5.59: Dendogram of male vault C-score data.

Figure 5.60: Dendogram of fernale vault C-score data.
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Figure 5.61: Dendograrn of male total C-score data.
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Figure 5.62: Dendogram of female total C-score data.
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Figure 5.63: Dendogram of vault C-score data, both sexes.
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Figure 5.64: Dendogram of total C-score data, both sexes.

SPECIMENS JNCLUDED IN THE
VAULT AND TOTAL DATA SETS

APPENDIX A

SPECIMENS IN TEE C U I A L DATA SET

CODE

NAME

llOA SKOWNAN-1
llOA SKOWNAN-2
110A CHURCHILL R
llOA NELSONH
llOA CROSSLA
llOA MANHATT
llOA BRNTWOD
llOA PAS
llOA MISSI
llOA RAT RIVER
210a YORK-1
210a KENVILL
210a HGLT-1
2 10a BIRCHTREE
120B LONE MND-1
12OB HDM-41-3
1208 HDM-41-7
120B ERICSDUE-1
120B WESTBN-A0428
120B LUNDAR
120B KEESEEK
220b HDM-41-4
220b DAUPHIN
220b ERICSDALE-2
240d HOWARD-1
140D BUEN VISTA-1
140D SIMS-8
140D SIMS-4
140D SRSFORD-13
140D SRSFORD-3
140D SRSFORD-1
140D ANT CREEK-1
140D STOTT-2
140D STOTT-I
140D STAR MND-5
140D STAR MND-1
240d MORS MND-B2
1400 MORS MND-B
140D HDM-13-1
140D HDM-15-1
140D HDM-30-1
140D HDM-36-2
140D HDM-39-6
140D HDM-47-1
140D HDM-47-2

LOCATION

-

SKOWNAN
WATERHEN LAKE
SKOWNAN
WATERHEN LAKE
ALONG CHURCHILL RIVER
NELSON HOUSE
CROSS LAKE
MANHATTAN ISLAND
BURNTWOOD RIVER
THE PAS
ALONG MISSI RIVER
ALONG RAT RIVER
YORK F'ACTORY
KENVILLE - NEAR THE SWAN RIVER
BORDEN # KgLt
BIRCHTREE ISLAND
LONE MOUND
DARLINGFORD
DARLINGFORD
ERICSDALE
WESTBOURNE
LUNDAR
KEESEEKOUNININ RESERVE - NR ELPHINSTONE
DARLINGFORD
DAUPHIN
ER1CSDALE
HOWARD, SASKATCHEWAN
BUENA VISTA, SASKATCHEWAN
SIMS MOUND
SIMS MOUND
SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD
ALONG THE ANTLER CREEK
STOTT MOUND
STOTT MOUND
STAR MOUND
STAR MOUND
MOORES MOUND
MOORES MOUND
SOURISFORD
SOURISFORD (GOULD' S FARM)
ARDEN

SOURISFORD (THOMPSON'S FARM?) MOUND 2
DARLINGFORD
SOURISFORD (THOMPSONrS FARM) MOUND 5
SOURISFORD

140D
240D
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
240d
250E
150E
150E
150E
150E
150E
150E

150E
250e
250e
25Oe
250e

250e
250e
250e
250e
250e
250e
250e
250e
160F
160F
160F
160F
160F
160F
160F
160F
260F
160F
160F

S5-HK-1278
GY HIL-III
GY HIL-111-2
VICKEXS-4376
HILTON-B
KILLARNEY
SOURIS

RM DALY
SIMS-14
SRSFORD-2
MCGORMAN-1
STAR MND-6
HDM-22-2
HDM-31-2
HDM-37-1
HDM-43-1
HDM-47-3
P MND-MC1
S4-HK-1277
VI CKERS-1108
RESTON
ELLIS ELLIOT
HDM-30-3
WARNER MND-I
FIDDLER-7
FIDDLER-16
MORDEN-116-1
ASSINB-104-1
PINE RIDGE
WEIBE-A0418
SELKIRK
RED RIV-1
LKPRT-SKEL-4
WARNER MND-2
WARNER-11
HIST ASSINB
FIDDLER-12
FIDDLER-15
FIDDLER-17A
FIDDLER-19
FIDDLER-2 1
ASSINB-104-4
STARBUCK
CEM PNT-1993

CADDY LAKE-2
WKSHEL-A0417
K & J
RIVERMO
MINAKII
NUTIMIK
A 13 23
FA^ 410
WHALEYl
SLAF2I1

PILOT MOUND
ROCK LAKE NEAR CARTWRIGHT
GUY HILL
GUY HILL
ROCK LAKE NEAR CARTWRIGHT
100 YARDS NORTH OF AVERY SITE
HILTON
KILLARNEY
SOURIS
RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF DALY
SIMS MOUND
SOURISFORD
MCGORMAN MOUND
STAR MOUND
SOURISFORD ( ELLIOT ' S FARM)
PILOT MOUND
ROCK LAKE (MORRISON'S FORM)
SOURISFORD (THOMPSON'S FARM) MOUND 1
SOURISFORD
PILOT MOUND
PILOT MOUND
100 YARDS NORTH OF AVERY SITE
RESTON
ELLIS ELLIOT NEAR PIPESTONE
ARDEN
DENNIS WARNER MOUND
FIDDLER MOüND
FIDDLER MOUND

-

-

MORDEN

-

WINNIPEG
ST. JAMES
PINE RIDGE NEAR BIRD'S HILL
WEIBE MOUND
SELKIRK
ALONG THE RED RIVER
LOCKPORT
DENNIS WARNER MOUND
DENNIS WARNER
WINNIPEG
ST. JAMES ?
FIDDLER MOUND
FIDDLER MOUND
FIDDLER MOUND
FIDDLER MOUND
FIDDLER MOUND
WINNIPEG - ST. JAMES
STARBUCK
CEMETERY POINT
NUTIMIK
CADDY LAKE
WHITESHELL
WHITESHELL
WHITESHELL - NW ONTARIO
RIVERMOUTH
MINAKII
NUTIMIK LAKE
FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER
WHALEY
SLAVE FALLS

-

-

-

160F
260f
260f
2 60f
260f
2 60f
260f
260f
260f
260f
260f
260f
26Of
170G
170G
170G
170G
170G
170G
170G
170G

WHAFlXl
CEM PNT-90-2
CADDY LAKE-1
EAGLENE

WHITEMO
BJORKLU
FA3 101
FA3 409

FA3 411
FA3 412
WHALEY2
EGLA 10
WHAF~I~
H HALL-92
H HALL-94
fi HALL-95
HHM-S5
HHM-SI0
HHM-S26
HHM-S28
HHM-S30
170~
m-s31
170G HHM-S34
270g H HALL-93
270g H HALL-96
270g H HALL-97
270g H HALL-98
270g HHM-S12
270g HHM-SI6
270g HHM-S23
270g HHM-S24
240d PILT2-109
210a PILT2-106
150E PILT2-101
240d PILT2-97
240d PILTS-107
160F FA-FONT
1391 BF--B2
1391 BF-os380272
1391 BF--S380273
239i BF225IMlF5 B4
1391 BF225IM2FlBl
239i BF234-M1F2 16
1391 CL--0M2212
1391 CLlB-OM17876
1391 CLlB-OM17877
239i R010I-310
2391 ROlOI-M2 315
239i R03I-301
1391 R031-300
239i Ro~I-307
2391 R031-15689
290j DW233 M2 B5
2905 DW233 M2 B6

WHALEY
CEMETERY POINT
NUTIMIK
CADDY LAKE
WHITESHELL
EAGLENEST LAKE
WHITEMOUTH
BJORKLTJND
FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER
FORT ALEXANDER

-

-

WHALEY

BORDEN EgLa
WHALEY
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HAL;t 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
HUNGRY HALL 1
LAB SPECIMEN
DAKOTA SIOUX
LAB SPECIMEN - CREE
LA8 SPECIMEN
FROM ST. BONIFACE
LAB SPECIMEN - FROM HOLLAND MB
LAB SPECIMEN
BLACKFOOT
FORT ALEXANDER
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
sroux (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
sroux (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
SIOUX (FROM P. KEY)
s r o m (FROM P. KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P . KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY j

-

(FROM P. K E Y )
(FROM P. KEY)
(FROM P. K E Y )
(FROM P . K E Y )
SONOTA (FROM P. K E Y )
SONOTA (FROM P. K E Y )
SONOTA (FROM P . KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P, K E Y )
SONOTA (FROM P . KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. K E Y )
S. ARVILLA ( F R O M P . KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S . ARVILLA (FROM P, KEY)
S. ARVILLA (F'ROM P . KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S, ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P. KEY)
S. ARVILLA (FROM P, KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P. K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P . K E Y )
MANDAN (FROM P . KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
SONOTA
SONOTA
SONOTA
SONOTA

.

.

MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
(FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FRûM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P . KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
DLS (FROM P, KEY)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S MYSTER)
ARVILKA (FROM S , MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S . MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK ( FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK ( FROM S. MY STER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
MANDAN

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

O 3Y MCKINSTRY-54
1 3Y MCKINSTRY-71
O 42 MCKINSTRY-13
1 42 MCKINSTRY-14
O 42 MCKINSTRY-34
O 42 MCKINSTRY-3 6
2 42 MCKINSTRY-78
2 42 SMITH-57
1 OM WE401-4320
1254 PINAWA
025q PN-10-44
1254 MORDEN-1
1254 MORDEN-2
135H WPG-2-38-1
135H CHURCHILL
235h ELIE
135H PN-19-89A
llOA PN-21-15A
140D BELMONT-1
140D BELMONT-C3
140d YULE-MD-807-1
125Q TEULON î
260f RIVE^^
160F RIVERMOU3

BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S . MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S. MYSTER)
DLS (FROM P. KEY)
PINAWA
THE PAS (SAM WALLER MUSEUM)
MORDEN
MORDEN
WINNIPEG
CHURCHILL
ELIE
THE PAS (SAM WALLER MUSEUM)
THE PAS (SAM WALLER MUSEUM)

.

BEMONT

BELMONT
YULE SITE
NEAR MATHER
TEULON
RIVERMOUTH-2
RIVEFWOUTH-3

-

SPECIMENS IN THE TOTAL DATA SET
CODE

llOA
llOA
llOA
llOA
210a
120B
12 OB
120B
120B
12OB
120B
220b

220b
240d
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D

NAME

SKOWNAN-1
CHURCHILL R
MANHATT
BRNTWOD
YORK-1
LONE MND-1
HDM-4 1-3
HDM-41-7
ERICSDALE-1
WESTBN-A04 2 8
LUNDAR
HDM-41-4
DAUPHIN
HOWARD-I
BUEN VISTA-1
SIMS-8
SIMS-4
SRSFORD-13
SRSFORD-3

LOCATION

-

SKOWNAN
WATERHEN LAKE,
ALONG CHURCHILL RIVER.

MANHATTAN ISLAND.
BURNTWOOD RIVER.
YORK FACTORY,
LONE MOUND.
DARLINGFORD
DARLINGFORD.
ERICSDALE.
WESTBOURNE

.

LUNDAR

.

.

DARLINGFORD,
DAUPHIN,
HOWARD, SASKATCHEWAN.
BUENA VISTA, SASKATCHEWAN.
SIMS MOUND,

SIMS MOUND
SOUF,ISFORD.

SOURISFORD,

l4OD SRSFORD-1
140D STOTT-2
1400 STOTT-1
140D STAR MND-5

140D
240d
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
140D
2400
140D
140D
140D

STAR MND-1
MORS MND-B2
MORS MND-B
HDM-13-1
HDM-15-1
HDM-30-1
HDM-36-2
HDM-47-1
HDM-47-2
S5-HK-1278
GY HIL-III
GY HIL-111-2
VICKERS-4376
KILLARNEY
140D SOURIS
140D RM DALY
240d SIMS-14
240d SRSFORD-2
240d MCGORMAN-1
240d HDM-22-2
240d HDM-31-2
240d HDM-37-1
240d HDM-43-1
240d HDM-47-3
240d P MND-MC1
240d S4-HK-1277
240d VICKERS-1108
240d RESTON
240d ELLIS ELLIOT
240d HDM-30-3
150E WARNER MND-1
150E FIDDLER-7
15032 MORDEN-116-1
150E ASSINB-104-1
150E PINE RIDGE
150E WEIBE-A0418
250e RED RIV-1
250e LKPRT-SKEL-4
250e WARNER MND-2
250e WARNER-11
250e HIST ASSINB
250e FIDDLER-12
250e FIDDLER-15
250e FIDDLER-17A
250e FIDDLER-19
250e FIDDLER-21
250e ASSINB-104-4
250e STARBUCK
160F CEM PNT-1993
160F CADDY LAKE-2

.

SOURISFORD
STOTT MOUND,
STOTT MOUND.
STAR MOUNDSTAR MOUND.
MOORES MOUND.
MOORES MOUND.
SOURISFORD.
SOURISFORD (GOULD'S FARM).
ARDEN.
SOURISFORD (THOMPSON'S FARM?) MOUND 2.
SOURISFORD (THOMPSON'S FARM) MOUND 5,
SOURISFORD
PILOT MOUNDGUY HILL
ROCK LAKE NEAR CARTWRïGHT,
GUY HILL
ROCK LAKE NEAR CARTWRIGHT,
100 YARDS NORTH OF AVERY SITE.
KILLARNEY
SOURIS ,
RUTUIL MUNICIPALITY OF DALY.
SIMS MOUND.
SOURISFORDMCGORMAN MOUND.
SOURISFORD (ELLIOT'S FARM).
PILOT MOUND.
ROCK LAKE (MORRISON ' S FORM)
SOURISFORD (THOMPSON' S FARM) MOUND 1.
SOURISFORDPILOT MOUND.
PILOT MOUND.
100 YARDS NORTH OF AVERY SITE.
RESTON ,
ELLIS ELLIOT NEAR PIPESTONEARDEN.
DENNIS WARNER MOZTND.
FIDDLER MOUND.
MORDEN.
WINNIPEG
ST. JAMES.
PINE RIDGE NEAR BIRD'S HILLWEIBE MOUND.
ALONG THE RED RIVER.
LOCKPORT ,
DENNIS WARNER MOUND.
DENNIS WARNER
WINNIPEG
ST. JAMES ?.
FIDDLER MOUND.
FIDDLER MOUND.
FIDDLER MOUND.
FIDDLER MOUND.
FIDDLER MOUND.
WINNIPEG
ST. JAMES.
STARBUCK
CEMETERY POINT
NUTIMIK.
CADDY LAKE
WHITESHELL.

-

-

- .

-

.

-

-

160F WHSHEL-A0417

WHITESHELL.

l6OF RIVERMO

RIVEXMOUTH
NUTIMIK LAKE.

160F NUTIMIK
260F FA3 410
260f CEM PNT-90-2
260f FA3 101
260f FA3 411
260f FA3 412
170G 'H HALL-92
170G H HALL-94
170G H HALL-95
1706 HHM-S5
170G HHM-S10
170G HHM-S26
170G HHM-S28
170G HHM-S30
170G HHM-S31
270g H HALL-93
270g H WALL-96
2704 H HALL-97
270g H HALL-98
270g HHM-SI2
270g HHM-SI6
270g HHM-S23
270g HWM-S24
240d PILTS-109
210a PILT2-106
150E PILT2-101
240d P I L T 2 - 9 7
240d PILTS-107
160F FA-FONT
290j DW233 M2 B5
290J DW233 M2 B6
290j DW233 M2 B3
290j DW240 Ml B2
190J DW240 M2B2180
1903 DW252 MlB164A
290j DW252 M1B164B
190J DW252 M1B2 66
190J S I 1 - M 2 - B 2
290j SN22A-F12-17A
190J SN22A-F12-9B
190J SN31-91
115L BL4-JVR1903
2151 BL4
2151 BL8-FSll-3A
115L BL8-FS13-8
2151 BL8-FS6-5
115L BL8-2707
2151 BL8-FS7 B6
2151 BL8-FS14B7
2151 BL8-GFW1936
115L BL9-4337

2151 ME12-L1304

.

FORT ALEXANDER.
CEMETERY POINT
FORT ALEXANDER.
FORT ALEXANDER,
FORT ALEXANDER.
HUNGRY HALL 2.
HUNGBY HALL 2.
HUNGRY HALL 2
HUNGRY HALL 1.
HUNGRY HALL 1.

-

NUTIMIK,

.

HUNGRY HALL 1.
KUNGRY HALL 1.

HUNGRY HALL 1.
KUNGRY HALL 1.
HlTNGRY HALL 2.
HUNGRY HALL 2.
HUNGRY HALL 2.

HALL 2.
HALL 1.
HALL 1.
HALL 1.
HüNGRY HALL 1.
I;AB SPECIMEN
DAKOTA SIOUX.
LAB SPECIMEN
CREE.
LAB SPECIMEN
FROM ST. BONIFACE.
LA8 SPECIMEN
FROM HOLLAND MB.
LAB SPECIMEN
BLACKFOOT.
FORT ALEXANDER.
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY) ,
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY).
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY).
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY).
SONOTA (FROM P . KEY) ,
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY) ,
SONOTA (FROM P KEY) .
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY)
SONOTA (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
KANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY \ HUNGRY
EfUNGRY
HUNGRY
HUNGRY

-

-

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

115L ME2A-9321
115L ME2A-9325
1 1 5 L ME2A-9326
2151 ME2A-9327
11SL ME5-B1A
2151 ME5-B1B
1ISL MO26010756
2151 MO2608290
2151 MO26-10755
2151 MO26-P/K 1
2151 M029-10757
115L M031-10751
2151 M031-10747
2151 M031-10748
2151 M031-10749
2151 M031-10752
2151 M037-P/K 1
2151 M08181.98.1
115L M0972-12-B
2151 M0974-14-D
115L M0975-15-E
2151 MO976-16-F
2151 M0978-18-H
2 2x WARNER-6OB
2 Z X WARNER-62
1 2X WARNER-63
2 2x WARNER-65
1 2X WARNER-66
2 2x WARNER-79
2 SX REDLA.KEF-25
2 2x REDLAKEF-29
2 S X BRONSON-5
2 2x BRONSON-11
2 2x WARNER-61
1 2X REDLAKEF-32
1 3Y WHITOAK-12
1 3Y WIiITOAK-14
1 3Y WHITOAK-22
1 3Y WHITOAK-32
1 3Y WHITOAK-33
1 3Y WHITOAK-24
2
2
1
O

3 y OSUFSEN-21
3y OSUFSEN-26
3Y OSUFSEN-49

3Y MCRINSTRY-54

1 3Y MCKINSTRY-71
O 42 MCKINSTRY-13
1 42 MCKINSTRY-14

O 42
O 42
2 42
125Q

MCKINSTRY-34
MCKINSTRY-36
SMITH-57

PINAWA
025q PN-10-44
i25Q MORDEN-1

.

MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN ( F R O M P . K E Y ) .
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY) .
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P KEY)
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
MANDAN (FROM P. KEY).
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S . MYSTER)
ARVf LLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S. MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S MYSTER)
ARVILLA (FROM S . MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S . MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S . MYSTER) BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER) ,
BLACKDUCK (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S . MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S . MYSTER) ,
LAUREL (FROM S . MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S. MYSTER)
LAUREL (FROM S MYSTER)
PINAWA.
THE PAS ( S A M WALLER MUSEUM) ,
MORDEN.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.

12SQ
135H
135H
235h
135H
llOA
1400
140D
140d
125q
260f
16OF
125Q
2 60f
160F
140D

MORDEN-2

MORDEN.

WPG-2-38-1

WINNIPEG.
CHURCHILL.
ELIE
THE PAS (SAM WALLER MUSEUM).
THE PAS (SAM WALLER MUSEUM)
BELMONT.
BELMûNT
YULE SITE
NEAR MATHER.
TEULON
RIVERMOUTH.
RIVERMOUTH.
TEULON
RIVERMOUTN-2

CHURCHILL
ELIE
PN-19-89A

.

.

PN-21-15A
BELMONT-1
BELMONT-C3
YULE-MD-807-1
TEULON 1
RIVERM~US
RIVERMOU3
TEULON 1
RI V E R M ~ U ~
RIVERMOU3

RIVERMOUTH- 3

KILLARNEY

KILLARNEY- 1

.
.

APPENDIX B

MEASUREMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS

APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS

(ai) Aiare
(b) Bregrna (ci)Dacryon
( h t ) Frontornalare Temporale

(ec) Ectoconchion

(eu) Euryon

(fi) Frontotemporale

(gn)Gnathion (go) Gonion (id) Infradentale
(ns) Nasospinale
(pr) Prosthion (zy) Zygion
(b) Bregma (cdl) Condylion Laterale
(g) Glabella
(op) Opisthocranion
(ah) Alveolion
(as) Asterion
( a h ) Aiveolon (ba) Basion (ecm) Ectomolare
( za) Zygomaxillare Anterior

(n) Nasion
(au) Auriculare
(1) Lambda
(ba) basion
(O) Opisthion

(al) Alare
(b) Bregma (d) Dacryon (ec) Ectoconchion
(fint) Frontornalare Temporale
(fi) Frontotemporale
(gn) Gnathion (go) Gonion (id) Infiadentale
(ns) Nasospinale
(pr) Prosthion (zy) Zygion
(b) Bregma (cdl) Condylion Laterale
(g) Glabella
(op) Opisthocranion
(al* Alveolion
(ah) Aiveolon (ba) Basion (ecm) Ectomolare
(as) Astenon
(za) Zygornaxillare Anterior

(eu) Euryon
(n) Nasion
(au) Auriculare

(1) Lambda
(ba) basion
(O)Opisthion

GOL

GLABELLA-OPISTHOCRANION LENGTH (maximum cranial
length)

XCB

EURYON-EURYON (maximum c r a n i a l breadth)

WFB

FRONTOTEMPORALE-FRONTOTEMPORALE
breadth)

XFB

(Maximum frontal breadth

STB

( Stephanion-stephanion breadth
the position
of stephanion, the intersection of t h e temporal
l i n e with the coronal suture, varies from
individual to individual)

ASB

ASTERION-ASTERION (breadth of the occiput)

AUB

AURICULARE-AURICULARE (breadth of the i n f e r i o r
skull)

BBH

BASION-BREGMA HEIGHT ( h e i g h t of the cranium)

BNL

BASION-NASION LENGTH (transverse facial length)

FRC

FRONTAL CHORD (length from n a s i o n t o bregma)

FRS

FRONTAL SUBTENSE (height of the frontal)

PAC

PARIETAL CHORD (length from bregma to lambda)

PAS

PARIETAL SUBTENSE (height of the parietals)

OCC

OCCIPITAL CHORD (length from lambda to opisthion)

ocs

OCCIPITAL SUBTENSE ( h e i g h t of t h e occipital)

FOL

FORAMEN MAGNUM LENGTH

FOB

FORAMEN MAGNUM BREADTH

BPI;

BASION-PROSTHION LENGTH (lower facial length)

M4 8

NASION-ALVEOLARE HEIGHT (upper facial height)

NPH

NASION-PROSTHION LENGTH

FMB

FRONTO-MALAR BREADTH (upper facial breadth)

NAS

NASO-FRONTAL SUBTENSE (upper facial projection)

-

(minimum frontal

along coronal suture)

-

DKB

DACRYON-DACRYON BREaDTH (inter-orbital breadth)

OBH

ORBIT HEIGHT

OBB

ORBIT BREADTH

ZYB

ZYGION-ZYGION BREADTH (facial breadth at
zygomatics)

NLH

NASION-NASOSPINALE ( n a s a l height)

NLB

ALARE-AUU?E

ZMB

ZYGOMAXILLARY ANTERIOR-ZYGOMAXILLARY ANTERIOR
(breadth of lower face)

ZMS

ZYGOMAXILLARE SUBTENSE (projection of lower face)

MAL

PROSTHION ALVEOLON LENGTH (length of the palate)

MAB

ECTOMOLARE-ECTOMOLARE (palate breadth)

EKB

ECTOCONCHION-ECTOCONCHION BREADTH (breadth across
the eye orbits)

(nasal breadth)

APPENDIX C
(PART 1)
VARIABLE STATISTICS BY GROUP
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Variable

N

Sonota
Hean

S t d Dev

Minimum

.....................................................................

GOL
XC B

WFB
XFB
STB
ASB
AUB

RBH

BNL
FRC
FRS

PAC
PAS

OCC
OCS

FOL
FOB

BCL

8
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Std Dev

Variable

- - - - - - - - - - - -N- - - - - - - - - - -Mean
-----

GOL
XCB

WFU
XFB
STD
ASB
AU B

8
0
8
8
8
8
8

3BH

8

BNL

0
8
8
8

FRC
PAS
PAC
PAS
OCC
OCS

FOL
FOB

BPL

8
8
8
8
8
8

180.5000000
144.1250000
95,0000000
117.5000000
110.6250000
114 .1250000
131.7500000
130.2500000
101.5000000
112 ,6250000
23,1250000
109.1250000
23,0000000
92 .O000000
29,0000000
36.2500000
31 .1250000
100,2~00000

............................

VailabIo

N

Maan

GOL

7

XCB
WFB
XFB

172.2857143
137.1428571
00.4'285714
110.0000000
105.7142857
107,1428571
122,1428571
124,1420571
96,5714286
104,4205714
21.4285714
103 .O571429
20.5714206
93 .0000000
31.1428571
34.7142857
29.285-1143
95,0000000

--

7.1713717
2,5319300
2,6186147
5,0142654
5.6552757
4.2236579
3.2841611
3.8070866
4.6291005
2.3067192
1.8850919
2.7998774
2.1380899
4.8403070
3.9279220
2,0528726
2.1671245
3,0118812

Std Dsv

Hinimum
172.0000000
140.0000000
91.0000000
111.0000000
102.0000000
106.0000000
128.0000000
125.0000000
96.0000000
109.0000000
20.0000000
104,0000000
20.0000000
83.0000000
24.0000000
33.0000000
27,0000000
96.0000000

Hlnlmum

...--*----------------------

STB

7
7
7
7

ASB

7

AUB

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

BBH

BNL
FRC
FRS
PAC
PAS

OCC

OCS
FOL
FOB
BPI,

----------------------------

7.3872477
5,7279598
3,7352886
6,3508530
6.7998599
3.4364988
4.0590874
3,6253079
4,0766466
1.3972763
1.8126539
11.4226175
4.9617585
4.2426407
2.5448360
3.1997024
1.9760470
4.4347116

160.0000000
126.0000000
84 .O000000
101,0000000
99.0000000
103.0000000
116.0000000
117.0000000
92 .O000000
103.0000000
20.0000000
87.0000000
15.0000000
85.0000000
27,0000000
31.0000000
26.0000000
89,0000000

Maxlmum
194.0000000
148.0000000
98.0000000
125.0000000
119.0000000
119.0000000
138.0000000
135.0000000
110.0000000
116.0000000
25.0000000
113.0000000
26.0000000
98.0000000
34.0000000
39.0000000
34.0000000
104.0000000
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Std Dev

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .N. . . . . . . . . . . .neari
.....

Variable
GOL
XCB
WFB

BNL
FRC
FRS

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

PAC

13

XFB
STB
ASB

AU B
BBIi

PAS

13

OCC

13

OCS

13
13
13
13

FOL
FOB
BPL

184.0000000
144.2307692
96.5384615
116.7692308
109.7692308
109,6923077
132.1538462
134.3846154
102,1538462
109,1538462
23.0000000
109,5384615
21,9230769
94,6923077
28.3846154
35,6923077
31.1530462
100.2307692

-------------------------------

6,9282032
4.1863637
5.0598976
2.7127430
3.8547340
4.7325929
3.8480764
5.4089195
5.1614945
5.9700105
2,3804761
8,5109281
3.3030677
7,0164642
3.5482029
2.2130151
1.9513309
4,9015950

14814 Thursday, May 21, 1938

Mlriimum
164.0000000
136.0000000
88.0000000
113.0000000
103.0000000
103.0000000
125,0000000
126,0000000
93.0000000
98.0000000
18 .O000000
96.0000000
16.0000000
86.0000000
24.0000000
32.0000000
29.0000000
91.0000000

Maximum
192.0000000
153.0000000
105.0000000
122.0000000
116.0000000
117.0000000
141.0000000
144,0000000
112,0000000
116.0000000
26 .O000000
123,0000000
29.0000000
107.0000000
35.0000000
39,0000000
35.0000000
109.0000000

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *

Varlablc

N

Maan

Std Dev

Mlnlmum

.....................................................................

GOL
XC B
WFB

X FB
STB
AS B
AU B
BDtI

BNL
F RC
FRS
PAC
PAS
OCC
OCS

FOL
FOB
BPL

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

180.5714286
137.0000000
94.5000000
111,0714286
102.2142857
106.4285714
125.4285714
129,4265714
101.7857143
108.0000000
23,5714286
106,7142857
21,6428571
93,5714206
29,0714286
35.1428571
29.4285714
93.8571429

6.5128782
5.3204974
4.7026997
5.2545114
5.4656771
4.7992673
4,0137128
4.7347209
7.1163795
3,7416574
2.4718192
6.2441181
2,7063215
5.3882248
2.5559669
3.0091436
1.1578684
2,5071327

170.0000000
129.0000000
85.0000000
102.0000000
95,0000000
99.0000000
116.0000000
123.0000000
93.0000000
102.0000000
19,0000000
96.0000000
15,0000000
86.0000000
26.0000000
30.0000000
27.0000000
90.0000000

Maximum

191.0000000
145.00000QO
102.0000000
121.0000000
111.0000000
117 .O000000
133.0000000
130.00U0000
119.0000000
115.0000000
29.0000000
118.0000000
25,0000000
100.0000000
34.0000000
40.0000000
31.0000000
98,0000000

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C
(PART 2)
VARIABLE STATlSTlCS BY GROUP
(TOTAL DATA)

Paye 1

Variable

N

- - - - - - A - - - - - -

GOL
XC B

WFB
XFB
STB
ASB
AU0

BBII
BNL
FRC
PHs
PAC
PAS
OCC

OCS

FOL
FOB
BPL

M48
14 PH
FMB
NAS

rNn
OBti

088
ZYB

NLH
NLB

ZMB
ZMS
MAL
MAB

EKB

12
12
12
12
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12
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12
12
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GOL
XCB
WFB
XFB
STB

ASB
AUB
BBll

BNL
FRC

7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

FHS
PAC
PAS

7
7

OCC

7

ocs

7

NPIi

7
7
7
7
7
7

FM0
NAS

7
7

FOL

FOB
BPL
H48

7

DKB
OBH
OB8
ZYB
NLH
NLB
ZMB
ZMS
HAL
MA El

7
7
7

EKB

7

7
7

7
7
7

7
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Variable

N

---------------.
34
34
WFB
34
XFB
34
STB
34
AS ià
34
AU B
34
Ban
34
BNL
34
FRC
34
FRS
34
PAC
34
PAS
34
OCC
34
OCS
34
FOL
34
FOB
34
BPL
34
M4 8
34
N PH
34
FMB
34
NAS
34
DKB
34
OBH
34
OB8
34
ZYB
34
34
NLH
NLB
34
ZMB
34
ZMS
34
MAL
34
MAB
34
EKB
34

Sed Dav

.------------

GOL
XC B

------ ---------

7.1055199
4.8504369
4.2101651
4.2140796
6.4324960
4.3395335
4.6453550
4.55ll55l
4.5823812
5.7316708
2.564 1502
5.1213440
2.1430566
4.6288254
3.5566463
3.0470172
3.1345354
3.8298248
4 .l522925
4.3832650
4.1842508
2 ,1355576
1.9310762
1,5213865
1 .go34166
5.4909584
3.4512133
1.8947342
4.1788236
2.8524312
3.1210001
3.2468276
3.4729666
-

-

-

-

-

-

m

m

-

-

-

-

Maxlmurn

-

.- - - - -

-

-

- -

197.0000000
l48.OOOOOOO
102.0000000
121.0000000
118.0000000
115.0000000
136.0000000
142.0000000
113 O000000
122 .0000000
29 .O000000
115.0000000
26.0000000
1 O4 . O000000
41.0000000
42.0000000
35.0000000
107.0000000
80.0000000
77.0000000
106.0000000
24.0000000
27.00UOOOO
37.0000000
43.0000000
145.0000000
61.0000000
28.0000000
105.0000000
30.0000000
60.0000000
73.0000000
106.0000000
.. - - - - - - - * -

.
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COL
XC B
WFB
XFB
STB
AS0
AU B

BBJi

BNL
FRC
FRS
PAC
PAS
OCC
OCS

FOL
FOB
BPL
M40

NPH
FM0
NAS

DKB
OOH

OBB
ZYB
NLH
NLB
ZMB
ZMS

MAL
MAB

EU0

45
45
4 !ï
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

45
45
45
45

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

45
45
45

Page 11

GOL
XC B

HFB
XFB

STB
AS0

AUB
BBH

BNL
FRC

FRS
PAC
PAS

OCC
OCS

FOL
FOO
BPL
H4 8
NPH

FHB
NAS
DKB
OBH
ODB
2YB
NLH

NLB
ZHB
ZHS

HAL
HAB

LIKB

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

c

a

a
x

1
l

1
I

i
1

1

Poc-oncio
wowont-lo
w o w o n n o
w o a o n o o
w o l ~ o n n o
w o w o n n o
w 0 w 0 n n 0

. - ..- ..

P O P n n Oo o o m 1
w 0 U ) n n o oooci i
wowrCin0 ooot-l l
w o w m n oo o o m 4
w o w m n o oooci i
I O o a n n oooon 4
w o w m n oo o a m i
- 1
rnWcrrn 1
Flmwai

...

jwyman

Jun 2 1998 09:48
The SAS Syetorn

Rlackduck - males

-----------------------------------------------------Varlable

N

Hean

S t d Dev
- - a - - - - - - - -

GOL

9
9
9

181,7777778
7.9337535
139.4444444
4.3043905
2.2912878
95.0000000
XFB
9
115.5555556
4.7726070
8 .O743077
STB
9
108,2222222
5 .Sl7648S
AS B
9
11 3,2222222
AUB
9
129.4444444
5.4797607
6.1801654
BBH
9
133.7777778
4,9103066
BNL
9
102.1111111
5 .O249378
F RC
9
110.6666667
2.2047928
FUS
9
22.0808889
4.1264728
PAC
9
110.5555556
2.4494897
PAS
9
22.0000000
OCC
9
96.6666667
6.1441029
OCS
9
20.4444444
3.3952581
FOL
9
37.7777778
2.5873624
FOO
9
31.4444444
3 .7ll8429
BPI,
9
95.6666667
3,6400549
2,8722813
M4 0
9
76.3333333
NPH
9
72.6666667
3.2787193
3.0000000
FMB
9
1 00.0000000
NAS
9
18.7777778
2.1081851
DKB
9
21.1111111
1.6914819
OB11
9
34.5555556
1.9436506
088
9
40.0000000
1.65831 24
ZYB
9
138.7777778
6.924 1927
NLH
9
55,0000000
3,1224990
NLB
9
25.3333333
1 . 5OOOOOO
9
100.5555556
ZMB
4,9018137
ZMS
9
24,7777778
3.3082389
MAL
9
51 .7777778
1.5634719
MA i3
9
63,3333333
2.7838822
EhO
9
100,2222222
2.773886?
. - - - - -- .- - - - - - . - . . - - . - - . - - . -. XC B

WFB
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Variable

- - - - - - - - - - - - -N- - - - - - - - - - -Hean
-----

OOL
XC B
WFB

XFB
STB
ASB

Aua
BBH

BNL
FRC
FRS
PAC

PAS
OCC
oc S
FOL
FO O

BPL
M4 8
NPtl
FMB
NAS

DKD
OBH

OBB
ZYB
NLH

NLB
ZMB
ZHS
HAL

MAB
EKB

--- -*

S t d Dev

Minimum

Maxlrnum

.-------------------------------------
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00000000O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O
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APPENDIX D
RUNS CONDUCTED

APPENDIX D
RUNS CONDUCTED

PROGRAM
P R I N COMP

COMP

BOTH
MALES
FEMALES
BOTH
MALES
FEMALES

COMP

BOTH

PRZN COMP
PRIN COMP
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN

DATA

COMP
COMP

P R I N COMP

MALES

P R I N COMP
P R I N COMP
P R I N COMP

MALES

P R I N COMP
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN
PRIN

COMP
COMP
COMP
COMP
COMP
COCOMP

P R I N COMP

BOTH
MALES
FEMALES
BOTH

MALES
FEMALES
BOTH
MALES

PRIN COMP

PRIN COMP
PRIN COMP

MALES

PRIN COMP
CAN DISC
CAN DISC
CAN DISC
C A N DISC
CAN D I S C

CAN DISC
CAN DISC
CAN

DISC

BOTH

MALES
FEMALES
BOTH
MALES

FEMALES
BOTH

MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

BOTH

CAN D I S C

MALES
FEMALES

CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

BOTH

CAN D I S C
CAN DISC

MALES

CAN D I S C

BOTH

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN

FEMALES

DISC

CAN DISC
CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C
C M DISC

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN DISC
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

BOTH

MALES
FEHALES
BOTH

MALES
FEMALES
BOTH

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C

FEMALES

CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

BOTH
MALES
FEMALES
BOTH
MALES

FEMALES
BOTH

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

DISC

DISC

DISC
DISC
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

GIXfYfZ
AfBfDIEfF
GfXfYfZ
AfBfDfEfF
I f J f K f LfM
AfBfD,EfF
I f J f K f L f M
AfBfDfEfF
LJfKfLfM
AfBfEfF
AfBfEtF
AfBfEfF
AfBfEfF
AfBf E f F
AfBf E f F
AfBfEfF
GfXfYfZ
AfBflJfF
GfXfYfZ
AfBfEfF
GfXfYfZ
AfB,EfF
IfJIKfLM
A,B"EfF
IfJfKfLfM
AI B f E , F
1,J I K f L,M

(RI
(RI
ALL (R)

FEMALES

MALES

FEMALES

BOTH
MALES
FEMALES
BOTH
MALES
FEMALES
BOTH

MALES
FEMALES

MALES

BOTH
MALES
FEHALES
BOTH
MALES
FEMALES

BOTH
MALES

CAN D I S C

CAN DISC

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

BOTH
MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

BOTH
MALES

CAN DISC

MALES

FEMALES

FEMALES
BOTH

CAN D I S C

FEMALES

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN D I S C
CAN DISC

BOTH

CAN D I S C
CAN D I S C

CAN DISC

MALES
FEMALES
BOTH

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN DISC
CAN

DISC

CAN DISC

CAN DISC
CAN D I S C

CAN D I S C

MALES

CAN DISC

FEMALES

A=NORMAN
B=INTERW(E
B=WESTMAN E=RED RIVER
F=EASTMAN
G=HUNGRY HALL I=SIOUX J=SONOTA
K=S. ARVILLA L=MANDAN M=DLS Q=CAUCASIAN
X=N. ARVILLA Y=BLACKDUCK
&=LAUREL
CR=CRANIAL

(VAULT) DATA TO=TOTAL DATA

APPENDIX E

MlSSlNG VALUES ESTIMATED BY CASE

APPENDIX E
MXSSING VALUES ESTïMATED BY CABE
ANTLER CREEX-1
E L L I S ELLIOT
FIDLER-12
FIDLER-16
FIDLER-19
FIDLER-2 1
HDM-3 1-2
HDM-3 6-2
HDM-37-1

HDM-39-6
HILTON-B
LOCKPORT

KILLARNEY
RM DALY
SELKIRK
SIMS 4
SIMS-8
SOURISFORD-2

STARBUCK
STAR MOUND-1
STAR MOUND-6
STOTT-2
VICKERS 1108
WARNER-II
WARNER MOUND-2
SKOWNAN-2
C R O S S LAKE
MANHATTAN 1s.
THE PAS

BPL
BPI;

BBH
AUB
BPL
FOL

GOL
GOL

BPL

AUB
AUB
WFB
GOL
AUB
OCC
FOL

ZMS

PAB

FOL
BNL

FOB
BPL

BPL

FOB
ASB
OCC

BPL
AUB

M50
FOL

DKB
M48

MAL

FOB
BPL

FOL

BBH

BNL

BPL

M50

MAL

AUB
FOB
BPL

FRC

DKB

ZYB

ZYB
DKB

PAL

OCS

STB
XCB
BPL
OCS

FOL

BNL

FOB

BNL

BPL
BNL
OCC

FOL
BPL
-- -

FOB

OCS

BNL
OCS

FOL

FOB

BPL

GOL

BBH

BNL

BPL

FOL

FOB

BPL
FOL
DKB
FOB

PAB

PAL

DKB

PAB

PAL

AUB
BBH
GOL
BBH

BBH
BNL

BBH
BNL

OBB

ZMB

ZMS

FOL

BBH
GOL

STB

AUB

AUB

M48
BNL
M48

BNL
M50
FOL
M50

BPL
FOB
FOB

BPL
BPL

BBH

BURNTWOOC

BPL
BPL

AUB
FOL
FOL
FOL

FOB

FOB

AUB

FOL

FOI3

BPL

OCS

NAS

M50

OBB

ZMB

ZMS

BNL

OCC
FOL
OCC
PAL
BBH
FOL

OCS

M50

ZYB

EKB

FOB

ZYB

ZMS

PAL
STB

M48

HHM-SI2

WFB
FOL
BBH
OCC
BBH
MAL
ASB

HHM-S34

OCC

HHM-S2 3

BPL

HfFM-S3 O
HHM-S3 1
m-S34
HUNGRY HALL-96
HUNGRY HALL-93

ZMB

BNL
BBH

FOB

NELSON HOUSE
KENVILLE
BIRCHTREE
ERICSDALE-2
HDM-41-7
KEESEEK.

HHM-S2 6

M48

HHM-SI0

WFB

HHM-S16
CADDY LAKE- 1

OCS
WFB

EAGLENEST

AUB

OCS
BNL
PAB
AUB
OCS
MAL
PAS
BPL

MAB
FRS
GOL

BPL
FOB

BPL

FOB
-

-

-

OCS

FOL
F O- -B
-

PAB
XFB

XCB

ZMS

NPL

NAS

MT0

WHITEMOUTH
B JORKLUND
MINAKXI
FA3 -409
WHALEY-2
WHALEY-F2-11
EGLA- IO
CEMETERY POINT
WHALEY-1

AUB
AUB
AUB
STB
WFB
FOB

FOB

BPL
A m

FOB
FOB
BPL
STB
BBH
BPL
M5 O
XCB

WHA-F1-II

AUB
FOB

BBH
BPL

A-13-23
CADDY LAKE-2

XFB
XFB

STB

BPL

PAS

NAS

ZYB

ZMB

K&J
RIVERMOUTH-1
CEM P O I N T 1993
SOURISFORD-1
HDM-31-19
HDM-47-156

AUB

STB
BPL

BNL
ZMS
DKB

M50

DKB

ZMS

E'MB

BBH
ZMB
M5 0
NAS

ZYB
ZMS

MAL

FMB

NAS

SU-F2-Il

S5-HK-1278

KILLARNEY-O
HDM-30-3
RESTON
BEAUSEJOUR
FA3-412
FA3-410
FA3-411
NUTIMIK
FA3-101

AUB

A m
FOL
NAS

M4 8
ZMB
DKB

DKB
DKB
DKB
DKB

DKB

ZMS
ZYB

BPL
BNL
MAL
STB

BNL

MAL

MAL

FOL
FOL
FOL

FOB
FOB

NLH
MAB

NLB

ZMB

ZMS

MAB

EKB

PAB

ZMS

